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CITY AUVBKTINKIUBNTM

$25.00 REWARD.
City Marshal's Office,
)
Portl«N1>, Nov. 7, 1887.1
REWARD of twenty-five dollars wlllb paid
for information that will lead to the arrest
and conviction of any person or persons guiltv of
breaking glass In any public building or cliurcu in
tills city.
EZRA 1IAWKKS,
uovHdlf
City Marshal.
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THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 97 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Teems- Eight Dollars a Year. To mail subscribers, Seven Dollars a Year.tf paid in aavance
Rates uy Advertising—One inch ol space
the length of column, nr twelve lines nonpariel
constitutes a “square.”
$1.60 per square, daily, first week; 76 cents per
week after; three Insertions or less, $1.00 continuing every other day after first week. 60 cents.
Half square, three Insertions or less, 76 cents ;
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week utter.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of "Amoskmenth” and Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less. $1.60.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.
Published every Thcrbday Morning, at $2.60
a year; If paid In advance. $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in the "Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first Insertion, and 60 cents per square for each subse-
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CHRISTMAS SLIPPERS in-

every day.

New and elegant designs In
embroidery, made up in the latest style and selling at Super cent discount, or just half price.

quent

insertion.

Address

all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

lias

ever

before been

men^

line hand

seen

in Portland.

Gentle-

made EMHKOIDEREDsizes and half sizes

8LIPPER8, all
at

75c, 85c, and $1 per pair.

Just Arrived !
840

pairs CHRISTMAS SLIPPERS in

be

one

lot to

sold at 76c per pair, former retail price
.50; see them in show window.

Washington, Dec. 28.
The indications for Maine and New Hampshire are warmer and threatening weather,
followed by snow and winds becoming fresh
to brisk southwesterly.
For Massachusetts, Rhode Island and
wanner
and
threatening
Connecticut,
weather, followed by rain and snow, fresh

southerly winds, veering to westerfollowed by colder weather with a cold

to brisk

ly,

wave on

FINE SLIPPERS

BROWN,
461 CONCRESS

STREET,
Jlarkrl

Clnpp’a Block,
dec84

Thursday.

For Vermont and

for [everybody, at sign of MAMMOTH GOLD
BOOT. Don’t mistake the place.

Eastern New York,
warmer weather and snow, except rain in
Southeastern New York, and fresh to brisk
southerly winds, veering to colder northwesterly with a cold wave on Thursday.
A Blizzard Coming East.
27.—A telegram has been
received from the Chief Signal Officer at

Chicago, Dec.

Nquiire.
eodtf

NOT KING’S EVIL

Washington predicting

that the temperature
here will fall twenty degrees or more by 7 a.

Thursday.
Dubuque, Iowa,

m.

But the King of Evils. You suffer so. Your are
not downright sick, but you wish you were <:ead.
Your stomach is out of order. Your brain reels.
Your eyes grow dim and liazy. and you are in sueli
Ob! torment! Yoa can’t use a knife to cut
t out, but you can eradicate the pain, renovate
the stomach, and relieve the pressure on the brain
How? Get a box of D. K.’s. which mean

fiain.

Or. MARK R. WOODBURY'S Dyspepsia Killers.

Dec. 27.—A blizzard

is

northern Iowa. The temper,
ature has rapidly fallen and will reach zero
or below by morning.
Trains between Dubuque and Sioux City west of Waterloo have
all stopped running, being housed until the
prevailing

over

storm is over.
St. Paul, Dec. 27.—In the past 24 hours
there has been a change of 28 degrees in
temperature, and at 7 a. in. it was 18° below
It is general
REMEMBER D. K.’S.
zero, the coldest this winter.
throughout the Northwest.
They cost only 60 cents a box (trial boxes 25
Council Bluffs,
Iowa., Dec. 27.—A
cents), can be sent to any part of the U. 8. by mail
and will cure
heavy storm has raged since midnight. The
Dyupfpain, ■ u«lig«‘*ti®n, Heartburn and mercury fell 20 degrees in six hours, and toall aioniHeh Trouble*
All trains are delayed
night is 10° below.
Doolittle & Smith, 24 aud 20 Tremont St., Bos- |
by the heavy snow fall.
ton, ana selling agents.
Jonksville, Wis., Dec. 27.—A blizzard is
The snow has fallen steadily
Dr. Mark R. Woodbury's Dyspepsia Killers,
prevailing.
since noon. The country roads are drifted
Killers.
Or. Mark R. Woodbury’s Dyspepsia
and trains delayed.
jau3
_TT&Slst,2dor4tbp-nrm
Kansas City, Dec. 27.—A blizzard prevails all over Kansas, portions of Nebraska
CITV OF PORTLJXD.
The storm centre is in the
and Arkansas.
Proposal*, for Collection and Pur- neighborhood of Topeka and is moving
southwesterly. All along the Missouri Pacichase of Offal.
railroads the wires are
undersigned will receive proposals for the fic and Santa Fe no
communication except
and
down. There are
collection of offal from houses, retail
Thermometers in the
via Leavenworth.
wholesale grocery aud fruit stores, and from retail
fish stores. Collections to be made from every
path of the blizzaad show a decrease in
street in the citd three times a week, and six
temperature of from 15° to 35°, At 4 p. m.
times a week where required so to do by the
they were 10° below here.
Board of Health. The service to begin on the exEmporia, Kan., Dec. 27.—A blizzard struck
piration of the present contract, namely, the first
this section at a a. m., with the usual accomday of May next.
tl
the
for
received
pur{Separate proposals will be
paniuient of wind and snow. The trains in
chase of offal (If the city shall collect the same)
all directions are several hours behind.
in quantities of one barrel and upward, or by the
cord, to be delivered at some convenient place.
Proposals will be received until twelve o’clock
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
Wednesday noon, December 28,1887.
Portland, Me., Dec. 27,1887.
The right is reserved to relect any or all pro- ,
GKOBG E C. BU KG ESS, City Clerk.
|7 A M | 3 P M | 10 PM
posals.
declSeodtd
Portland, Dec. 13,1887.
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hand First Mortgages and applications for money
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Total
Mean
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have also mortgages in amounts $1,000 to$20,000
much
How
money
offer.
we
which
cent,
at 7 per
They are A 1
can you furnish us for these loans?
meteorological report.
security. The stringency in the money market
(Dec. 27,1887,10.00 F.M.)
enables us to cut down amounts applied for in
safe beyond a
each case to an amount that is
Observations taken at the same moment ot time
doubt. Now is the time to get a nice line of small
at all stations.
Kilt edge loans. Write for our New Investor’s
Wmo
Thermo’ter
Guide. Remit with advice to, JOHN D. KNOX
6 CO.. Investment Bankers and Loan Agents,
*-*
©
36
Topeka. Kan. Boston Office: Room 24, No.
®
5 u
Place of
dec6eod&wlm
Brumfield Street.

Eat two or three of those little lozengers and you
Use tbem as a preventive
will be better at once.
aud you need suffer no more

THE

mortgages

sC L

Observation.

C

x

!*«• tin net KcIimI of

Hastport,

Mlroography.

Me.
Miss A. L. Sawjer.537 Congress St.. Portland,
COUtl
11
jy

MOSES,

and

Norfolk, Va. 30.16

Uatteras. 30.20

Literature.

Iielsarte Expression a Specialty.
Kkkkrence—Prof. Moses True Brown, Boston
School of

Oratory.

dee8____eodtt
SAYINGS BANK BOOK LOST.
notified in writing, as required
by Revised Stalutes, Chapter 47, Section
114, bv Muses Hunt, Westbrook, Me., that his
Deposit Book No. 34,422 Is lost and that he

WF.

have been

desires

a

duplicate

Book Issued to him.
MAINF. SAVINGS BANK,
by Alpheus G. Rogers, Treasurer.

Portland, Me., Dec. 17,1887.

decl9

_dlawM3w

Rev. Lyman Abbott to be
Successor.

ueecners

Brooklyn, Dec. 27.—Rev. Lyman Abbott
has been selected as pastor of the Plyn outh
church at the same salary paid the lats Mr.
Beecher. No definite term of service has
been fixed, and it is probable that Mr. Abbott
■will remain permanently as Mr. Beecher s
lie lias filled the pulpit most of
successor,
the time since it was left vacant and the
church lias shown unexpected strength under
his administration.
The Codman Will.

Boston, Dec. 17.—Judge Alien of the Supreme Court today set aside such portions
of the Codman will verdict as relate to undue influence by Messrs. Hodgdon and Dexverdict.
ter hut sustained the balance of the
The case is remanded to the Probate Court
for further possible proceedings.
W. W. Corcoran’s 89th Birthday.
W W. Corcoran, the aged millionaire
philanthropist, celebrated his 8!tth birthday
and he is
today. His mind is perfectly clear,
ill fairly good physical health, though somehis
what weak in his legs from the effects of
paralytic stroke last summer. Congratulamail.
Many
tions poured in by telegraph and
friends sent flowers and other tokens ofefteem. Those from institutions for the needy
were
especially prized by the recipient.
Many persons called during the day to pay
their respects. Mr. Corcoran saw only a
few more intimate friends until afternoon,
when
more.

he

held a

reception

for

an

hour

New York... 30.22
Philadelphia. 30.20
Galveston.... 29.92

Washington.. 30.14

3 DEERINC PLACE.

Elocution

Me 30.34

Portland, Me 30.32
Northfield... 30.22
Boston,Mass 30.30
Block island 30.24
Nantucket... 30.28
Albany, N.Y 30.22

or

El Paso. 29.98
Jacksonville. 30.06

Montgomery

29.30
New Orleans 29.90
Cincinnati,O. 29.60
Pittsburg.... 29.78

Buffalo,N.Y. 29.86
Oswego. 29.98

Cleveland....
Detroit.
Dodge City..
GrandHaven
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Marquette... 29.86
Chicago, 111.. 29.64
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8t.Paul,Mmn 30.H1
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Santa Fe.... 30.10
Assiniboine.. 30.40
St. Vincent.. 30.46
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Pupils thoroughly Instructed lu shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.
Send for
Agent fort he
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E. P. Jones, Prv’t 8. C.. U. 8. A.

pardon of Danforth Staples

urge the

of

a

F. Fellows appeared and opposed the pardon. The matter was laid on the table.

a

perfect state of repair, and

the owners of water privileges and
the fisheries couinlssioners, and the people
seem to appreciate the importance of these
interests to the State. Eight thousand landlock salmon were liberated in Sebago Lake
by the commissioners, and 3,000,000 shad
from Washington were divided between the
Kennebec and Penobscot rivers. Owing to
the raid of a band of ruffians on the Edes
Falls hatching houses, the number of eggs
there is only about 300,000, which otherwise
would have been 1,000,000.
Never in the history of the State, within
recent years, have deer been so abundant or
easily captured as during the past year, and

their Increase has been most remarkable.
They have appeared in nearly every county
in the State, even within the limits of our
largest cities, one having been killed only
two miles from Bangor city. A herd of 25
was recently seen four miles from Dixfield.
Sportsmen nave, as a result, met with unusual success, few entering the hunting grounds
without returning with game.
The close time Is on the first of January.
The commissioners and their wardens have
been keeping a watchful eye on the poachers.
A few old offenders remain, who persist in breaking the game laws by employing
dogs in the chase. But they are fast becoming less, and as the dogs are thinned out deer
have become accessible and tame. Not all

destroyed by the fish and game
dogs
authorities, by any means, but more fall before the rifles of still hunters than is generally known.
I be true sportsman, who obeys the laws,
is not averse to shooting dogs, when he finds
them chasing deer where he is hunting.
are

The York Wills.

The two hundred volumes of the York

Wills, so-called, ordered by the last legisla*
ture, and published by Brown Thurston &
Co., of Portland, have arrived at the State
Library, and were opened by Librarian
Hobbs today.
Election of Trustee of

Bluehii),

MAINE.

Bangor’s Undesirable Visitors.
Bangob, Dec. 27.—Nearly sixty foreigners, brought here from New York on the
Miller to work on the
Megantic railroad, and who refused to work
after arrival, are being cared for by the city
at the alms house. They have no money to
pay their fares, and the steamer company refuse to return them to New York at the
request of the city authorities. Suit will be
brought by the city against the the steamer
company for the maintenance and expense
of the men.
Caroline

A Bath Schooner Sold.

Bath,

Dec. 27.—At the United States Marshal’s sale this forenoon the schooner S. M.
Tyler, of Providence, thirty years old, was
sold for $310 to Koland A. Fish of tills city.
Fire at Brunswick.

BOSTON

INVADED.

Thieves from New York Said to Have
the Run of the Town.
New York, Dec. 27.—The Evening World
says that Andy Coakley, a well known crook
asserts that Boston is overrun by creoks
from New York. The police are powerless
to cope with them. Boston is now the paradise of burglars. Only two of the detectives on the Boston force amount to anything. They are Gerraughty and Houghtan.
The Chief of Detectives is regarded by the
The
light lingered fraternity as a dude.
The speaker doubted if he dared go out of
doors after dark. A Boston business man at
the Fifth Avenue hotel told a reporter that
the police of that city seemed powerless to
prevent the depredations of the thieves. The
superintendent was unable to devise any
remedy, and the Chief of Detectives was
merely a line looking fellow, a better entertainer than anything else.
THE CASE OF LAMAR.
John Sherman

Against

Will

He Can

Do All

His Confirmation.

Springfield, O.,

Dec. 28.— In

reply

to a

communication from the Buckeye Club protesting against the confirmation of Mr.
Lamar as a Justice of the Supreme Courf
SenatorShertnan says: “I take the same
view of the nomination of Mr. Lamar as

You may be sure I
stated by your club.
will do all I can to prevent his confirmation.
I regret to say 1 fear the effort will be unsuccesstui.

THE AMERICA’S CUP.
Cutter Irex Coming Over to

Try

For

It.

Insane Ho*"

New York, Dec. 27.—Private letters received at the New York Yacht Club contain

The Kinds and

Senator

Quantities
Liquors Used.

of

State

[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, Dec. 27.—Nelson Howard,'State

Liquor Commissioner,

has made his annual
report to the Governor and Council. His
grand totals of sales are as follows: Whiskey, 4246.79 gallons; brandy, 014.05 gallons;
gin, 924.57 gallons; alcohol, 3548.74 gallons;
rum, 3747.23

cherry juice,

gallons; wine, 670.48 gallons;
24 gallons; claret, 25.50 gal-

lons.

Wh iskey, 184 quarts; brandy, 54 quarts;
gin, 40 quarts, 2 pints; champagne, 24 quartst
1 pints; porter, 199 quarts, 76 pints; ale, 151
quarts, 108 pints; wine, 10 dozen; beer, 442
iozen.
The total value

of

the

liquors told

was

838,107.17.
Portland bought 1,052.05 gallons whiskey177.58 brandy, 203.50 gin, 566 alcohol, 1298.85
rum, 326.00 wine, 21.50 claret; also 126 quarts
of whiskey, 46 quarts of brandy, 42 quarts of
gin, 20 quarts of champagne, 9 quarts of porter, 3 quarts of ale, 6 dozen wine, 110 dozen
beer. Total value, 810,756.07.
[To the Associated Press.J
The following is the Liquor Commissioner’s report, showing the amount paid in by
the various cities and towns:
To Hi* Excellency, Joseph R. Bodwell, Governor,
anil the Honorable Councillors oj the State of

information that a challenge for the America’s cup is on its way from England. It
is understood that the challenging yacht is
the cutter Irex.

Batll.

Bethel.
Biddeford.

Brunswick

...

Farmington...

029.05 Machias.

107.83

774.61 Northfield.
26.96
3,364.73 Portland. 7,251.71
320.38 Paris.
377.07
653.83
40.61
408.38

Phillips.

110.20

Hlchmond.
F'ajctte.
302.00
Gardiner.
Rockland.
623.93
Hartland.
92.27 Springfield....
94.97
Hallowell.
119.96 Topsfieid.
20.62
Lewiston. 1,672.76 Vlual Haven..
239.72
Weld.
70.87
From April 17,1887, to May 26,1887, the total
amount paid was, liyBangor.S 680.18 Lewiston. 660.62
Bethel.
108.92 Machias.
107.75
Biddeford.
640.00 Portland. 2,666.06
Dexter.
135.92
187,71 Hlchmond.
Gardiner.
190.32 Rockland.
354.22
Hallowell.
47.14 Vlnal Haven..
123.44
Weld.
162.96
The above report was submlted by Wm.
Z. Clayton.

The following report was submitted by
Nelson Howard, commissioner, and covers
the sales made to cities and towns from May
The total
1st, 1887, to December 1st, 18*7.
amount of sales were:

Auburn.$
Bangor.
Bath.
Bethel.
Biddeford....
Dexter.
Dixfleld.

Fayette.

Gardiner....
Hallowell
Kussuth.
Lewiston....
Machias.

...

Mlllbridge..

1,102.33
3,819.01
1,384.42
627.94

Milton Plant.
Northfield....
Palermo.
Paris.

612.65

8.939.76
606.66

Phillips.

489.19

672.80
32.18
.60

Portland. 10,766.07
938.14 Richmond
619.71
46.90 Rockland....
l,67o.l3
Sanford.
106.46
l,6-.-8.87
336.10 Skowhegan..
969.36
261.64 Topsfieid....
2.66
285.14
4,162.66 Turner.
1.648.84 Weld.
753 58
172.92 Vlnal Haven.
706.90
...

The thirteenth annual report of the Maine
Industrial School for Girls has been accepted
and the copy sent to the printer. The report
of Superintendent Powell shows the institution to be in a prosperous condition. During
the past year twenty girls have been admitted to the school, constituting a total since
the organization of the school of two hundred and fifty-six.
Of this number twenty
eight have been provided with homes during
the year. Eleven have married, and one has
died. The year has been one of unusual activity in efforts for itbe material improvement about the farm and buildings, and for
furnishing an adequate supply of water.
The permanent fund, which has come to the
institution by bequests, amounts, with accrued interest, to $6,G48.35, of which sum
$116.63 has been expended for the Sabbath
school library.
By the liberal favor of the
trustees of the Insane Asylum in transfer
iu uii scnuui luw

wiuuimu uui ui

use at

institution,
expense^of
was materially lessened.
The school
is indebted to many friends for generous donations during the year.
The State appropriation of $1000 to provide for the erection
of a suitable outbuilding for school No. 2,
and to secure an adequate water supply for
tlie whole Institution, has been applied to effect these objects. A plan of a building was
prepared by Architect E. E. Lewis, of Gardiner, which was adopted by the managers
The building has
with some modifications.
the

the water

supply

been erected and completed, and is now in
The reports of the visitors sneak in
use.
tho highest terms of the work which is be-

ing accomplished.
The treasurer’s report shows receipts:

balance on hand Dec. 8,1886.$2,266.21
To ain’t received from cities and towns.. 1,964.76
8.28
To sales.
To State appropriations. 6,000.00
To

Total.$97239.24
Of this amount, $8,630.41 has been expended, leaving a balance of $602.83 in the treasury. The school is certainly doing a grand
good work, and is deserving of the cordial
support of all the people.
State Treasurer’s Accounts.

Brunswick, Dec. 27.—The building owned
and occupied by F. H. Wilson, druggist, and
F. D. Adams, photographer, was damaged
by fire last night. Adams’s loss is $700; his

The committee appointed by the Governor
and Council under authority of Sec. 71, Chap.
2, Revised Statutes, to examine the accounts

Wilson’s stock is badly
insurance $400.
damaged by water, but fully insured.

The committee

of the State Treasurer, will
duties Tuesday, Jan. 10th,

be

January. They say the extensive car plant
of the company will then be again put in

operation._
Marine Disasters.
Dec. 27.—Captain
Gloucester, Mass..
McKinnon of the schooner Ada M. Hal),
from the Grand Banks today, reports that
December 7th he boarded the schooner Cordelia, dismasted and water-logged and abandoned, in latitude 43.10; longitude 51.IS. A
man was fished from the cabin in a decomposed state, but was let go. It is supposed
«he belonged in Shelburne, N. S., as a vessel
of that name was lost in the Grand Bank
gale of August, with all her crew.
Newport, K. I., Dec. 21.—The revenue
cutter Samuel Dexter reports that she has
located in Long Island Sound a sunken vessel with topmast showing 20 feet above high
water mark. It is directly in the track of
sound steamers. The bearings are Faulkner

Island, northeast by east, three-quarters
east; Brandford Keel Beacon, northwest by

north.
_

Fire at Penacook.

Penacook, N. H., Dec. 27.—The two
story stone building on Canal street, owned
by tlie Contocook Manufacturing and Machine Co., and occupied by J. E. Symonds
& Co., table manufacturers, was burned
early this morning. Symonds & Co.'s loss
on stock and machinery is $10,000; insured
for $4000. Loss on building, $5000; insured
for $2500. A wooden storehouse belonging
to H. H. Omsden & Son and occupied by
The
Symonds & Co., was also damaged.
fire originated in the boiler room.
Thirtytwo hands are thrown out of employment.
Fire at a Christmas Catherine.
Fairbury, 111., Dec. 27.—The Christmas

entertainment at the First Methodist church
last evening included a miniature cabin containing the children’s presents. This caught
lire and there was a stampede of men,
women
and children.
Hundreds were
trampled under foot and a good many badly
The church
some
fatally.
injured,
probably
was saved by great effort.
Boston Citizens Organize.
Boston, Dec. 27.—A Citizens’ Associa tion
was formally organized tonight, the object

beiug to watch over the city and country affairs, prevent extravagant expenditures, sefaithful administration, institute and
prosecute measures for the best interest of
the people.
Officers were
elected with
Francis A. Osborne president. The associa-

cure

tion includes many of the

leading

men.

A Base Ball Controversy.

Pittsburg, Pa., Dec. 27.—President Nimick says the deal for the transfer of Dunlap,
baseman, from the Detroits to the
Pittsburg, has been consummated. Dunlap
insisted upon receiving half the sum paid
for his release. President Stearns refused,
and Nimick says that if Dunlap refuses to
sign with the Pittsburgs, he will be blacklisted.
second

The Industrial School.

ring

Sabine’s Car Works to
Operated Again.

St. Paul, Dec. 27.—A number of Eastern
capitalists, representing large interests in
the Minnesota Thresher Company, mit Senator Sabine today to close up a purchase of
the Northwestern Car Company plant, and
reorganized the same. The Thresher Company represented a large bulk of the creditors.
They expect to close the matter and
effect a transfer of the property early in

Maine

Pursuant to Sec, 17, Chap. 27, of the Revised
Statutes of Maine, I have the honor to herewith
transmit my report of the sales to cities and
towns from Dec. 1.1886, to April 17,1887. Said
report includes the commissions for cartage and
packages. The total amount paid in this time is:
Bancor.81.844.65! Milton Plant
726.25

commence

their

CENERAL NEWS.

Hamlin & Prouty grocers at Claremont,
N. H., have assigned.
Tbeir liabilities are

unknown.
The annual banquet of the Dartmouth
Alumni Association will be held in Boston
the second Wednesday in January. General
Sherman and Editor Charles R. Miller of the
New York Times, will be invited.
A cablegram has been received by Richard
K. Fox of Naw York, from London announcing that the Pelican Club will match
Toff Wall to fight Jack Dempsey for the
middle-weight championship of the world
and the Police Gazette diamond belt.
Dominick McCaffrey, of Philadelphia, and
Jack Dempsey, of Brooklyn, have signed
articles for a ten-round Marquis of Queensbery mutest, at catch weights, near New
ui

n
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receipts.
The Socialists of South Adams, Mass., arrested for placing a boycott on a German
because the latter would not publish
ocialist articles during the recent troubles,
were discharged today because the cases did
not stand before the grand jury.
John R, Dunn, a lawyer, who has been in
Ludlow street jail. New York city, since
August 12th in a civil suit brought by the
Manhattan Rank to recover $160,000 which
defaulting teller Scott said he entrusted
him. has been indicted by the grand jury for
larceny and receiving stolen money.
The school board of Boston have voted to
Include in next year's estimates $20,000 for
tlie support of public kindergartens.
It is reported that Bliss, Fabyan & Co.,
wholesale dry goods dealers of Boston and
New York city, have obtained control of
the Fall River Print Works.
Owen Connelly, the wealthiest merchant
of Charlottetown, P. E. I., dropped dead in
llis age
a store at that place yesterday,
was 67.
lie was rated as worth $800,000.
He had no children. The will, after several
bequests, gives the residue for the education
of the poor Roman Catholics of Prince Edward Island.
Lord Lansdowne, while skating at Ottawa,
yesterday, fell on the ice and hurt his headRev. James Powell, D. D., corresponding
secretary of the American Missionary Association, died yesterday.
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bought

In 1636

How

McNeally Left Those Bonds
the Land of Mummies.
Adventures
Disgraced Youth

The Remarkable

In

of the

An Exploring Party Likely to be Sent
from Saco to the Orient.

[Special to tlie Press.]
Biddeford, Dec. 28.—The mystery Is at
last solved. The hundred and eighty-five
thousand dollars worth of registered bonds
are not in the possession of young Frank
McNeally, nor of his brother Harry, nor of
the anxious and perplexed trustees of the
Saco and Biddeford Savings
Institution.
They are not in Maine, nor in Canada, nor
anywhere else on the North American continent. Neither are they in Europe. Those
bonds are in Egypt, hidden; and Just now
the managers of this Savings Institution
are more interested in them than in all the
other hidden things in that land famed for
hidden antiquities and sins.
McNeally hid
the bonds In Cairo; and he thinks no mortal
knows where they are. As American papers
do not circulate extensively along the Nile
the managers of the bank think the chances
are fair for getting the bonds before the
fame of the hidden wealth from the Saco
River is propagated among the impecunious
fellaheen. It will thus be seen that the vermin of Egypt, both great and small, become a factor in Maine banking.
The story which explains how McNeally
happened to hide those bonds in so ancient a
country as Egypt shows also that he is not
so ancient or hardened a villain as his very
successful flight bad made men believe. In
fact he had hardly got out of sight of Saco

before he

homesick and heart-sick. It
own story, told in
letters written from Halifax and now made
public, that he took the bonds on the afterseems,

was

accordiDg;to his

that he was left alone in the bank to
finish the work on his books and to close the
bank after his labors were ended. He did it,
he says, on the impulse of the moment, and
after he had extracted the cash and securi"
and
mammoth
ties
closed
the
safe
door, he would have given everything in
the world to undo the deed. But it was then
too late for the time lock on the outer safe
door would not admit of the vault being entered before 9 o’clock the following mornnoon

ing. Then all there

seemed left for him to
do was to flee. He took the east bound train
at Biudeford, went to Portland and finally to
Quebec. In the latter city, he says, he
walked the streets within the very sight of
the local officers in the hope that they would
as the Saco defaulter, arrest
him and do that which his lack of courage
would not allow him to do, namely, take him
back to Saco to be dealt with to the fullest

recognize him

extent of the law.
But the obtuseness of the Quebec officials,
their lack of information did him an evil
turn, and from Quebec be took a steamer for
Europe. He went to Peris, and from Paris
to Egypt.
In Egypt his fortitude entirely forsook
him. Alone, with the burden of a disgraced
name, in a strange country of which he understood neither the language nor the climate, he soon broke down under the worrying and careless living that usually plays
havoc
with the constitutions of natives of colder climates who do not
understand
how
to
care
for
themselves where the sun’s rays are vertical.
Fearful that something might befall him, he
hid the bonds in Cairo. He thinks he htd
them so that no Egyptian nor anyone else
but himself can find them. It was well that
he did so, for he soon fell into the hands of
sharpers and the clutches of the Nile fever.
The sharpers took his ready money and the
fever nearly took his life. He theu wrote to
his brother Harry, telling of his pitiful condition and expressing an earnest wish that
he might live to return the property. An
English officer befriended him in bis distress
and enabled him to take ship lor Liverpool.
He left Egypt, too sick to find the bonds and
At times he was SO
carry them with him.
sick as to be unconscious.
From Liverpool he sailed for Halifax, arriving there almost puiuiless. The small
sum of money which lie• had when arrested
had been given him by his brother Harry,
vi ho met him.
The $3300 of cash which he
took from the bank is all gone, and will of
course be a dead loss.
The story of the
squandering of this money is told in letters
written by the young man from Halifax before his arrest, and made public today for
the first time. The story is a pitiful one.
The boy had no accomplice in the robbery,
and no one whom he ever met while traveling knew that ho had bonds in his pos-

session.

returned to Saco tonight.
The
across the border.
bank will probably take immediate steps to
send Frank McNeally back to Egypt with an
attorney or a detective to recover the hidden
treasure.

Harry McNeally

He left his brother

Halifax, Dec. 27,—The evening papers
refer to the letters from the bank officials
brought here by Harry McNeally as remarkable writings which give encouragement to
offenders like McNeally, and roundly condemn the writers.
MANNINC’S FUNERAL.
President

Cleveland

and

Cabinet

Members Present.

Albany, N. Y., Dec. 37.—The Presidential
party to attend the funeral of ex-Secretary
Manning arrived at 8 o’clock this morning
morning and were driven to the capital. The

morning

and

noon

trains

hundred distinguished

men

brought

over a

from New York

city.
All day, until the hour of the funeral,
trains from all sections of the State poured
their pessengers into the city. Among those
who came were Senators, Congressmen and
other
prominent men.
At the dead secretary’s house the remains
were
exposed to the views of personal
friends.
President Cleveland, Mr. Lamont and
members of the cabinet viewed the remains
at the house about noon, and shortly after
services were held before the memprivate
bers of the family only.
The pall bearers
were Charles J. Canda of New York, Sidney
Webster of New York, U. S. Senator Gorman of Maryland, C.
M. Jordan of New
York, Congressman Samuel J. Randall of
Philadelphia, Manton Marble of New York,
Judge Rufus W. Feckbam, of the Court of
Simon W. Rosedale, Erastus Coning
Appeals.
and John H. Van Antwerp, ex-Senator
Roscoe Conkling aud Pascal r. Pratt. The

procession reached St. Paul’s church shortly

afternoon.
The bier was covered with evergreens and
palms. The President and his cabinet occupied seats in the middle aisle on the right,
as did also the Governor and the State offithe out-of-town
cers, the judiciary and
mourners.
At the right the family and very
intimate friends and business associates sat.
The floral tributes in the church were
From the time the cortege left the
many.
house, during the time of the service, and as
it moved past Capital Park down State
street and
leaving Clinton avenue and
Broadway and proceeded up the road to the
cemetery, the bell in the tower of City Hall
tolled, adding considerably to the solemnity
of the occasion.
The remains were borne to the cemetery
followed by the mourners in sleighs. At the
mortuary chapel the ritual was read by Dr.
Reese, and the remains at once conveyed to
the vault without further ceremony.
There
they will rest until spring, when they will be
interred in the family lot.
A

Chicago Merchant’s Wanderings.
Chicago, Dec.

27.—Leonidas

Hamline,

the Chicago merchant who
disappeared
some time ago and as mysteriously reappeared alter haring been given up for dead,
was seen yesterday and gave an account of

experience. He says he drew
#900 November 28th, to pay his employes
and remembers nothing more
until last
Thursday, when lie found himself walking
He supposed he was
in a strange street.
somewhere in Chicago but soon learned that
he was in New Orleans. He found himself
wearing a new silk hat with a Baltimore
dealer's stamp in it and there was a card of a
He supJacksonville hotel in his pocket.
his strange

he must have been in those cities but
e remembers nothing of it.
As he had #700
left out of the #900, he does not think he
a
He
could have had
very expensive time.
Is in good health and was not conscious of
any pain or unusual sensations while wan-

Koses

dering around.__

A Man Who Wants a Valuable Part
of the Earth.

Dover, N. H., Dec. 27.—Dr. W. VV. Webber made it public this forenoon that the
claim of his father. W. if. Webber, as one of
the heirs to a plot of land G6 acres in extent
located in New York city south of Canal
street, has been proved. He said today that
the plot, now studded with massive blocks.

1887._

by Wilfred Webber

Holland, who settled

or

pltal.
The trustees of the Maine Insane Hospital
met in annual session today, and re-elected
James Weymouth chairman. An entertainment was given in amusement hall.this evening, which was attended by the Executive
Council.

that

steamer

said:
OenUmnen of the Executive Council:
By reason ol the sad bereavement which has so
suddenly and startlingly overtaken us In the untimely death of him who so recently occupied this
chair, and In obedience to the behests of the con
stitutiou it becomes my duty as president of the
Senate to assume and exercise the office of governor.
Called to this position so suddenly and
under circumstance so painful to me, I do not fall
t> realize most keenly the grave responsibilities
imposed. But aided and assisted by you, my constitutional advisers, so well known to me as gentlemen of intelligence, ability, sound judgment
and ripe experience, I cherrlsh the hope that the
affairs of the State will be ordered and directed
according to law in behalf of and tor the best Interests of the people.
True P. Pierce appeared at the meeting to

large new way will be put in early next
spring at Pearson & Co.’s dam at Orono.

—

+8 SE
—10
-6

Council met at the State House in Augusta
today. Upon formally taking the chair at
the opening of the meeting Governor Marble

who is serving a four years’ sentence at Thomaston.
County Attorney O.

the

THE WEATHER.

NOTHING LIKE IT

Governor Marble to the Council.
auousta, Dec. 27.—The Governor and

tween

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold at
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
can*.
Royal Baking Powder Co., I Of, Wall
8t„ N. Y.iysd&wtf

NO. 13 PREBLE ST.

—

HIDDEN IN ECYPT.

consists of the following gentlemen: Hon.
Elliott Wood of Winthrop, and Hon. George
W. Warren of Castlne, of the Executive
Council; Hon. Silas C. Hatch of Bangor,
Hon. A. R. Bixby of Skowhegan, and Thomas W. Porter of Burlington.

Excellent relations have been maintained be-

than

Foster’s Forest City Die House,

for

Press.]

dams and falls, have either thor-

over

placed in

NOW IS THE TINE TO HAVE YOUR

rnilo.M*

State

from

oughly repaired or rebuilt all the ways on
the Presumpscot river, some six or seven in
number. The first way at Bangor has been

NOTICE, NO. 3.

ocll7

In Mains.

Reports
Officials:
to the

Liquors

the

The Commissioners, always realizing the
importance of well constructed fish ways,
affording convenient passage for migratory

All kinds of property Insured at lowest rates.
First-class companies, American and Foreign. »
oct20
sntf

Kenovated

of

of Maine lakes and rivers and the game of
the forests, have had no lack of business.

E.tnbli.hed in IS4S.

or

Grounds.

Lawfully

[Special

Parks and

Augusta, Dec. 2T.—The Commissioners of
Fish and Game have had .an unusually busy
season of it, and between protecting the fish

H GENERAL INSURANCE AGENCY,
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Manhattan Island

short time previous. In 1674 Mr. Webber
leased the land to a kinsman, Wilfred Webber, Jr., for 200 years. Dr. Webber’s father
is the seventh generation of the Webber
family who originally owned the land. On
the expiration of the lease in 1874 the land
naturally reverted to the descendant of the
original Wilfred Webber. For a few years
William Webber and other descendants
past
nave been busily engaged proving that they
were direct descendants of the first owner.
Now that this is proved, there will be a
meeting in New York city January 20 to
complete arrangements for getting possession of the property. It is valued at 320,-

000,000.

Major

[Special

sage, and then submitted to the interview
which was published. 1 think that when he
reads the message entire he will have reason
to change his mind, 'l'lie Tribune has been
a low tariff
paper for 20 years, and simply
represents the people of the West and their
desires. They have no protection for their
products and what is more, they pay heavy
freights on them to the East, and then are
subjected to foreign competition. In addition to this they are compelled to pay nearly
two prices for
American
manufactured
products in the East which are protected.”
“Do you consider that Mr. Blaine’s utterances on the tariff will interfere with your
supporting him as a Presidential candidate
in 1888 in case he should be nominated by
the Republican convention ?”
“No, I think that Mr. Blaine was premature and will revise his views.
Tne Republican convention will not be held for six
months yet, and by that time Congress will
have settled the tariff question for some
years at least. The tariff is a mere matter
of opinion, anyway.
It is an expediency
and not a vital principle, like the liberation
of the slaves, tne amendment of the constitution, and questions of like nature. I
think Mr. Blaine will be in harmony with
his party. It is a settled fact that he can’t
run on a platform of his own,
but must
stand upon that of the convention which
nominates him.”
“Will the coming national! convention be
apt to embrace Mr. Blaine’s views on the

No single

individual has the right to set up any declaration in contravention to the expressed will
of the great mass of voters in the party.
There were more than five million men who
voted for Mr. Blaine in 1884, and the platform of the National Republican Convention
of that year was in favor of tariff reduction.
Mr. Blame has now taken issue with that
platform and with the views of Mr. Arthur,
and Secretaries Folirer and McCulloch.”
What would be the result In the coming
Presidential campaign should the Republican convention nominate Mr. Blaine and
adopt a platform in consonance with his expressed tariff views?”
“Mr. Cleveland would undoubtedly be

elected.”

"Do you think the Republican Senate will
to a tariff bill passed by the House?”
“1 don’t think the Senate will be cowardly
enough to do nothing. It witi agree to some
measure.
The western Senators would not
dare to come back without doing semething.
These things have to be done by compromise, for we can’t have our own way in this
world. For instance, the tariff part of the
Republican convention of 1S84 was a compromise. It did not exactly suit me. and it
was not precisely to the liking of the extreme protectionists,
but we came near
electing Mr. Blaine on it.”
In conclusion Mr. Medill said: “The Tribune will support the Republican nemiuae
for the Presidency, whoever he may be.
I
am not afraid to indorse the platform the
agree

Republicans will adopt.”

FOREICN.
Words of Cheer Spoken to the Liberals of England.

London,

Dec. 27.—Gladstone arrived at
Dover this morning on his way to the Continent. There was a small crowd waiting to
receive him. He was hooted at by some,
and the roughs outside made snowballs and
threw them. There was presented to him
an address from the Kentish Liberals.
Mr. Gladstone, replying to the address,
referred to the uncertain character of Lord
Salisbury’s declarations in reference to free
trade. He said they indicated, as far as the
majority in Parliament is concerned, that
free trade is insecure.
He relied on the
masses of the people to oppose a return to
protection. The coming session did not
promise well for the country. If It was
true that the great measure of the session,
the local government bill, would not be introduced until April, the government would
inflict an undisguised mockery on the country. The last was a dark session, this would
be darker unless something was done to alleviate the situation in Ireland. The darkest blot upon Parliament was the act now in
operation effacing the civil rights of the
Irish. The Liberals were charged with interfering with the administration of law.
They were really trying to retard the government’s distructive policy of perversion of
law. It was well for them that they were on
the right side of the channel. If tne Christian Knowledge Society, in seeking to promote justice, mercy and truth, were publishmg in ireianu a noon applying inose principles to that unhappy country, they would

be

to
criminal
prosecution.
subject
Lord Salisbury talked about the con-

whilo
purnational
disruption.
How could that be a policy of consolidation
which disregarded centuries of national tradition and opposed tho will of four out of
five millions of Irish people? Ireland only
continued within the bounds of moderation
because she knew she bad the sympathy of
friends in England. So long as her moderation continued, the sympathy would be con
tinued.
Not long could any government
force a unanimous people. With the single
exception of the Belfast Council all elective
The
authorities sided with Home Buie.
foreign imported government stood alone.
The Liberals’ term of minority in Parliament would cease at the first election. Their
appeal lay with the country. The party
never inscribed on its banner the name of a
cause without carrying it through.
Having
taken up the cause of Ireland, that cause
the

empire

policy [of

would assuredly triumph.

(Cheers.)

but no uneasiness is felt there. A steamer is
expected from Tamounga on January 20th,
and is almost certain to bring news of the
expedition. Native reports are reassuring.”
Advices from Intolerant Russia.
St. Fetebsbubg, Dec. 27.—Advices from
Titlis state that extensive preparations are
being made for the reception of the Czar
next spring.
A large number of seditious hand-bills,
printed on a hektograph, are in circulation
in this city. All attempts to discover the
The bills appeal to the
source are fruitless.
students to join the party of liberty and
avenge their comrades “who were murdered
in Moscow.
The students’ grievances,” the
But nothing combills say, “are great.
with
the
sufferings of the people.”
pared
Tha authorities have decided not to reopen
the universities until the end of July.

Count Scheremetreff, a prominent noble of
Moscow, in an audience with the Czar today, protested against the manner in which

university

students are

treated.

He

charged the authorities with making grossly
untrue reports regarding the situations in
The Czar given orders for
the universities.
a

stringent inquiry

to

be

made into

the

charorn.s.

A Bis Wave’s Performance.

Havana. Dec. 27.—Aguadiila, a port of
Porto Kico, has suffered like Baracon by a
huge wave. Kifty-thrae houses were swept
away and more destroyed.

Preparing to
Apparently
Fight.
Paius, Dec. 27.—Figaro’s Munich corref-

Austria

pondeut states that workmen belonging to
the Austrian reserves have been ordered to
reioln their regiments forthwith. The Austrian consul here has intimated that Austrian subjects should be ready to rejoin their
regiments.
Foreign Notes.
A fierce hurricane from the west accompanied by u severe snow storm prevailed
over the whole of Greece Monday
night.
Twenty-four vessels were wrecked In the
Gulf of Patuios.
At a meeting at Limerick of delegates of
the Gaeliea Athletic Association, the Fenian
party defeated members of the National
League in the election of officers. The
priests, finding themselves outvoted, withdrew. Father Sheethy, on retiring, declared
that henceforth the priests would have nothFather
ing to do with the Association.
Sheethy and the delegates from 31 Nationalist clubs subsequently held a meeting and
decided to act independently of the Fenian

members.

Othei

Day.

Press. J

the
his fourth volume of bis
geological survey. It is entitled “The Mineral Kesources of the Country."
Curiously
enough, its very first reference to Maine
bears directly on the interesting article in
Saturday’s Pbkbs on the Iron works at Ka-

Major Powell is drier and uses more
statistics than the Pbkbs. Let him tell his
facts in his own way. He says:
“While numerous small deposits of llmonlte and magnetic ores are known to exist In
Maine, the only ones of recognized commercial importance are the Katandin Iron works
tahdiD.

in

Piscataquis county."
After touching on the

extent of the deposit, he say:
The beds originally found on the surface
of the ground, were free from sulphate, or If
it existed, it was found as a sulphate which

readily driven off oy roasting the ores
in heaps on the ground.
But the beds
formed in situ were fouud to contain from 2
to 4 per cent of sulphur, largely as sulphide,
which could only be driven off by intense
of
abundance
heat
in
presence
of air.'' Below will be found partial analyses of these ores :
New bed or
Old bed or surrace ore.
ledge ore.
No. 1. No. 2.
No. 2.
No. 1.
Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent
67.34
47.76
Metalic Iron....61.76
63.81
3.90
1.24
1.24
Sulphur.6H
.04
.06
.07
Phosphorus.09
The report also touches on the deposits in
was

|

Aroostook county, saying:
Concerning the Aroostook county ores Mr.
Davis says: “In some places the depoits are
of great thickness and extent. At one or
two points there is a thickness of ten to
twelve feet,while at another point the writer
uncovered the aiii and took samples of the
iron ore at everffen feet in width for a total
width of DO feet—the ore analyzing from 42
to 48 per cent of metallic iron, with from .50
to 1.40 per cent of phosphorus."
The following table shows the analyses of Aioostook iron ore:
No. 3.
No. 1.
No. S.
Per cent. Per cent. Per cent
41.93
Metallic iron.36.40
46.77
2.72
Metallic manganese. 7.40
3.20

Phosphorus.

1.09

.Siliceous matter.

Sulphur.None.

.61

19.20
None.

.94
26.07

None.

On this page it adds:
Mr. O. S. Thomas supplies the following
partial analyses of a magnetic ore occurring
at Iron mountain, Cumberland county:
No. 3.
No. 1,
No. 2.
Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
68.10
39.84
Iron.20.70

Sulphur.

.84

The Cut Down In the Custom Houses

The Treasury Department Is waiting for
the returns from the collectors at the smaller
ports, who under the new cast Iron economy
of the department have been ordered to cat
down and reorganize their forces.
Already
sounds of complaint are coming In thick.
The collectors are opposed to the move, bemany Maine people do here that it
will result in a great increase in smuggling.
The Congressmen who have spoken on the

lieving

as

subject have condemned the new move generally on this ground. There is a feeling,
too, not only in the places whose business
will be more or less affected by the cut at the
Maine ports, but in the reduction elsewhere
in New England, that It will not be so long
before the department will have to reverse its
ruling and re-establish many offthe offices
It now wipes out.

Social Pleasures.
The Maine people at the Hamilton are enjoying Christmas week very quietly, there
being very little in the wav of pleasant festivities anywhere to attract dwellers in the
city. The private gaities are the only break.
The rumor goes now that the New Year’s
receptions at the White House, and the Cabinet’s houses are to be postponed on ftccount
of the death of Secretary Maiming. This,

probably, however. Is not definitely settled
yet, and will not be until the presidential
party returns from Albany. With Mr. Manning dead, the remark rises, as it has so often risen before Jto the lips of observers:
How unfortunate the President has been in
his Cabinet!
Democratic Leaders

In Deep Water.

Mr. Heed and his colleagues can look to the
reopening of the session with a great deal of
The
Democratic
complacent enjoyment.
leaders are in bad shape to begin a tariff

this
final
of
the
as
delay
But with Mr.
month has well indicated.
Reed at their head the Republicans will be
in fine condition to
carry on both an
offensive and defensive campaign. Mr. Reed
was never better prepared to marshal bis

fight,

forces, and his companions and lieutenants
better prepared to support him.
With the circumstances so strongly in their
favor as they are, the outlook is most ausVan.
picious.
were never

rope

ana

rrosiaeni.

tomorrow will say: “It ia
learned from an official source that President Cleveland's gift of a copy of the Con-

Post

The

stitution of the United States to the Pope
on the occasion of the golden jubilee of his
coronation as Pope, was suggested indirectly
by the holy father himself. When Cardinal
tiibbons returned from Kome last summer he
brought a very cordial congratulatory message to President Cleveland from the Pope
his administration, and
on the success of
good wishes for him personally. The Pope
in interviews with the Cardinal, expressed
much satisfaction with our Constitution and
This suggreat interest in its operations.
gested to the President the idea of the gilt.
No letter was sent with it, but on the by
leaf, in the President’s hand-writing, is an
inscription presenting the book.
THE INSANE HOSPITAL.
Some

Stanley Supposed to be All Right.
A despatch from the Congo says: “No
news from Stanley has yet reached Boma,

the

to the

and

series from

“The Tribune has no animosity towards
“We simply
Mr. Blaine,’’ was the reply.
differ with him, as we have the right to do.
Personally my relations with Mr. Blaine are
unchanged. My opinion is that he read an
incomplete report of the President’s mes-

of

of the

Washington, Dec. 26.—Major J. W. Powell of tho geological survey has just issued

ity.

a

Main*

Ores.

President

Topics

Chicago, Dec. 27.—The recent course of
the Chicago Tribune, the great Republican
paper of the West, in opposing Mr. Blaine
has caused comment far and near, A reporter called on the editor, Mr. Joseph Medill, and asked him the cause of his animos-

solidation

and

Pope

Its Attitude Towards the Tariff Authoritatively Stated.

suing

on

Happy Prospects for the Republican*
of the House.

THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE.

“Not without going backward.

WIRE.

Report

Powell's
Iron

_

tariff?”;

WASHINGTON

a

of the

Improvements Made

During the Year—An Admirably
Managed Institution.
^Correspondence

Speak

of the

of

the mass.]

Acgcsta. Dec. 27.
for the insane, and

hospital

immediately every listener is in sympathy
with you.
The rapid Increase of insanity,
so difficult to understand, so hard to control,
touches all hearts. The home of wealth and
the cot of the laborer are alike reached by
this destroyer of that wonderful piece of
Its subtle power,
mechanism, the brain.
realized in the mighty works of genius. Is often broken, like the web in the loom, and
the fraguients lost beyond control of the Individual.
So, anything relating to this institution
where our friends are retained, and where
everything possible Is being done for their
comfort and health, is seized upon with an
interest born of the anxiety of love. When
we consider that the number under treatment has grown from 12U in 1840 to 734 the
nMiannf
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Of course, with this
disease startles us all.
increase, more room is necessary, and consequently the State is obliged to make liberal
appropriations to meet the demand. This
year has been an exceptionally busy one.
Out of the appropriation of last year, the
chapel building has been extended towards
the store building, 45 feet, while 24 feet have
This building was
been added to the east.
erected when the entire number of patients,
attendants and officers was less than five
hundred, and of course has long since been
outgrow’n.
On the ground floor

one will find kitchen
all purposes, a bakery twice
the size of the old one, and a grocery store
sufficient to meet the wants of the institution for many years. The bakery is furnished with two new Bailey ovens, covering a
The kitchen is thoroughly
space 14x19.
equipped, and near by are the rooms for the
male help employed here.
In the second story are the rooms for the
farm help, the serving room, dry goods store,
dispensary and reception room, while above
is the enlarged hall, now ample for all purposes. A large stage, 24 feet deep, has been
added, while at the other end is the gallery,
with a seat'ng capacity of one hundred or
The growth of amusements, and
more.
their power as a medicine for minds diseased
is something wvuderlul, and the officers of
this institutions evidently intend to bring
this influence to bear on the largest number
possible. Throughout this building betweeu
every room, as a safeguard against fire.brick
walls are built from the foundation to the
room

ample for

roof, while the whole rests on fire-proof
arched floors, with Iron supports.
The laundry has been entirely rebuilt as
and
as
the
well
room,
engine
between these a sixteen-inch brick wall
extends from cellar to root, la the second
story of each are comfortable rooms for
those employed here, the object being to
have every person as near his or her work as

possible. Out of the appropriations for the
chapel building and the necessary additions
thereto #12,044.80 have thus far been expended ; on the laundry $4,906.87 and on the
None of these are
engine room $2,281.33.
fully completed, but Messrs. Foster 4
Son of Waterville under the direction of the
building committee and the architect, Mr.
Coombs of LewistoD, are carrying the work

along satisfactorily.

In addition to all this there has been a
great amount of work accomplished In the
way of needed repairs by the Institution.
$21,511.04 having been expended in this line,
besides $879.55 put into the chapel building,
'These repairs
and $682.20 into the laundry.
have been

in

the

way of

improving

tbe

ventilation, rebuilding the bath rooms and
dining hails in the old building, where everything nas been thoroughly attended to. The
Williams system of steam heating has been
introduced at considerable expense, but all
to be brought back, as it is saving at least
twelve per cent of tbe coal. When one stops
to think that here are between five and six
hundred people confined for the long winter,
many being unable to get out even for a
ride, the necessity for extra attention to
ventilation and sanitary measures will be
realized especially when it is known that all
these are persons unable to take care of
themselves. When l)r. Sanborn, the present
efficient superintendent, took the position it
was with the firm determination that every
thing possible looking In these directions
should be attended to.
Believing as he did

that pure air is essential for health, this
work has engaged his closest attention all
these years, and the results are proving UnThe underground
wisdom of his course.
pipes have all been covered, a system of
draiuage perfected, and ventilation secured
so that now there Is a current of pure air
passing under the entire set of buildings,
while all about is dry and healthy as could

be desired.

Unused chimneys have been opened for
tbe ventilation of the wards, new ones built
to secute that indirect radiation and ventilation so necessary.
Tbe controllable Carman and Thompson
radiators are being put in, and the sanitary
condition of this institution is now comparatively satisfactory. As tbe natural result
the death rate has this year been remarkably
small and the per cent, of cures aud those
greatly Improved correspondingly large. We
Bud that 72 have been sent home fully recovered; 52 greatly improved, and a much
larger number snowing marked signs of imthe total number of deaths
provement, while
has been but 54. Considering that so large a
per cent, of the cases of insanity is produced
by physical disease and infirmity this is an
low rate, and speaks volumes
exceptionally
for the restorative qualities of tbe institution, the medical treatment of the officers,
and the uniform kind treatment of attendants.
The greatest number at the Hospital any
one day this year was 556,
the suiallr.'t 07
the average for the year lieing 543. Of these
Portland nas furnished 18, Augusta 16, Lewiston six, Togus eight, Kockland five, Bangor six. We find that of tbe admissions this
year 43 were housewives, 16 housekeepers,
31 laborers, 31 farmers, and 13 mill operthe
remainder
atives,
being scattered
through all various callings and occupations
knowD.

From all sources tbe total cash receipts of
the year amount to *124,302.Oh, disbursements 8128,319.51; net Increase in available
assets, which are the stock on hand, ot all
kinds, at actual values, 81754.01; net Increase in unavailable assets, 85858.51. These
are made up of the furniture, carriages, and
tools and implements In all departments.
The net available surplus above all liabilities Is 812,969.18.
There has been a falling off in the farm
account this year caused by the almost to tal
failure of the potato crop. The garden of
fourteen acres shows a net profit of 81409.54.
The productions belugas follows: 104 pounds
blackberries. 291 of currants, 610 of raspberries, 497 of rhubarb, and 1102 of strawberries. Of apples there were 410 bushels grafts
and 120 of cider, or native fruit. 786 pounds
of asparagus were cut, 107 bushels of greeq
beaus, 47 of yellow eves, 11,000 pounds table
beets, 37,500 of inangelo, 10,325 of cabbage,
15,000 carrots, 75 beads of cauliflower, 1800 of
celery, 24,400 ears of sweet corn. 17,598
cucumbers for pickling, 5,124 head lettuce,
265 bushels onions, 112 of peus, 32j of potatoes, <3000 pounds parsnips, 10,375 of squash,
20,544 table turnips, 4760 cattle turnips, 7885
pounds tomatoes, and two acres of fodder
com.

From- the farm there was gathered 225 tons
of hay, 10 of straw, 590 bushels oats, !00 of
potatoes, 2J acres of corn fodder and 61,621
quarts of milk.
The large greenhouses, one 100x25, and an
annex 12x 50 is under the charge of the gardiner, W. H. Allen, and when we consider
that, with all the lawn decorating, and training, tile rutliioUiuM ut twcntj-uve to Uttttt
boquets to the halls each week, this department falls short only 87-42 of being self supporting for the year, we realize what efficient
work and thorough care will do.
This necessary feature has been growing rapidly under Mr. Allen’s care, and the plants and
llowers constantly being sent into the kalis
relieve many a weary hour and brighten
many a life.
The hog department yields a net profit of
81,192.65 for the year. Special attention is
here given to the breeding of large heavy
Chesters, which are In constant demand all
over the State.
In noticing the profit from the garden it
should not be forgetten that every load of
manure used there Is charged, and the farm
account credited with the same.
These results have been made possible
only by a system of accounts that deal with
These are in
the items of each department.
charge of the systematic clerk and bookwho
has
filled the
M.
S.
Campbell,
keeper,
trying position for several years. lie carries
itemized accounts with each department, ury

goods, groceries, farm, garden, greenhouse,
coal, gas, hogs, dispensary and hospital furnishings. Everything received and delivered
to either is charged and must be accounted
Thus at the end
for by the party in charge
of the year It can easily be determined what
ilnnu rlmantc
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carried at a loss. There Is no opportunity
for serious mistakes and errors to enter in,
and a good illustration is here afforded of
the value of systematic work. Every cent’s
worth must be accounted for somewhere by
somebody. The services of such a man is
valuable to the State. Even the waste bones
from the kitchen and meat shop are saved,
hauled to the mill, and when finely ground
returned to be used as fertilizer on the farm,
and especially on the garden.
Knowing something of the practical workings of this Institution, after an acquaintance of many years, w» hazard nothiug in
saying that there cannot be found another
where, in every way, the Interests of the
the State and the patients are more carefully
looked after, where the closest scrutiny is
given to every item of cost, and still nothing
undone that will add to the
possibleandlelt
comfort of the poor unfortunates
health
living there. The steward and treasurer,
John W. Chase, is one who has had years ol
experience in trade and is thoroughly prepared for his work. The same can be said
of all the officers. The public cannot know
of the weight of care and responsibility resting on each, or tbo amount of study given to
each individual case.
The entire corps of officers are:
Superintendent—Dr. B. T. Sanborn.
Assistants— Drs. 11. B. mil. O. C. S. Danes and
Mary C. Lowell.
Treasurer and Steward—John W. Chase.
Clerk—M. S. Campbell.
Assistant—Geo. Keene.
Grocery Clerk—C. V. Ladd.
Matron—Miss A. G. Twitchell.
Male Supervisor—V. R. Luce.
Assistant-.! C. Sanford.
Female Supervisor—Miss Ruth L. Bowden.
Assistant—Miss Fannie Meserve.
Gardener—W. H. Allen.
Head Farmer- Horace B. Cony.
Chas. A. Fletcher is now doing special
work in opening new sets of books.
Beside these are the trustees who have the
supervision of all, and direct the course of
events. These are J. VV. Weymouth, Oldtown ; Dr. E. Thompson, Dover; J. II. Manley, Augusta; l»r. Dearborn, Parsousfield;
D. O. Bowen, Morrill; and Mrs. li. P. Torsey. Kent’s llill. It was our good fortune to
be in the kitchen when the large trays for
each dining hall were tilled and lowered on
th« elevator to the underground railway.
there to be carried to the proper place and
then up to the tables where the patients
were waiting their arrival.
Kvery one in
all the buildings, save perhaps a few sick
ones supplied with special diet, sat down to
a dinner of roast turkey an
chickens, potatoes, squash, onions, mince pie, coffee and
tea, together with good b e,t i and butter.
Surely no one need complain at such fare.
The aiet question for invalids receives a
large share of attention.
That our readers may form some idea of
the work of the grocery clerk we note the
groceries charged out in a single day, besides
the large number of little things constantly
Kour
wanted in a large family like this.
barrels of Hour, two bushels of meal, 700
corn
400
beet
on
pounds
pounds fresh beef,
corned beef day, 100 pounds butter, 400 of
beans, 14 of coffee, six of tea, 15 of oat meal,
25 dozen eggs and seven bushels potatoes.
Uwiug to the crowded state of the female
wards, the next step after present repairs
are completed, will be the building of a uew
pavilion east of the one built a tew years
ago, to be reached by the extension of the
lower corridor.
This secured and the buildings lighted by
electricity and our State institution will be
in prime condition. This last is your reporter’s offering, but it does seem as though,
having the power and the help constantly
employed, a saving must be secured. If out
in dollars and cents then surely there is a
higher consideraliou, that of safety. There
must be more or less danger attending the
burning of gas, and that can be entirely re-

moved by the substitution of electricity.
bkTH.

THE STRIKE NOT ENDED.

Reading

Employes D«*
Fight.

Railroad

Nlad

and Decide to

Discharged Strikers Beg Pitifully

to

be Taken Back.

Much Trouble Said to be Brewing
on the Pennsylvania.

Cleveland, O., Dec. 27.-It is stated that
the Pennsylvania railway, west ol Pittsburg, is in danger of trouble with its brakeand engineers. The trouble has been
brewing lor several months. The Cleveland
A Pittsburg division agreed to discontinue
the running of “double headers.” This was
men

not done, and several committees waited
upon the General .Superintendent recently.

The

affected

men

are

ebout 6,000, and the

lines include the Cleveland A Pittsburg, the
Pittsburg, Fort Wayne * Chicago, the Pan
Handle and numerous other smaller branches
controlled by the Pennsylvania. A committee has been appointed to lay the grievances

belore President Koberts.

The Reading Affair.
Philadelphia, Dec. 27.—The executive
committee ol the Heading railroad employes
alter a secret session in this city, which lasted several bonrs, decided this morning to lift
the great strike on the Heading system,pending arbitration with the company. The five
crews over whom the trouble originated are
to be supported In the meantime by financial
aid from the employes.
This decision was
reached alter a conference with the superintendent at his office last night. The commit
tee then returned totnelr meeting place, and
after several hours' discussion decided to
submit their case to arbritratlon.
In the afternoon, yesterday, a motion bad
been carried to propose arbitration to the officials. Mr. Sweigard, the superintendent,
met the committee, and assured them that
such a plan would be entirely agreeable
to the railroad.
The decision of the Knights in Heading
yesterday, not to strike is supposed to have
had some influence upon the action of the
hoard.
One of the committee said this
morning, “We decided that it would be for
the better to pay live striking crews their
wages rather than jeopardize so many Interests. Mr. Swiegard has always treated ns
squarely, and we feel that we can trust him.
All side issues will be sunk, and only the
main point In the dispute will be arbitrated
We have not yet agreed upon the
upon.
time or method ol arbitration. That will be
settled at the convenience of beth sides, but
as speedily as possible.
We have sent telegrams to all our assemblies to resume work
at once."
Every man returned this morntug, and all
of the trains are running as nsual.

New Yoke, Dec. 27.—President Corbin, of
the road, however, denies that the company
has agreed to arbitrate. At his office this
despatch has been received:
Philadelphia, Deo. 27.
Every man returned this morning, and all train*
are running as usual.
AU o( the engines were
taken out Dv the eld crews, and the superintendent says that by 10 o’clock all work was going on
as usual.
are

At ail tne stations in tne city me men
up. and tbe present Indications are
soon be working as usual.
We have Just heard (rom Heading,
All reported
(or work this morning as usual.

showing

bat all business will

President Corbin states

that the

re-

port that the Reading Company has agreed
to arbitrate with its striking employes is absolutely false. “There is nothing to discuss,”
he says, “much

less to arbitrate. The men
and will not be taken
back;
employed when the old
ones went out, and will not be discharged to
All of the latmake room for tbe old ones.
ter have been notified that if they desire to
retain their places they must return to work
immediately and unconditionally, and all
have returned under that order so far as
The leaders at Port
are lett for them.
ichmond, \fio brought on the strike, have
been discharged, and will not be allowed in
the company’s service.”
Philadelphia, Dec. 27.—A circular was
issued from the general office of tbe Heading
Company this afternoon, stating that the
strike ordered from Port Richmond had developed the fact that many employes were
compelled by others to Join tbe Knights of
Labor. While the Reading company never
objected to employes voluntarily connecting
themselves with any labor organization, it
will protect them at all hazards aud any cost
from being forced into any union, and any
employe of the company guilty of using undue and improper influence upon any employes to force them to join any society
against their free will, will, upon proof furnished, be Instantly dismissed and never
allowed to return.
Any employe furnishing
»"oi, information will be
fully protected.
Rkadiso, Pa., Dec. 27.—The most exciting scenes of the strike occurred here this
afternoon when about 29 old Brotherhood
engineers who were obliged to leave the company's employ in 1877, weie given engines
and permanent positions, in place of engineers who had struck. All tbo old Brotherhood engineers are assured of permanent
positions. Every man who during the past
week refused to obey orders or left his post
because of Knights of Labor orders was
refused employment.
There were quite a
large number of these, and some of their
appeals to be taken back were pitiful. Nonunion men ready to take the strikers’ places
came today from neighboring towns by bon-

dischalipd

are not,
new men were

Slaces

<neus.

Latest Report*.
Pottsvii.le. Pa., Dec. 27.—The commit*
tee sent to Philadelphia to confer with Sup"
erintendent Sweigard in reference to the re-

sumption

of work

by

the strikers

returned

this evening and reported that Sweigaid Insisted upon the premptory discharge of Bernard J. Sharkey, Ambrose Huode and Bennett, the committee who first waited upon
to the Port Richmond
him in reference
trouble, together with five crews who refused to handle flour cars. The committee
consented, arid then asked a guarantee that
all other .strikers be re-employed. The superintendent refused and the conference abruptly terminated. The report greatly incensed
the meetiug.
A committee has left here on their way for
all points south as far as Philadelphia, and

north to Tamaqua. Shamokin and Mahonay
Plains, to appeal to the local assemblies to
stand by the discharged strikers, ft is exthat a general tie-up along the whole
l will be again repeated tomorrow.
Philadelphia, Dec. 27.—The headquarters of the executive committee of the Reading Employers' Convention presented a
scene of great excitement this afternoon, before the statement
of Manager McLeod,
emanating from President Corbin, was
A message
made known to the members.
was at once sent to the different assemblies
to convene at once.
Said a prominent member: “The company has been trying for
some time to bring on a conflict with the
Knights of Labor. They have done it at

Cted

E

stl
scheme of the Pennsylvania, Reading and
Jersey Central railroads to break up the
Knights of Labor. He says the company
liepes to drive the order to commit some
overt act and then imprison the leaders and
break up the order.
awtft Must

Hang,

even it

He can’t

Remember.

Hartfobd, Conn., Dec. 27.—John H.
Swift, of this city, who was recently found
guilty of murdering his wife, was today sentenced to be hanged April 3th, 1809. The
condemned man, when asked if he had anything to say, boldly asserted that he had no
recollection
whatever of the occurrence.
His lawyers will appeal.

Brooklyn.

Collision of Trains In

Brooklyn, L. I,

Dec. 27.—A through
train ou the Long Island railroad ran Into a
train
at Atlantic and
transit
local
rapid
Italph avenues this morning. Several per-

injured,

sons were

one

seriously.

THE STATE.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Contractor John A. Green leaf of Auburn
lias signed a contract to build the (230,000
Livermore Falls pulp mill.
KENNEBEC

COUNTY.

Father Plante, the Catholic priest, is doing
very successful work in Augusta In raising
money for a new church.
Tills church will
be erected on Cushnoc heights os
probably
land given by the Kdwards Manufacturing

Company.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

Mr. Henry M. Godfrey of Cubec, a wheelsbeard of steamer Cumberland, has
been appointed Assistant Light House
Keeper at West tjuoddy Llght.and will enter
at once upon his duties.
Michael Feeney and N. U. Campbell, of
men on

Cherrytield,

had

a

narrow

escape from in-

iu Ducklleld last week, under
following eircumstances: While coming
down a steep hill, at the foot of which was a
bridge that spanned a stream their horse
took sudden fright and became unmanageable. When the carriage reached the bridge
It capsized precipCa;lng them
into the
water a distance of twtuiy-tive feet, btrnnge
to say they escaped w ithout serious injury.
stant death
the

YORK

COUNTY.

Dr. G. M. Bradbury of Lewiston Is very
sick with pneumonia.
He Is V.tended by
Dr. Cobb of blandish.

—■-*

lot of the

Southern farmer has been one of
poverty. In Arkansas, recently, the farmers made an effort to benefit themselves by
encouraging manufactures. They declared
that without local markets, their products
could find sale only at distant places and at
such prices as the buyers might dictate.
The remedy which they recommended was
the'reasonable, and almost the only, remedy,
—the establishment of manufactures
In
other Southern States, and Georgia is one of
them, the farmers in favored localities
around places like Birmingham, in Alabama,
are beginning to realize the advantages of
local markets. And so it huppens that from

/the press.
WEDNESDAY MORNING. DEC. 28.
We do not read anonymous letters and commu
ideations. The name and address ot the writer
are in all cases indispensable, not necessarily for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not

used._

The Herald, of Glasgow, Scotland, very
innocently remarks that President Cleveland’s remarks on wool “read like an extract
from some old speech of John Bright.”

many of the leading Democratic papers of
the South President Cleveland’s message
meets unexpected criticism.

The cruiser Chicago, one of John Roach’s
ships, is admitted, even by the navy department, to be a success In every particular. Her
trial trip demonstrated that sho was all the

CURRENT COMMENT.

contract called for and more. Indeed all the
vessels built by Mr. Roach have been faultless as far as construction was concerned, li
there were faults they were the faults of the
designers and not of the builders.

IN

MANNING'S work.
[Cincinnati Commercial Gazette.]
The distinction of Daniel J. Manning, who
died yesterday at Albany, is that of having
made a great man officially out of Grover
Cleveland.
APPROACHING THE MILLENNIUM.

[Springfield Republican.]
A dozen years ago, or not much further
back, the ministers had about as lively expectation of the millennium as of the time
when newspapers would pay as much attention to a religious as to a political meeting,
aud regard a church event as worthy a telegram as a murder or a conflagration. That
was for many their statement of the Incredible. Yet the day has come when just this
unexpected state of things exists. In fact,
religious matters are now not only regarded
as news, but they are treated as sensations,
as tilings to make the papers sell; special
display heads are lavished upon them, aud
lately the syndicate has seized the idea, and
we have “symposiums”" of discussion offered to a limited number of papers in the

Besides conducting a red-hot political campaign in 1888, Ohio will also celebrate the
centennial of the organization of the Northwest Territory under General St. Clair as
Governor, in a great exhibition at Columbus
which will last through September and half
of October, and surpass any show since the
great Centennial. Ohio was not admitted to
the Union until 1803, but in 1788 the people
from New England began to get settled, and
hence of course the glory of the State.
It is evident enough that the great majority of the Reading employes do not want to
quit work. If they do so it will be by virtue
of their allegiance to the Knights of Labor
and the pledges which they have given to
obey the orders of their leaders. The abundance of men out of employment only too
glad to get a job ought to convince the leaders that they are destined to defeat and restrain them from precipitating a contest
which can only result in further wrecking
the Knights.

country.
PERSONAL AND PECULIAR

The grand collar of the Legion of Honor
which was made for M. Grevy seven years
ago has been presented to M. Carnot. Previous to the making of it only three of these
grand collars had been in existence. One of
them was worn by the first Napoleon, and

The last overturn In the Sandwich Islands
The
was precipitated by foreign residents.
one now in progress is the work of the natives, who found themselves under the government as reconstructed by the foreigners
almost entirely ignored. It may be possible
to make a judicious mixture of the two influences, but the probability is that one or the
other of them will get supreme control. As
foreign interests in the Islands are very

_

just after the great railroad riots,
the Reading Railroad discharged all its
engineers who belonged to the brotherhood
of Locomotive Engineers, and new men took
their places. Now, these men, as Knights of
In 1877,

Labor have struck, and members of the
Brotherhood are coming from all directions
and are getting employment. A turmoil ol
the same sort that sent them under in ’71
brings them up in ’87; but it is safe to sa.v
that they have learned enough in these ten
years to steer clear of labor troubles in

future.

_

Prom Atlanta is reported one of the biggest
drunks on Christmas ever known in that latitude, a drunk so big and notorious that "the
people," according to'the despatches, "are
dumfounded at the
developments." As
whenever, on any great occasion, an undue
number of Portlanders have imbibed too

much,
usually been told abroad
as a “proof positive” that Prohibition is a
failure, it is only proper to point to Atlanta
where under the new license law a drunk
has been produced that “dumfounded” the
people who have lived for a brief period
under a Prohibitory law.

can

fuse to receive any new member, inasmuch
they count upon a division of the fund at
the dissolution; the present share per capita
is estimated at 30,000 marks. In the province
of Saxe some of the drapers guilds have
fund. When
already divided the common
the chief master of the Berlin guild died a
few years ago, a sum of 60,000 marks was
said to have been missing, which is supposed
to have represented his share. The Berlin
\fnnfnfpnl Counoli, nnneSdaring tho city tO
be the legal heir of these guilds, is keeping a

sharp

ECZEMA.
I gratefully acknowledge a cure of Eczema, or
Salt Rheum, on head, neck, face, arms and legs
for seventeen years; not able to walk except on
hands and knees for one year: not able to help
myself for eight yean; tried hundreds of reme-

ECZEMA.
Some five months ago I had the pleasure to Inform you of my improvement In the use of the
Cuticura Remedies In my case of severe Chronic
Eczema Erythematosa, and to-day cheerfully confirm all 1 then said. I consider my cure perfect
aud complete, and attribute It eutirely to your
remedies, having used no others.
PERNAN KSENCHARDO,
3300 Penna Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

to see

how the officers of

tin

Maine courts
jurisdiction
McNealiy is under indictment in Yorl
county, and tiie State is now his prosecutor
not the bank officers. They are simply wit
nesses. If he should come into this counk
he would undoubtedly be arrested, spite o r
from the

of the

what the bank officers might wish, and, i
he were in another State, brought int
Maine on a requisition from the Governor
He would then be taken to York county an<
arraigned iu the Supreme Court for trial

*

^
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Evidence!

:

interesting letter in regard to the In
sane Asylum, published elsewhere, a eorres
pendent speaks of the great increase of in
sanity in Maine during the last quarter of »
The correspondent relies for th

truth of his assertion upon the great increas
of patients in the Insane Asylum durin
that period. At first glance that appear
conclusive, liut it must be borne in min 1

J

that

quarter of a century ago the practic »
of sending insane people to an asylum wa i
not so general as it is now.
l'hen a grea t
many of the insane were shut up in alms
houses, or, if deemed harmless, left to wan
der about under little restraint. During tin
a

there doubtless was a considerable in
crease of insanity consequent upon the ex
citemeut and mental strain of that period
Hut to-day it Is very much to be doubted i 1
the proportion of insane people in Maine b
the whole, number of inhabitants is an;
war

arger than

They

nro now

and therefore

It

was

thirty

years

INTRODUCED BY .THE GENERAL PUBLIC.

TESTIMONY OF THE PEOPLE!
_

Mrs. L. E. Steele, of Yreka, Siskiyou
Co., Cal., writing under date of Feb. 8,
“
I sent to Chicago for Dr.
1887, says:
R. C. Flower’s Brain and Nerve Pills;
have taken only a portion of a bottle,
and feel like a new person already. They
have worked like magic on my system,
I was unable to do anything when I first
commenced taking them; now I can
work all day long."
Mrs. M. P. Outt, No. 177 Shonnard St.,
Syracuse, N. Y., in writing for Nerve
I
Pills and Liver Sanative, says :
called on a friend this morning, who
wants your medicines. She said, Mrs.
Outt, I want some of the medicine you
have taken; I think it has almost raised
will help
you from death, and it certainly
—

—

She was so surprised to see me
walk into her house. It Is a longer distance than I have walked for more than a
Father in
year. No one but the good
heaven knows how I have suffered for
two years, and how thankful I am for the
from
benefit I have j received
your
remedies. I feel that when I first began
to take them, I took the first step toward
a cure.
1 cannot express myself any
better than to say it was like letting the
on a plant that was dying for
shine
sun
its genial rays.”
Every bottle of Dr. R. C. Flower’s
Brain and Nerve Pills contains one
hundred pills. Price, 81.00. For sale by
me.’

age

massed now in one institution
make a stronger iinpressloi

the public mind. This, we believe, ratli
than any actual Increase, is the secret c [
the popular notion that more people go ma
nowadays than formerly.
on

er

■

Tlie Savannah News notes the rapid deca
of old Southern plantation mansions, one 3
famous for their hospitality and splendoi
The land around many of them is workei I
out, and the present holders have not energ;
and skill to bring modern agricultural meth
ods to bear on their restoration to active pro
ducing power. Tills decay is not confined b ,
Georgia alone, nor to that part of Georgii
around Savannah. With little manufactur
ing and lienee very poor local markets tin

shareholders of tile National Trad Cl'S
Bauk, of Portland, are hereby notified that
their annual meeting will lie held at their hanking
room on TUESDAY, the teuth day of January
next, at 11 o’clock a. m., to choose five Directors
for the ensuing year and to act ou any other business that may legally come before them.
deeOdtdEbWAKl) GOULD, Cashier.

The

EAGLE SUGAR REFINERY.
Sugar Refinery

Eagle
THE
hereby notified that their annual meeting
and action upon any other
tor choice of
are

Directors,

dec20_

II

all

druggists.

_

R. C. Rower Medical

Co., Boston, Mass.

St.
aA*’_

OF

THE

National Traders Bank.

Congress

AN ELEGANT ASSORTMENT

Just

each Suit or Overcoat.
think of it.

New Holiday Goods!
We can offer

a

finely selected stock,
sisting of

very

IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK,
GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Opposite Preble House.

Street.

Congress

482

t!2w

decl7

_

OF THB

—

•"£

C. J.

1. VAN MOORDSN &

CO.,

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

d6ra

.1

R El T CHARD T

OF PORTLAND, ME!

9

S

realize that this old and sterling com-

you
DO
pany Is HOME INSTITUTION.chartered
1848 under the laws of Maine?
has

paid

than

has to-day more than SIX MILLION DOLLARS IN ASSETS, am) over THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS,
calculated by the conservative standards of Maine
and Massachusetts.

IT

-AN D

carefully
plans.
IT managed
by its Hoard of Directors and Ofliand ability
whose
unqueshas

Its affairs are

liberal

integrity

cers,

tioned.

are

wise provisions of the Maine Non-Portelture Law apply only to the policies Issued by
this Company, and under its workings extended
Insurance is provided for In case of lapse.

THE

Ground Fancy Spices.

CONVERTIBLE

NEW MAINE LAW

of the UNION MUTUAL contains
THEPOLICY
PERFECT LIFE INdesirable feature In
a

every

SURANCE POLICY.
OfIf you will send your address to tlio Home furfice, or to any of Its agents, we shall be glad to
nish full Information In regard to the Company
and its plans.

DIBEC'TOBN.
Hon. J08IAH H. Drummond, Portland, Maine,
John E. DeVVitt, Portland, Maine.
.•
Henry C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
1%Hon. Fercival Bonnet, Portland, Me.
Hon. Marquis F. King, Portland, Me
Thomas A. Foster, M. D., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. E. Richards, Rocknurt, Me.
George L. Derlois, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Notes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Kohie, Gorliam, Me.
Frank E. Allen, Portland, Me.

The above grade of spices bear our firm name and are ground absolutely pure. We pack in quarter pound tins, net weight, the following assortments Jamaica Allspice, Saigon Cassia, Amhoyna
Cloves, African Ginger, Cochin Ginger, Penang Mace, Singapore Nutand Afrimegs, Singapore Black Pepper, Singapore W hile Pepper,

Cayenne.
For sale by W. L. Wilson

can

Ac Co.; A, L. Milieu Ac Co.; J. F. Norton,
Corner Cumberland nud Stone streets; G. II. McKenney, 39 Pearl
street.; S. A. Maddox, corner India and Middle streets; J. L. Bice,
Libby 's Corner; M. Scanlon, 13 Washington street; Johu S. Fit*, corner Cumberland and Washington streets; M. V. Be,t, 37 and 39 Free
street; Stevens* Elwell, corner Park and York streets; S. F. Hunt, 94
Middle street; F. W. Shaw, corner Oxford and Mayo streets; Saw yer
* Dyer, 374 Congress
street; Small * Kicker, 149 Danforth street.
*■
MW&FCw

A

JOHN E. DeWITT, President

Superintendent

of

Agencies. Eastern

Free!

Presents

TO BE GIVEN TO OUR CUSTOMERS JANUARY ls».

MORRISON &

of the most

CO., Jewelers, 565 Congress St.
a

Lady’s beautiful Gold Stem-Winding Watch,

a

MORRISON &

exqui-

35 cents per ounce.
35

Rcicliardt's Satchet Powder at 85 cents per
ounce, in all odors, superior to
any in the market.

GEORGE C. FRYE,
____e<wltt

deelO

FLAVOR

YOUR

fJlIIIIH’i

Meat, Game and Poultry Dressing with

Manager for City Agency, Portland.
eodlf

nov6

«>

The Mutual Lite Insurance Co. of New York.
RICHARD A. MeCURDV, President.

MW^®*0Tg/

°|,
Direction. for making a IVire Drr»»ing: Take one pint of
soaked bread, and season with two teaspoonfiils of salt ami Bull's MgjSr' "''Kjjgi
Poultry Spice to suit the taste (on am ount of the purity, not ac
-Jr?
LffifiT SjdE more than a tablespoonful t«> the dressing lor an eight pound
■ixj ? >.
a»3 turkey), also one taolespoonful of butter or fat salt pork cutup ^|1N| IyTK^
aJt-lJidinerw very fine. An egg well worked in will make the dressing cut up
nicely. A»K Y'ofllt GROCER FOR IT.
■KhTtaMEtEi

jp",

WM. G. BELL k CO., Sole ManuPrs, Boston, Mass.
At Wholesale by II. II. N EVENS Ac CO., Portland,

_Vf&sw

Bankrupt

Stocks and Job Lots

ECLIPSED !

Best BargainsYet Offered
iisr

largest Life Company in the world, having *40,000,000 more money than its most successfu
competitors. The oldest company in the United States. It pays the largest dividends ol any company
in the world. After two years its policies are free from all conditions.

JOHNSON,

FITZPATRICK &
Agents for Maine.

RKI.IABLE AGENTS

represented.

Prices Lower Than Ever.
FRANK
ea "a

_^_

INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY OF MAINE.

B. CLARK,

css

cyiGSCtd

$60,000

FOR STRENGTH USE

BOVININE

Bush’s Fluid Food.
Tbe only raw food in the world. Keeps in any
climate. Does not become putrid like most
other meat extracts. Is retained by the most
Irritable stomach. Creates new and vitalized
blood faster than any other preparation. Sustains life for months by Injection. Is daily saving
life in cases of Phthisis, Typhoid and lielapsiug
Fever, Diphtheria, Bright’s Disease, Neuralgia,
Pneumonia, Ansmia, Marasmus, and all Diseases
severe
of Children. Builds up the system after
surgical operations. Soothes and alleviates
of the
ulcerated and cancerous conditions
stomach and rectum. Is the only nutrient that
cure

nervous

prostration

und

and their
debUity. Feeble infants and children
exhausted mothers thrive wonderfully. Conoz. contains
tains no medication whatever. 12
the strength of 10 lbs. of meat. If your druggist
does not keep it, we will send a 12 oz. 'jottlc,
of One Dollar.
express paid, on receipt

A. P. BUSH & CO., Boston, Mass.

oc'tlOe0<lfiln
P. & O. R. R.

Coupons.

S due January 1, 1888. on l st mortwill be paid at.
gage bonds of P. & 0. It. ft. Co,
Uec24dlw
First National Bank, Portland.

Old Orclierd, In, Water Ge.
FIRST MORTGAG

SINKING FUND

6 PER CENT BONDS,

Q+'n/sof'

The Musical 1888.
As the musical New Year heaves in sight, we
greet it with the “sound of Comet,” (or any other
inimical Instrument, for all of which Oliver
Uioon Ac
provide the very best Instruction
Books.)
With the New year, many new pupils will commence to learn the
Piano'; to them and their
teachers we commend

RICHARDSON’S NEW METHOD

Due 1907.

Principal anil Interest payable In Boston.

FOR THE PIANOFORTE,
peerless book, which has held the lead for many
years, and. unaffected by the appearance of other
undoubtedly excellent instructors, still sells like
a new book. Price #3.

160 and accrued
uicrcNf, and after cnreful examination

•

at

recommend them for iureMlmcut.

BREWSTER, COBB
35

oct21

Congress

&

ESTABROOK,

St.,

°

CHILDREN’S DIADEM f,30*

and beautiful Sunday school Songs, and is oue
of the best of its shuts. The newest book.

Boston.
eodttm

School

1

t
Bought and sold
and upwards.
Orders by mail

on

or

a

margin of 2 per cent,

telegraph

THE NATIONAL STOCK

a

Specialty■

EXCHANGE,

JOSEPH CLEARY, Manager,

^24,Congress St., Boston, IVIasj^

book.

Songs

for

a w

hole year. THe

newest

Books.that 'sell everywhere and all the time:
CoUenr MongN 50 cts., War Non;'# 50 cts.,
Jubile* mid IMuntatiou Nou«» SOctS. Mm
€#ood old
Htrrl Nous#, ucw anil old
Noug* we u#rd to Niuy $1.

KHKII/MOn BOOK [75 cts.] with the
• Elements and Exercises to be written, Isa useful book for teachers and scholars.
Any Book Mailed for the ICetail Price*

Oliver Ditson & Co.,
dec24

Boston.
eod&wtc

REVERE

Superstructure.

HOUSE,

BOSTON.

the construction of a number of
various lengths of Howe Truss
Near Boston and Maine, Eastern, Fitchburg
Bridge Superstructure remured for tne above I and Lowell depots, centres of business and places
Railway hi the State of Maine will be received of amusement.
j
by the undersigned at the Office of this Company
in the City of Sherbrooke, Province of Quebec, on
Remodelled, Refurnished, Jiewlj Decoror before noon of Wednesday, the 4th day of JanFull particulars with plwis and
uary, 1888.
ated, aud now kept on the
Specifications may be seen on aud after WednesOfday, the 21st of December, at the Engineer's
fice of tile said Company at Greenville, Me., at the
office of Messrs. Wilson & Woodard, solicitors.
Booms all largo and comfortable j elegant suites
Ranger, Me., or at the Superintendent’s office, In
the City of Sherbrooke, Quebec.
with baths attached; ample public parlors; gentle
men's cate and bllltard-room added, aud first-class
HUGH D. LUMSDEN.
In every respect.
Superintended oi Construction.
Sherbrooke, P. Q., 14th December, 1887.
Boons PHOTO 41.00 A DAY VP.
dec

TENDERS
spans of

for

|

EUROPEAN PLAN.

10_>12w
Witt. NI. N1ARKS

3oct27

J. F. MERROW & CO., Proprietors.
eod3m
io

Book, Card

a

Wr offer (he ab«re

BROS.

TURNER
decl4

dec!!3

#

COUPON

SALE WILL COMMENCE THIS MORNING.

Tenders for Bridge

tnonials.
/'or bale by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine
Send 15 re its tor “100 emergencies and how to
t them."
_augfreod l y

permanently

A celebrated manufacturer’s stock of 800 dozen
Embroidered Undressed Kids has been closed out
at half their value.
We have the sale for Portland; they are beautiful
goods ; all new and fresh ; best shades and most

for

Manufactured by Dr. F. S. IIuTcniNsob & Co.,
Enosburgh Falls, Vt.,U. S. A. Price $1.00 a bottle,
6 bottle, for $5.00. Send for Circular and Test!-

will

now

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS

Paralysisv Rheuma*
tlsm, Heart Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver
Complaint, Kidney Trouble, Dyspepsia, etc., etc.

HF

—

AND

Children, under
12, 15c, including use
of Toboggan.

Admission u. Held, either on foot or In teams, free.
Electric Lights and a hundred Torches.

Job Printer

STEPHEN

OKINTERN' KXl'HAltGE,

97 »-55 Exchange 8t., Portland, Me.
FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by matt or telephone promptly at-

tended to.

novlleodtf

LOW RATES toALL POINTS WEST
California Excursions
Carriage transfers
every week via all routes.
avoided. For rates and Information rail on or adS. H. HELLEN,
dress
Ticket Agent Portland & Roehester K. R„
Foot of Preble St., Portland, Me.
dei27eodlw

ffiwic, fob

and

BERRY,

@atd ffiibnbel,

II. HI. PA YSOM & CO.,
BANKERS.
32 Exchange Street.

'Hi

_

12th ST0CKBR1DGE
AT-

BILL
II

FISTULArTSS

knife

or

detention from buri*. 8, also ail other dis-

of

the

Rectum.

Cure

guaranteed.

V.

READ (M. D. Harvard 1S42) and ROBERT JL
REAL) (M. D. Harvard 1^76), Kvhiia House, >’**•
175 Treiuont Street, Boston. References jjlwu.
Office
Send for pamphlet.
Consultation free.
hours, 11 A. M. to 4 P. M. (,aundaya and holiday*
excepted.)
eod

NYE

IN Hitt

—

—

Lecture !

aiinoroiiM

cents; now on sale at Stock
decil'dlw
8tor
M. C. K. It. to all bolding tickets.

Evening Tickets &

bridge's Music
Half fare

on

ASSEMBLY

GRAND
Cumberland

BY THE

—

Rowing Association,
—

A

HALL,

MECHANICS’
1
Mu»

«lue««lnv

Evening, Dee. 2N.

admitting

Gent

and Lady, 50 cents.
dec22dlw

handler.

Charity Ball!
The Annual Charity Ball will take place

TRUST COMPANY
First National Rank Building.
City, County and Railroad Ronds, and
other First-Class Securities.

Friday Evening, Dec. 30,
AT

—

HA3L.L.

CITY

Tickets may be procured of the following Committee: Mrs. Longfellow, Mrs. 1’. H. Brown, Mrs.
Weston MUlIken, Sirs. G. M. Moore. Mrs. Howard
Gould, Mrs. Edward Kent, Mrs. J. E. DeWltt.
<!■*«
decih

INTEREST ALLOWED OJI DEPOSITS
eodtt

jelO

PULLEN CROCKER & GO.
Bankers and Brokers,
S. V. MiucL Euhu«e.

CHARLES HEAD & CO.
BOSTON,

CHARLES HEAD & CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.
Stanley

T. Pullen,

Kainrdar Kveaiag (Third Fapalar) aad
Saturday Mallaecs Dee. Jl«l.

The Boston Maritanl

Prank C. Crocker.

dec!__eodtl

Canal National Bank Stock,
Portland Rolling Mills Stock,
Center & Newport R. R. Co's Stock.
—ALSO—

Portland Water Co. Sinking Fund Gold 4s. due 1927.
We will receive Poiltand Water Co. 6*, due April 1,
1883, In exchange tor the 4$, on favorable terms.
We also offer carefully selected Municipal, Water
Works Company and Railroad Bonds.

.H. M. S. Pinafore.
CAST OF CHARACTERS
The Rt. Hon. Sir Joseph Porter, K. C. B.,
Mr. Mrron Clark
First Lord of the Admiralty,
Captain Corcoran, Commanding II. M. 8.
Mr.
Lon F. Brtne
Pinafore,
Ralph Kackstraw. Able Seaman, Mr. J. C. Bartlett
Mr.
J. K. Kerry
Dick Iteadeye. Able Seaman,
BUI Bobstay, Bo’swain’s Mate, Mr. U. L. Cornell
E. JB. Hull
Mr.
Bob Becket, Carpenter’s Mate.
Josephine, tne Captain’s Daughter.
Miss Emma C. Tuttle
Hebe, Sir Joseph’s First Cousin,
Mile Marie Zaltn
Little Buttercup, a Portsmouth Bumboat
Miss Alice Carle,
Woman,
First Lord’s Sisters, Cousins, Aunts, Sailors, Sc.
Chorus and Orchestra.
Special Scenery, New Costumes.
Matinee at 2.30.
Evening at 8.00
MR. LEON KEACH, Director.
_

Tickets, including reserved seats, 35 and 50 cts.
StuMatinee 25 and 38 c(s.
Admission 25 cts.
Now
dent's and Children's tickets 15 and 25 cts.
Half fare on M. C. K. K.
on sate at Stock bridge's.
to all I’oldlng opera tickets. Course tickets to the

B.S.'VHKRei,:

rOKTI. % SI ■> THKATRK.

|

ONE ENTIRE WEEK—10, 20, 30 and 50c.

Commencing Monday, Dec. 26.
atATINEE.

panies prices.

Cor. Middle & Exchange Sts.
<TtT
oel8

JohnS. Moulton's

MURDOCK’S
FOOD.

Management

Our LUntkl Food is free from insol able matter,
salts or acids (KXiKACT*
It
IKK NOT i, and shows the blood
is adapted to all ages in health nr disease, as it
will make, for an adult, by the use of one tablespoonful four times daily, eight per cent. new

corpuscles.

bloo<l weekly.

Our Free Surgical Hospital was opened in lloston in September, 1881, and
now numbers 100 free beds.

1, 1885,

l.nnrusbire Cass.
The
mt«HT
Great Colon
Theatre Success, ‘‘A Celebrated Case.**

■WOND.AX'

tbe Dark Deed ia the Wood.

or

TRl'BtD.tV-Great Romantic Play, The
Duke’s Daughter, or The Hunchback of Notre
Dame. Auother version being The Duke's Motto,
and running at Nlblo’s Garden, N. Y.. the past
*•
two months under the title of
Lagardcre."
CHID AT—Watt
Phillips’ Famous English
Melodrama. Cost ia l.oaduu.
tCV. NINO—Dickens’ MasMATCHDAt
terwork Drama, Oliver Twist, ar l.ondoa by
Night.
MATCHOAX’ .HATINKK—Play to be andec24dtf
nounced.
_

PARK

Dec.

litul gOtt miprutimix.

One

Week, ceanmeaciaR tleadar, Dec. W*

FUN, WONDER AND MYSTERY!
ENGAGEMENT OF

—

Prof.
lbs

Skinner,

King of Wander W orkrrs.
8.
Monday, Wednesday and
Saturday Matinee.

at

Admission 15 and 25 cents. Reserved Seats 35
dtf
cents.
dec27

953,

MHiATionur.

WITH A MORTALITY OF 9 ONLY
We are now having an average of 100
operations each month. No hospital in
London is doiug any more, aud only two
as much.
We challenge any other hospital to show sueh a record where our
Food is uot used.
fact that

Manager.

C. H. Knowltox,

1,

TOTAL OPERATIONS

Opp. Lincoln Park

GARDEN,

1, 1886,
1, 1887,

—

Suuare
TTESDAY-Tom Taylor’s Great Drama,
Tbe Ticket.af>l>rave..Hau.
WKDNftNDAT—The Thrilling Emotional
Drama adapted from Mrs. M. E. Braddon’s great
story, Aurora Floyd, entitled Twice Harried,

Every Evening

Liquid

of MR. C. A. SMITH,

HEPCRTOIHG.
Mouday Matinee—Byron’s Romantic Play, "The
DNBXrKLLBD

Brighton, Eng., 188tf;
By the American Medical Association at
Washington, D. C., 1884;
do. at itichmond. Va., 1881;
do. at Saratoga, X. Y., 1886;
do. at lleer Park, Md., 1884;
where essays were read and discussed by
some of the ablest Physicians aud Surgeons of England, Germany, France, Italy and America.

During the year ending Sept.
had 35 operations.
During the year ending Sept.
we had 305 operations.
During the year ending Sept.
we had 510 operations.
During the quarter ending

DRAMATIC CO.,
Under the

The only Kaw, Condensed Food known,
and no recognized
By the International Medical Congress
at Washington, I). C., 1887:
By the British Medical Association at

up

dec26dlw

four pepulars $1.00, $1.20, $1.35.

Over halt the cuttru house— 30c. best reserved
seats In Paraquet and Balcomr. On the same general plan as the Bennett <1 Moulton Opera Com-

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

LIQUID

Opera Co.

In Gilbert & Sullivan’s Comic Opera.

NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AM) CLASS
1CAL STUDIES
Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

J.

COLCORD,

W.

143 PEA1U. STBEET.

dtf

Ian24

sheep are
brands being
made by tlie
The letter represents the day of
same formula.
make, anil the figure the tank. If rleher, ft Is
stronger tn smell aud flavor, and will hear a greater reduction, ami you may change the flavor as often as you may desire.
From the
alike Is the
different in

no two beeves
reasou of our different
Havor. All brands are

or

The benefit of our Free Surgical Hospital foi Won-en is bciug recognized in
all harts of the United States by the medical profession, as they are sending ladies suffering for the want of an operation (known as capital case* from all sec-

tions.
Our Free Home for Homeless Boys contains SO beds, and is located at 11 to 31
Causeway street, Bostou. When any of
the hoys suffer from Scrofula, Eczema or
other skiu diseases.)hey recover quickly
by the use of our Liquid Food.
In additibu to our

150 FREE BED

WE WILL. DO IT OUICKIT.
WE WILL DO IT CHEAFLY.
WE WILL 1>U IT WELL*

H. THURSTON &
febb

EVERY RED FREE.
MIRDOCI’S LIQUID FOOD CO., BOSTON.
novtto___
W.H&Mtf

BEESWAX,

Crude, Imported end domestic, by the cu»k

of Emmetsburg, Iowa.

or

bbl

Abo,

In thin enk*
white

and

case

W.

only.
H.

nov24eodh<a

,

In

cases

P. 130

WAX

of 240 lbs. Sweet, odorless
Price loc. per lb. by the

inmj

HAINES,RICHARDSON

&

CO.,

147 PG tBL ST., BOS I O.V.

pEALKHS

IX

&CO.

—

southern tint: hirer.
(nil assurtment of sixes ami lengths of timber
plank m stock at our yard on Browu's Wharf,
special atteuttou glveu to sawing orders at south-

A
and
ern

SOWDLEAR

EstaMIsheil 1872.

A.ltwrlaed Capital.#1 <mm»
*******
■•aid (> « apiial
MarpUa
•
offers for sale, at par and accrued Interest,
PJ*
cent and 7 per cent first mortgage loans ou f*rl®
In iowa, Kansan and other Western States, valued
thereon,
at three amt four times the amount loaned
and fully guaranteed by this company. Also its
seown 8 per ceut debenture bonds, and further
as
cured uy dep«wit of first mortgage farm loans,
\
New
writ,
collateral,with Mercantile Trust Co., of bonds conA supply «*f mortgages and
trustee.
stantly ou liana.which investors are Invited to call
aim ex'inline.
Coupons cashed onpresentattan.
Please apply personally, or uy letter, forllst of
references ami other informallou. €• v*t *■ *
VI % Si, Ura. Agral, U«r#rd Huild«a«, fNj
dec2Ueodrtm
fiddle Mireel, KswA

—

Refined
PARAFFINE

Me.
«xl«

The AMERICAN INVESTMENT CO.

,

have just completed a Septic Hospital
of twelve Free Beds, all for Surgical

Price 2'J‘aC. to 24e. per lb.

CO.,

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
67 1-2 Exchange St., Portland.

we

a®, vy pint® atm*.

eases

decgSdlw

—

The Surgical Staff of Murdock’s Free
Hospital for Women are in daily attendance, except Saturdays, to examine patients, unit assign l>eus.

—

a«

Like.

ou

Adults 25c;

W

FOUR, FIVE AND SIX PER CENT.

1.HN7.

popular style embroidery.

(Trade Mark.)
rhe only Apoplexy Preventive and Paralysis Cure,
will relieve you and prevent an Apoplectic Shock,
a sure cure

WANTED In towns and districts where the company is not
dec20d2w

It don't matter what other people advertise,
I am the center of the world for

No matter whether you are or not.
If suffering from Dizziness or Pressure in Head,
Palpitation of
Spots before Eyes, Pain Around or
Heart, Pain in Region of Heart with feelings of
suffocation, Ringing Sound in Ears, Numbness or
Prickly Sensation of Limbs, especially the Arm,
Pain between Shoulders and in Side, Dry Cough,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or if suffering from General Debility with Loss of Appetite,

it is

PORTLAND,'.ME,

....

CLOVES.

KID

1

u«

—

we

Assets $118,000,000.

The

General

I.uuk

KltaiTKE.VTU
dtl

BALK

*li«le

Arrangement «f Prleea

New

Portland, Jle.

octl

FOK

—

Saturday, Dec. 24th.

BANKERS,

|$« Middle Street,

drugs, minerals,

<11

Established 1843.

SWAN & BARRETT,

rwgyh

BELL’S SPICED SEASONING

Silver Set, Silver

Under C. A. R. Hall.

a

linejJ^securitTes.

Corner Congress and Franklin Streets.

CO^ Jewelers,

No. 565 Congress Street,
nov20

maturing April
in exchange,

We offer
choice

fragrance.

Lubin’s at
“
Atkins’

Cake Basket, Castor, and other valuable articles of Jewelry' and Stiver Ware, Oil Paintings, etc., etc.,
Call
too numerous to mention, will be given to customers who buy goods of us before the above date.
and register your name free. Lowest prices in the city for Watches, Jewelry, Silver and Plated Ware.

SINKINSON

JAMES

site

octl

Holiday

One hundred presents, Including

cpar men

End,

being;

Tlic three last odors

OPPORTUNITY!

GOLDEN

100

ARTHUR L. BATES, Secretary.
J. FRANK LANG, Ass’t Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER. M. D., Medical Director
HON. JOSIAHli. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

WILLIAMS,

West

HTiHJjilliH

OFFICEBK.

BEN

Patchouly,

—

NEW YEARS TRADE.
TWI'MIKIX, CHASPUS 4 CO’S

Its policies are in

promptly.
pays
after three years.
IT contestable

—

Bonds,
I, 1888.

Itlrubera •< the

Violet,
Stephanotis,

"Wild Rose,
wmte Heliotrope,
Caslunere X^ily-

to

ing November, 1887,
AND

ON AND AKTKtt

The Famous Writer,

Portland City Bonds, matur—

—

C'lty Hall, Wednesday Evening, Dec. 28.

Musk,
Pi:ivate Wire to New York and Boston
Heilotrope,
INVESTMENT SECCRITIES FOR SALE.
Marie Stuart,
Ess. Bouquet,
NEW 1«KK COIIUENPOMDESrs,

Wood

Rose,

YlangYlang,

or

Its losses

Or sold in any quantity at tlie extreme low
price of 20 cents per ounce.
White

Company
you
their representatives more
AKE
policy-holders
TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?
that this

only

$1.50 each.

a

aware

Bottles

Stoppered

One>iialf Pint Glass

In

ad-

on or

WANTED.

dec5

Extracts in Bulk !

**“

decl7

call

mortgages;

SLIDE !

TOBOGGAN

P OR T LAMD

Jockey Club,
Bxcnange Street New Mown
Hay,

1ST ear

guaranteed

AT THE

Telephone ‘4 101.

dress CHI. I. COOUU IV. Reel K.tulr
dee2l*12w
Agent, I MO t- J Ri,Idle (Street.

—

SPECIALTIES irsr

Triple

180-MIDDLE STREET—182

LOIN AND TRUST GO.
Paid up capital 1350,000 ; 6 per cent debenture
bonds; principal and interest payable iu Boston;
7 per cent

m.

Assembly Wednesday Evening.

Securities Yielding

PERFUMES.
EXQUISITE
Ulsters and Reefers,

FARRINGTON,

dec2M_dt<
Dakota
•me

INVESTMENT

B^kllng*

which make

Union Mutual

Monday from 3 to 6 p.

AFTERNOON and EVENING.

bearing ten per cent interest: assessed valuation
*1.420,085.00; total Indebtedness *14,000.00: an
excellent safe Investment; full particulars. MAM’I,
PATTERSON, 37'J1,x Congress street, Portland.

DESIRABLE

Oalvanlz.-d Iron and CoVV*r Carntc**
Metal Shlnjflee. Sheet Metal Work
Send for Illustrated Circular.

(iattem.
for

a very nice Christmas Present, and
ock Bottom Prices
which we are selling at

dec28_emit!

METAL SKYLIGHTS
And VENTILATORS, (or Mills, Stores and Dwellings.

These goods have just arrived from the factories
and consequently are all new. We have marked
them very low. We have also a large line of

Overcoats, Suitings,

drawn and Letter* of Credit issued,
available ill all the principal
cities iu Europe.

Portland Water Co.

con-

Neckwear, Fancy Silk Suspenders, Silk Handkerchiefs, Silk and Cashmere Mufflers,
Wristers, Hosiery, Gloves, &c., in
fact, a first-class line of Gent’s
Furnishing Goods, &c., &c.

STERLINC EXCHANCE

LOGAN CO., C3L0., WARRANTS FOR SALE.

At $22 OO we will sell you a
$6.50 buys a good Suit,
Lined Overcoat
fine Satin
worth $9.00; see them.
At $10.00 we shall sell a worth S30.00.
At $14,50 you can secure an
Man’s Dark Mixed Suit worth
AIIWool
BlueChinchillaSatin
beat.
be
can’t
$13.50;
$13.50 buys a Man’s Fine Lined Overcoat worth $18,50;
Business Suit worth $16.50. see them,
$9.50 will buy a $13.50 Cray
a great bargain.
$3.75 buys an All Wool Put- I All Wool Overcoat.
$3.24 buys a good Overcoat
nam Pant worth $4,50.
$5.50 represents a lot of worth $6.00.
Big bargains in Ulsters,
Black and Brown Worsted
Overcoats, sizes 13 to 16, Youths’and Children’s Overworth $9.50.
coats, Suits, &c.

CLOTHING.

Important

In an

century.

Annual Meeting of the stockholders of the
Canal National Bauk, of Portland, for the
election of seven directors, and for the transaction of any other business that may legally come
before them, will be held at their hanking house
on TUESDAY, the tenth day of January, 1888, at
11 o’clock a. m.
GEO. C. PETEltS, Cashier.
dec9td

dec22

“How to Cure Skill Diseases,” 04
illustrations, and 100 testimonials.

I Hack Ache, Kidney Pains. andWeakness
Isoreness, Lameness, Strains aud Pain re•licvcd in one minute, by the CutieuThe first and
rn Auli-Pain PloMrr:
only pain-killing Plaster. 25 cents.
dec 15

♦liu /iruini

attorney of York county, which they hav
not got and probably cannot get.

THE

Canal National Bank.

431

Under Odd Fellows' Hall'

(jr-srnd for

pages,

NAPKIN RINGS.
-AT-

Sold everywhere. Price: Cuticura, 50c; Soap,
Prepared by the Potter
25c; Resolvent, 31.
Drug and ChemicalCo Boston, Mass,
50

Queen Fob Chains,
and the Queen Cuff Holder.

Chain Charms,

TODD, the J c weler’s,

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of
the Cumberland National Bauk of Portland,
will be held at their Banking Boom, on TUE8
DAY, tUc tenth of January, 1888, at 10 o'clock a.
m., for the choice of Directors and the transaction of any other business that may legally come
WILLIAM H. SOULE, Cashier.
before them.
Portland, Dec. 10,1887.deelOdtd

stockholders of the

are saveo on

SILVERWARE.

ECZEMA.
I have suffered from Salt Rheum for over eight
to
years, at times so bad that I could not attend
ol
my business for weeks at a time. Three boxes
enhave
Cuticura and four bottles Resolvent
tirely cured me of tills dreadful disease.
JOHN THIEL, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

IlOtf MV HACK ACHES!

:

U'ltllAiit

CUMBERLAND JATIONAL

pleased and surprised they were with the
bargains, nd no wonder, when $2, $3 and $5

in Pearl and Morocco from $3 to $15.

DANK.

--

Christmas Matinee!

Securities!

Investment

very

GOLD RINGS OF ALL KINDS !
OPERA GLASSES

SILVER MEGS.

IN

DEALEltrt

—

Brought CROWDS and CROWDS of buyers. How

For Ladies and Genilemcu.

THE

BANK.BHS,

—

COLD and SILVER.

1.50. Call
A Four-Bottle Castor at
and see them.

BHII’EES. black-heads, chapped and oily skin
I IM prevented by Cuticura Medicated s.iai-

The county attorney could summon the ban!
officers to testify in the case and compe 1
them to, no matter what their feelings on tb >
subject might be. The only way they coult
escape would be by heeing beyond the juris
diction of the court and remaining there per
manently. So it will be seen that for tb
officers of the bank to guarantee McNeall;
immunity from punishment is practically im
IkACeihla

□

J. B. BROWN & SONS,
218 Middle SW, Portland, Me,,

Great Reduction Sale

WATCHES !

Aunual Meeting of the Stockholders of
the Merchants’ National Bank of Portland,
for the ehoiee of Directors for the ensuing year,
and transaction of any other ousiuess which may
legally he presented, will be held at the Bank on
TUESDAY, Jan. 10,1888. at 10 o’clock a. in.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
Dec. 10, 1887.declodtd

dies ; doctors pronounced my case hopeless; permanently cured by the Cuticura Remedies.

WILL MCDONALD,
2542 Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.

Up ^m§nmnm ^Ewtu^j

MERCHANTS’ NATIONAL BANK.

tive management.

ECZEMA,

Biddeford and Saco Savings Institutioi
could grant McNeallv immunity Irom pun
ishmcnt if they desired to; unless they fle<

before them.

plus,

or Salt ltlieum. with Its agonizing
Itching and burning, instantly relieved by a
warm bath with Cuticura Soap, and a single apThis
plication ot Cuticura, the great Skin Cure.
repeated daily, with two or three doses of Cuticura Resolvent, the New Blood Purifier, to
keep the blood cool, the perspiration pure and uuirritatlng, the bowels open, the liver and kidneys
active, will speedily cure Eczema, Tetter, Kingworn, Psoriasis, Lichen, Pruritus. Scald Head,
Dandruff, and every species of Itching, Scaly and
Pimply Humors ol the Scalp and skin, when the
best physicians and all known remedies fail.

document.

come

THE

And Every Species of Itching
and Burning Diseases
Cured by Cuticura.

the President did not intend that his mes
sage should be interpreted as an expressior
of opinion in opposition to the removal oi
reduction of the tax on tobacco. But the
President knows the meaning of ordinarj
English words, and knowing that, he musi
have known that his message admitted o:
but one interpretation, and that was opposi
tion to the reduction or removal of the inter
nal revenue taxes. If he issues a supplemen
tary message on the subject it will not be : l
correction of any wrong impression of hi
message, but to all intents and purposes ar
admission that the exigencies of the politi
cal situation have compelled him to modif}
the views he so clearly expressed in tha:

legally

may

UNION MUTUAL appeals to residents ol
Maine lor their especial patronage, because
it is a HOME COMPANY, and because of its age,
experience, strong, financial condition, large surequitable and attractive plans and conserva-

looKoufc.

ECZEMA

Mr. Kandall—has
started the story that the President is going
to send a supplementary message to Con
gress to correct a misapprehension as regard
his position on the question of reducing in
ternal revenue taxation. It is alleged tha

It is hard

eat and drink at the exThe drapers actually re-

as

Semebody—apparently

on TUESDAY,
Banking
of January next, at 10.30 o'clock a. in., for
the purpose of electing seven Directors tor the
ensuing year, and for the transacting of any other

day

Are You Familiar with tk Plans

guild meetings,
pense of the guild.

be carried into effect.

ol

Annual

advocate general, vice
from active duty by senclaimed that the supreme
in the case of an army
chaplain, that the President can nominate
any one whom he may select for any army
or navy position, and that upon confirmation
by the Senate the new apppointee succeeds
the officer holding the place to which he was
nominated, exactly as in the case of an official in any branch of the civil service.
Under this decision it is held that the President has a clear right to nominate General
King, and that if the Senate should confirm
him awaim would be removed and King be
judge advocate general. General King js a
son of ex-Postmaster General Horatio King,
who is so well knowm in Maine.
Among the richest of the Berlin guilds are
those of the butchers and bakers, many of
whose time-honored privileges have gradually boen bought off by the State. The

can

The chiefs of bureaus in the war department have received orders from the Secretary’s office to examine the records under
their charge and report what part of them
can be destroyed. Some of the suggestions
made have involved the destruction of records which form a part of the most important historical subjects. One of these embraces the records of the Freedman’s Bureau,
whi ch are absolutely necessary to a full history of the reconstruction period, and other
records relate to events of the civil wrar.
Congress, however, will have to be consulted
before any such unwise recommendations

tile Stockholders of the

Meeting
Bank of Portland will be held
THEFirst National
the tenth
Booms
at their

business that may come before them, will be held
at the Refinery Office, Fore St.. Portland, Maine,
ou TUESDAY', January 10,1888. at 3 o’clock p.
JOS. P. THOMPSON, Clerk.
m.
dtd

butchers, more especially, are very reticent
with regard to the admission of new members, and ask a high admission fee. Each
member, on the death of his wife, receives
1,500 marks, and an equal sum is paid to the
.wife on the death of her husband. The
bakers guild also is well situated financially.
Its chief master has an annual salary of
3,000 marks; nons but the old members have
a claim to the guild fund, and they alone, at

the story has

PORTLAND.

OP

another was in the possession of the Murat
family. There was a third, tut for years It
had been lost sight of. A seniation was produced when it was seen around the neck of
the Emperor of Austria during his visit to
Paris in 1867. This collar had been given by
the first Napoleon to his father-in-law, Francis I, when he married the Archduchess
Maria Louisa.
A question of intense interest to the army
and navy is again being pressed on the attention of the President. He is being urged to
nominate General Horatio King, of New

York, for judge
Swaim, suspended
tence of court. It is
court has decided,

great it is not likely that foreign governments will permit the natives to have their

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

J. E. WENGltEN, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. », 1887.declodtd

[Philadelphia Press.]

The Boston Globe complains that the clerks
are as a rule overworked
and underpaid, and wants Congress to do
something about it. The complaint is well
founded. Nevertheless when there is a vacancy in one of these places there is a tremendous rush for it, which goes to show
either that the people thiuk these places are
soft ones, or that a great many of them ere
willing to work very hard for small pay.

year.
4l
2d. To vote upon the expediency of closing the
concerns of the Corporation and dividing the capital among the stockholders, or of making any other change that the stockholders may see fit.
3d. To transact any other business that may legally come before them.
By order of the President and Directors,
CHAM. F. FLAGD, Sec’y.
deei4

CLARK’S

IRA. F.

npHK stockholders of the Ocean Insurance ComJL puny are hereby notified to meet at the Company’s office ou Wednesday, the fourth day of
January. 1888, at 3 o’clock p. in., for the following purooses:
1st. To choose seven directors for the ensuing

business'that

FAVOR.

Canala has lost 83.000,000 within the past
two vears through embezzlers who have escaped to the United States with i he money.
As American embezzlers have taken more
than 830,000,000 over Into the Dominion in
the same period, Canada may still claim
that the balance of trade is in her favor.

hi the post offices

way.

HER

Insurance Company.

Ocean

ATHMK^^TN.

n*A*4l Al..

nucnuNoci.

MlMCBLIiANBOVS.

OTKKTINUB.

ANNUAL.

nulls.

Office 322 Commercial St.,
uokbeodtt

roun..ivi>

■■

PHK88.

HK

i

28.

WEDNESDAY MORNING, DEC,

the press.
be obtained at the Periodical Depots ot N.
r Knsseuden, Horse Railroad Station; Marquis,
K. R- Do7i’- Exchange HI.; Armstrong, E.* M.
500

Hodgson, UUVi Portland St.; John Cox.
nut
Congress St.; Costello, 7 Exchange St.: Lawson,
47 Middle St.; Jewett, 60* Congress St.; Petcrsen.2 Exchange St.; (ioold, corner Congress and
chestnut Sts.; Chisholm, ton Congress St.: Hopkins, Commercial, corner Park; Morrill, 240 Congress St.; Ross, 1 no Congress St.; Heardsworth,
87 India St.; Harley, corner York and Tate Sts.:
Aldadt, 243 Spring St.; and of Chisholm Bros,
agents on all trains running out of thecitv.
Auburn, Haskell & Reynolds.
Augusta, J. E. Pierce.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, E. M. Burnham.
"
A. L. Jellerson.
Boston, Mass., American House.
Brunswick, B. L. Dennison.
< nmbcriand Mills. K. s. Raymond.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
i rye burg, J. C. Gerry.
Farrlielo, E. H. Evans.Marwick.
Farmington,White &
Gardiner, Palmer * Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish * Co.
Lewiston. Chandler & Estes.
Long Island, T. M. Glendenntng.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
Orrs Island. S. C. Prince & Son.
Richmond. G. A. Beale.
O.S. Andrews, K.U. Burnham & Win.

flltoekland,
It. Hyde.
Hacearapna.C. H. Killiy.

Saco. 11. It. Kendrick & Co., Wm.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
C. II. Pierce.
& Buck.
Show
Thnmaston, S. Delano.
B.
Vlual.
A.
Vlnallmven.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Walerville, C. II. Hayes.

Stackpole.

DETROIT,Dec. 27, 1887—Wlieat-No 1 White
86Vic; No 2 Red 88Vic. Corn—No 2 at 56. Oats
—No 2 at 34c.
Receipts—Wheat 14,600 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, Dec. 27, 1887.—Cotton is
steady .middling 0%c.
SAVANNAH, Dec. 27,| 1887.—Cotton is steady;
middling 9%c.
CHARLESTON, Dec. 27, 1887.—Cotton firm;
middling 9 16-16c.
MEMPHIS. Dec. 27, 1887.—Cottuu is Brill;
middling at 0%c.
MOBILE, Dec. 27,1887.—Cotton is tirm; nudulinrr 9%e.

104
1 IB
126

105
103
110
V25
1OS
105
112
112
123
135
lot*
101
107
112

Yarmouth, W. F. Bennett.

are

receive*

danv:
129

C. H. & Q.
* tell.. Topeka and Santa Pe Kail load.
Boston A [Maine K.

94%
208
40

Wimor sin Central 2d series
Mexican Central It 7s.
Mexican Central.. 13%
Bell Te ephone
._.200
V ml fk Pere Marquette Kailroad com. 22
90
d 1 *1 ref
Wisconsin central. .77

06%

Mexican Ccntrai]4s.

Boston Si Albany.*197
Eastern Kailroad pref.128
37
New Xork aud New..England Kailroad.
<11 ore!
California Southern Kailroad. 44

•Ex-dividend.
_

Now York Stock and Money fharkot.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW iOIvK, Dec. 27 1887_Money on call
been easy, ranging from 6 to 8 percent; last
loan 0, closing at 5*0. Prime paper at 0 *7%.
Government
sterllui. Exchange dull and steady.
bonds are dull and Arm. Kailroad bonds dull and
closed quiet
generally steady The stock narket
but firm to strong at best prices of the day.
aggre1 nc transaeuous at toe .mock Exchange
gated 254.101 shares i.T.o

A little girl in one of I lie Intermediate departments of a school in Albany was asked by her
teacher the other day, while in the language class
lo deflue Hie word ‘‘whimsical.” She had learned
Hie meaning, for It was part of her lesson, so she

promptly replied:

“It means odd.”
please go
“And now.” continued Hie teacher,
the
to tlie board and wi lie a sentence containing

roiierly used."
Hesitatingly the little ten-year-old took the
and alter a moment’s thought wrote:
"'There are two kinds of numbers, whimsical

word

cravon

Land Grauts
do Sinkiuv Funds.
The follow.ng quotations 01 slocks are recelv
daily by 11. N. Piukham, No.
Exchange street.
....

Partland, Me,:

Dec. 27

Dec. 23.

_

Women with pale, colorless faces,
who feel weak and discouraged, will receive both
mental and bodily vigor by using Carter’s Iron
and
1‘lUs, which are used for the blood, nerves

complexion.

She—Lan’oblibln! Brudder Eli! Did you come
de kvars, or by private conweyance?
He—Private conweyance, clnle—I walked.

on

w. Edwin Chlpcliase, 200 8. Charles St., Balto.,
Md., writes;—“For cure of sprains aud inflammations 1 regard Salvation Oil as a sure cure.”
Use Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup and do not disturb
the preacher and congregation with your cough.
saiu »nc.
i.eorgc,
“What a perfect nlgnt
strolled along, "and the air isso sweet
as
it
is laden
that
one
ean
almost
fancy
and delicious
with all the perfumes of Arabia!”
be such
must
“it
assented
••Yes. dear.”
Gyorge.
as they have in Arabia. I have often
a
it is.

tiiev

night
heard of the Arabian Nights.”

Those
unhappy persons who suffer
from nervousness and dyspepsia should use Carter's Little Nerve Pill, which are made expressly
uervous, dyspeptic sufferers, rrice
for

sleepless,

_

•■Don't hide your talents, your talents, young
man," said the parson, earnestly.
Indeed, and 1 don't,” exclaimed the youth.
“I'm a fence hoard and barn roof advertiser, and
and
have got a 200-mile contract on Glare’s Soap
Dry man’s Bitters.—Burdette.

Open- Closiug
ing

108%
96V*
28%
■'’*">%

109
96%
28%
o5%
107%
74%
39%
57%
77%

old.

New York Central..108%
Lake Shore. 94%
Erie common. 28%
65%
vauaua .southern

Northwestern.100%

_

25 cents.

Opening

Closmg

107

St. Paul. 74%

75%
390*

Omaha common.... 89
67%
Union Pacific. 60
77%
Western Union. 77%
20%
Transo-on...
2.%
Oregon
128
Delaware, J,. Si W. 120%
103
«
11.102%
Delaware
75
jersey Central. 74%
05
05%
Phila Si Reading.

26%
22%
40%
Pacific Mail.. 35%
Msouri Pacific....S 87%
Kansas Texas. 17%
l.ousisvine & N— 00%
N. Y. & N. E.36%
Kielimond Terminal 22
Hocking Valley...

Northein Pacific...
Nortli. Pacific, pref

81%

nil.

26%
22%
46%

35%
87%
18%
61%
37V*
22%
82 Vs

21

127%
103

bid
1033/*
96%
-3%
00%

107%

16%
39%
67;!i
78V*
21V*
130%
103%

74%
04 %

76

06%
26

26

22%
40%

22%
46%
35%
87%
18V*

36_%

38%
18%
01%
37%
22%
88%

01
37
22
84

Stocks Dy Associated Press:
E. lentil new. IbVi
East Teun, 1st uref. dOVn
canton.
Wells. Kargo Express.t ..130
Lake Erie & West. 14 '/#
Oregon Nav. 80
Louisville* Nasn. Bl'/a
21
Denver *:Kio Grande, new
16Vi
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
28
do prel.
Houston & Texas. 20
9
Mobile* Ofiio.
Chicago & Alton. ISO
Alton & Terre Haute. 38
do pref. 76
Chicago, Burlington * Quincy. 120

Illinois Centra!. 117Vi

again takes the lead. “We could
hardly believe our good luck when we ventured
Amkiik a

to
ask for Burnett's Extract of Vaullla lu Paris,
have it handed us; it was like meeting an old
friend.”
to

_

If
to'tend door that afternoon.
Tommy
said
anybody calls for me tell them I'm engaged,”
"

was

his’ sister.
"All light,” said Tommy.

Pretty soon dashing Mr. De Smith called.
“Is your sister in. Tommy?”
"Yes'r, but ••he's promised to marry a feller and
can't see anybody.”_
..

FINANCIAL

^COMMERCIAL.
FREIGHTS.

The following are recent charters:
Bark Alexander Campbell, Baltimore to Portland, coal (2.
Brig H. B. Cleaves, Feruandlua to New York,
lumber *8 ami wharfage.
Sclir Luis G. Babel, Boston to Cardenas, empty
hhds 80c.
Sclir Bertlia Warner, New Y'ork to Portland,
coal $1 25 and dischi.rged.
Sclir Edward Watte, Portland to Cardenas,
shooks and empty hhds at private terms.
to Sagua,
Sclir lleleu U. Mosely, Portland
shocks and heads, lump sum *1425.
barSclir A. It. Weekr, Portland to Glen Cove,
rels X5c.
__
iThe Metal Market Booming.
metal markAfter four days holiday the London
Tin ada Jump.
et opened Tuesday morning with
Copper ad.
vanced It*8 spot and 5s on futures.
vauced 16s on spot sales.

PGRTLAHO WHOLESALE MARKET.
FOKTLAND, Dec. 27, 1887.
of
Tbe following are UMlay's closing quotations
Grain, Frovlslons.Sc.:
Flour.

Superfine »uu
low grades. 2 75*3

IH MxdCorn.

«»#«»

Corn, bag lots....70071
Meat, bag lots...67008
X Voting and
420.43
car lots
36
;<)ats.
XX Spring..4 16*4
44045
.'Oats, bag lots
Patent Spring
Cottonseed.
Wheats...... Vs
I car lots.-24 60025 CO
Mich. miatithi.
do hag*- .26 0l\a2t> 00
.4 5<'*4 it
ro'L-i
deal do... 4 2fi*4 5C Hack’dPrTi
l ear tots. .23 00(a24 <*0
3«'
26*4
Stone gi»Ui;d4
do bag. 24 OOco.26 00
lit Louis bi-'gl
MiUdl lijis. 24 00(3.26 60
roiier.4 <•’(&*> <?» no
b»g lots,26 00(0-27 OO
clear oo.... * 7o*4%
Provisions.
Winter Wheat
I
Patent*.t> 00»6 2c Pork—
J8 6oftl9 00
Packs
Fish.
18 OOvjt.itt 26
Clear
0<Ml. k> qti—
Mess.10
I
2i
ou® 16 60
4V«'*4
Shore
Large
i
Beet—
Large JiaukS 76*4 OC
8 00ft 8 60
Small.3 00*3 6C I Ex Mess. 9
Plate....
O0£9 26
26
Pollock.2 25*8 OC
Ex Plate. 9 60(&10 Oo
Haddock.1 50*2
7o

...

Haae.1 76*2

OC

iL&rd*

Tubst"4,**8 <^8V4f
Hernnu
Tierces.... 8 *&8V*c
Scaled# b*..16*18c
I
Pails.8 ia9 c
i**H
Hoi.
&1 1%
MmUcj. 1#I>1>1~ iul4i llama f> It 10%
uo covered 1 lVtr&l 1%
Hliort* 1S. 16 O'*.et 1 k OC
<4
Oii.
Hhoie 24.14 00*IS
Mr-.;. :8.11 00*13 or Kcr<*»ene-Kef. Pet. 7
Large ..12 00*14OC iPo
P roduce.
ASt’l.^bbl. lOVii
Pratts
Cran Denies—
BriUiaut. 10%
Maine.... 7 C0§ 8 O' I Uevoe’s
oc
| Ligouia. 8%
Cape Cod 0 00*10
76
06*2
beans...2
Pea
Medium— 2 46*2 Oc I Centennial. 8%
Raisins.
Gorman U»ts2 25*2 4Ci
3 >
yellow byes. 2 00*2 lfi I Muscatel.2>25ft3
Loudou
oay’r 2 60.33 00
76c*‘JOc
rotaioesbusii
9a9%c
oiidura Pay
7% s 8
St Potatoes 4 00$ 5 OC 1 Valencia.
Sugar.
Onions i> bbl 3 76*4 OC 1
lateu
R».* */4
ignifli
Turkeys.?
GMrlrens.10« l.J IKxiraC.,,3/«
1
Seeds.
Fowls.

1

ij»2*rti
Geese.13*14 llted Tiv—«a
Ducks...jo*it I timothy Seed 2 7602%
iClover. 8%4012%c
Apples.
6(
Chese.
3

00*3
Vcrinoul— io 013%
1 7.>*2 O'
Common
10 0l3'/a
Fancy Iialdn«2 60^2 7f iM.V. factory
«
l3v
12
bvapoiated Fit
Butter.
lb...24ft20
lUreamery
Lemons.
Palermo.4 oo*4 fit lUill Edge Ver— 23025
fit
[Choice.19020
Messina.4 00*4
lliood.17al8
Malagers....
| (Store.16(010
Oranges.

Choice eating

3 60 a 4 2r

Klorm..

Eggs.

fi 0X&5 fi- > Eastern ex,...a ..26020
C.ui & Western. .24025
FaPalgnno Plix.3 00$3 61 ) I Liiued. 20021

Valencia

Alessma and

Crain Quotations.
H. N i'iuk
Deceived daily, by private wire, by
Me:
liani, broker, 9 Kxcbamte street. Portland.
CHICAGO IIOAKU OK TDADK.
Friday’s quotations.
WHItAT.

Dec
77%
77%
77%

Opening....
*1 idlest....

Lowest.
most lift.

77%

Opening....

Dec.
48%
148%

closing

148%

Jan.

Feb.

77%

78%
78%
78%
78%

77%
77%
77%

May
86
86

84%
84%

OUUN.

lildlest
lowest...

48:%

.....

Feb.
49%
49%
48%
48%

Jan
8%
48%
48%
48%

May.

64%
64%

1163%
64

OATS.

Feb.

Jan.

May.

is....

Closing.

Tuesday’s quotations.

Opening.
n,.

Jan.
78 ■

Feb.

78

78%
79%

May
84%
80%
84%
86%

Feb.

May.

78yg

...

Lowest.

closing....

78%
“ODD.

Jan.
48V.
49Ci
48%

Onening..
Indies t.
Lowest....

|4UVa

Closing.

48%
49%
48%

49%

64

64%
63%
54%

OA'I H.

Jan.

Feb.

Opening.
lligbest.

May.
84%
88%

Lowest.

348/fi

Closing...
Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Swan A

Bakkktt, Bankers and

Corrected by
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
BlUC K 8.
Par Value.
Descriptions.
Canal National Bank.100
Casco Nat. Bank.100
First National Bank.100
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
Merchants’National Bank.. 76
National Traders' Bank.100
Ocean Insurance Co.100
Portland Company.
Pori land Gas Company. 60

HoeklnglCoal.2d

HouieSLake.li
Ontario.2d

Quicksilver. 0
do preferred.33

Brunswick.
El Crlsto.
Amador.
Staudard.

Bid.
182
160
120
61
124

140
76

Asked

]
Jb2
1x2
62

J2d
142

86

80
100

66

70

1
2
1
2

50
OO
00
60
OO
65
6o
56
35

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Dec. 27.1887.—The following are lo
day’s quotations utlProvisions. Sc.:
Pork—Loug cut 17 60 a 18 °0;sliort cuts 17 75®
18 25; backs 18 25®18 50; light backs 17 25;
pork tongues Id 00.
Lard—Choice at Stic D lb in tes; 8%@9c In 10lb pails; y®SH4c in 6-lb palls.
Hams at lOalle according to size and cure;
pressed iiams 11@11 J/aC.
tbjcouuHogs—Clioice city dressed hogs 7s/* c

trvdo at 7c.
miner—Western extra fresh made creamery at
21)®30c: do extra firsts at 26®28c; do firsts tut®
26c'; New York.fall ma te creamery, extra at 2 ®
28c; Vermont extra cmry 28®2Hc. do firsts 26®
27c.
The above quotations arc receivers’prices
for strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing prices l®2c

liigher.
Cheese—Northern choice at 12®12'/»c; Ohm
choice 11 Vs a 12c; Northern sage at 13»i4c. Job-

bing prices VSsC higher.

Eggs—Eastern fresh 26S28 isomS fancy higher;
do firsts 24a25c; extra Vt and N H 27®28c;
choice Canada 21®23c; good to fresh Western 23
{Michigan fresh 24®26o; Nova Scotia 24c,
ebbing price J/sSIc higher.
Beaus—cnoice small N Y hand picked pea at
bush; choice New York large hand
2|66®2 60
ed do 2 4(>®2 60;;small Vermont hand picked do
at 2 76.a2 85.
nay—Choice prime liay at 17 00®18 00; fair.to
good at *15 00®$16 00; Eastern hne ®12®$16;
door to ordinary il0®*14; East swale 10®*11.
ltye straw, choice, 17 50®$18 50, some fancy old
higher; oat straw s»8®8 60.
Potatoes—Iloulton llose 80®83c p bushjdo liebrons 85c; Aroostook Kose at 80c; do hehrons

?;24c

at

young fresh killed turdeys.
choice 11 al2 ; do fair to good 10®1 lc: Western
at Oo.<■ 1 c;
killed turkeys,
Northern fresh killed chickens, choice id a 14c,

Poultry—Northern

choice,

young^resli
.ip

I,,

iimul

1 (U‘

Watertown cattle Market.
(By Telegraph.)

WATERTOWN,

Dec.

27,1887.—Cattle market

weak.

...

Market Beef—Extra 0 ISOffifi 7o;flrst quality 0(6;
25; second uuallty 6 00@5 60; third quality .at
00&4 60.
Receipts of cattle 077. |
Store Cattle—Working uxen fc> pair $90(6;$160;
Farrow Cows at $16(«$30; fancy at $50,ti$76i
and Calves 25<6$4H:
yearlings
Milch
Cows
Ihreo
♦wo years 'old $19(a$25;
8 60(6 $13;
ears $20(6 $38.
live
Western
6Va
fat,
Swine—Receipts 2,909;
®534 ; northern dressed 7c.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 080; in lots 2 50
a $3 76; extra 4 00(ji4 76.
Veal Calves 2Vfe(fttiVfcc.
o
4

Chicago Cattle Market
By Telegraph. i
CHICAGO,

Dec.

27, 1887—CattleImarKet—re-

ceipts 60,000; shipments 2000; stronger; good
choice steers 3 Oufe5 00;
2 26&3 *t0; cows, bulls and
Texans 1 60,a3 26.

to

Stockers ami feeders
mixed at 1 40o3 ou;

Hogs, receipts 10,000; shipments 0000; slow;
mixed at 6 06&6 40; heavy
76; light at 4 86,66 20; skips at 3 20(0,

goodjneavy higher;
at 6 30.a6
4 00.

oheep—receipts 3000; shipments 1000; stronger, natives at 3 00(65 26; Western at 4 OOa.4 9u;
Texans at 2 50(a3 70. Lambs at 4 76(o5 60.
Domestic Markets.
iBy Telegraph.]
NKW YORK. Dec. 27 1887.—Flour market—
receipts 106,470 packages; exports 20 bbls and
72«9 sacks; quite hrni with a fair business, hugely in medium and ciioice grades; sales 24,ooo

bbls.
Flour quotations—Fine at 2 10«2 oft; superuue
Western ana State 2 60,a3 06; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 102.3 60; good lo

choice do ai .3 06 a 6 20; common to choice White
wheal Western extra at 4 40u4 00; lancy do at
at 4 70,a5 20; common to good extra Ohio at 3 10
20; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 JOc*,
20; pateiu Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 70 a,4 70; choice to fancy do all 4 80,a 6 20. including 1900 bbls city null extra at 4 6U(g4 771/* ;
1000 bbls line do 2 Kyu.2 06; 1200 bins superfine
2 60a.3 05; 1600bbls extra No 2 at 3 I0o3 t>0;
7100 bbls winter wheat extra at 3 10^5 20;
10,900 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 lOa-6 20. Southern flour firm and rather quiet; common to failextra at 3 30(23 90; good to choice at 4 oO®5 10.
Rye flour steady. %%rfce««—rcceluts£«4,99u nush;
exports 88.452|biisli; sales 172,000 bush; higher
and more doing, mainly for export: No 2 Spring
nominal 92Vae; No 2 lieu ai uivn&vzwc store
ami elev, 93a93yac delivered; No 1 Red 96*40;
While nominal at 96. Rye quiet. Barley is
No
steady. Cara—receipts 84,700 |bush. exports
hush; sales 122,OcO oush spot; market higher and
only moderately active ;No 3 ato9%&uoc; steamer 00 VaaBOV2c;No 2 at *Utyfe(g61%c elev, G2%igi
03c delivered. Oais—receipts 19i,0o0 hush, exports- hush; sales 13G.OUO bush; failly active
ami shade higlier;No 3 at 37yac; do White 38%
(a,391/ac; No 2 at 38a.38yae; White do at 40«.41;
No 1 minimal; White do at 41 V8c; Mixed Wesem
at 37 a,39y|C; White do 39jx44c. *'of fee—fair Kio
lirm 19c. *ugar firm ; trading light; relined linn;
C fil/4:tt0:t/g ; Extra Cat 6Va(ft6%c; White Extra
C6%(a67/8C; Velio w 6V4@6y«e; off A G@Gyac;
standard A oyac; .Mould A 7ya; Coufectioners*A
GV» ; cut loai and crushed at 7% e; oowuered at
7 yaa7V4C; granulated G% : Cubes 7%C. Heiro
leans stronger—united at 88Vb Pork firm: mess
Beef is
quoted at 16 60&1« 00 for one year old.
quiet. Card is linn and higher; trade rather
8
steam
7 86;
steam
Western
06^8 10.city
slow;
relined nominal at 8 00 for Continent; A at 8 26.
Hu tier linn and quiet. 4Jhee»e steaay; demand

f5

—

light.

WHKAT.

Dec.

New York Mining Stocks.
[By Telegraph.]
NEWiYOKK, Dec. 27. 1887. The following are
c ostng quotations for nnniug slocks to-uay:
Colorado Coal.316 25

Liverpool dull.
CHICAGO. Dec. 27, 1887.—Flour market dull
aud steady; choice laucy winter patents at 4 00
bbl; Southern winter 3 U0&3 86; Mich(g4 26
igan and Wisconsin winters 3 60®4 06. Wheat
higher; No 2 Spring 78a78Vfcc; No 2 Red79yao.
Corn are higher—No 2 at -f»e. oats—No 2 at 3i^
3lV*e. No 2 ltye at o2e. Barley— N*» 2 at 74 a,
Provisions—Mess Poik linn aud higher at
78c.
16 OOjo.16 10. hard higher at 7 80.
Dry salted
shoulders 6 9i>(a,b 00; short clear at 8 10&8 16.
1
10.
at
Whiskey
Keceipis— Fiotr, 24,00J lolls; wheat. 62,000
busn, corn 106,000 oush; uats 65,000 hush; rye
3uOO bush; barley, 37,oOu bush.
.shipments—Flour. 21,000 Dbls; wheat, 28,000
bust): corn, 109,000 bush;oats, 90,0.31 lush; rye
1,000 bush,barley 31,000 hush.
ST. LOU 18,Dec, 27,1887.—The Flour market is
steady aud lirm. Wheat linn aud higher—No 2
Red at 82Vac. Corn is lirm aud higher at 46%
0.47c. Oats lirm and higher at 31;V*e.
Rye lirm
—No 2 at doc. Barley dull; held firmly. Whiskey
steady 1 06. Provisions firm hut very quiet. Pork
—new mess at 14 76. Lard steady 7 4u.'a7 46 for
car *ots. Dry sailed meats—Shoulders at G «<>;loiig
Bacon-shoulders at
clear and short ribs 7 76.
8 60; long clear and clear ribs 8 60; short clear
00.
lo
60^12
8 G2ya. Hams
Receipts-Flour, 6,000 bids,wheat 13,000 busli,
corn 262,000 bu.foats 80,000 oush, barley 70,000
bush,rye 3000 bush.
hiupineni.s—Flour* 5,000 hbls, wheat 4.000
bush, corn 3,000 hush, oats 9,000 bush, barley
0,000 bush, rye 0,000 bush.
*

reittht* to

on

each

KKOM

FOR

LaBourSogue.. New York..Havre ......Dec
Wisconsin ..New York..Liverpool. ..Dec
Rhalea.New York..Hamburg|...Dec
Britauic.New York..Liverpool ...Jan
Finance.New York..Rio Janeiro .Dec
Alter .New York..Bremen.Dec
Finance.New York..Rio Janeiro Dec
Valencia.New York..Laguayra. ..Dec
Oily Alexaudria..New York..Havana.Dec
Samaria.Bostou.Liverpool ...Dec
Manhattan.New York. Havana.Dec

27
27
27
27
28
28
28
29
29
29
29
Polynesian.Portland...Liverpool....Dee 29
Saratoga.New York..H vaua.Dec 31
Fortuuse..New York. .Para.Dec 31
City ol Chicago ..New York..Liverpool ...Dec 31
lie.geiilaiid.New York..Antwerp-Dec 31
Kansas.New York. Liverpool ...Jan 3
Ocphalouta.Bosiou.Liverpoo'....Jan 6
Santiago.....New t’ork..Oieuluegos..Jan 5
San Marcos.New York. Havana.Jan 7
...Jan 12

package,

saves

time, labor, rubbing, wear and
are worn

your advantage

tear.

out more

It is to

by washing than wearing.

to try Pearline.

JAMES PYLE,
Sold Everywhere.

>
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AN ILLUSTRATED WEEKLY JOURNAL OF FASHION

LUSTRATIONS.

HISTORY OF OUR OWN TIKES.

AND DOMESTIC ECONOMY.

throughout New England as a remedy for Coughs,
Colds and Pulmonary complaints. Since its intro
dnction it has constantly won its way into public
favor, nntii now it is tne universal decision that
ADAMSON’S BOTANIC BALSAM is the

Coughs,

Made only by
F. W. KINSMAN A CO.. Apothecaries.
25th Street and Fourth Avenue, New lork.
Price 10, B5 nml 75 Cents.
For sale by all the best Druggists.

SICK

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

llong Kong Dec 27, barque Annie Reed,

Warren. Newcastle, NSW.

Ar at Honolulu Nov 20, barque C D Bryant,Lee,
San F'rauciseo.
Sid fm Liverpool Dec 20, ship Gatherer, Lowell,

San Francisco.

...

l\IERVOUS==
HEAD-ACHE.
MANDRAKE is
Compounded

as

1400 tons, built at Bath in 1878
lias hem sold to Benton Holmes of San Francisco
ior tile P get Sound trade.
Sell S M Tyler, of Providence, thirty years old,
was sold by auction 27tb, at Bath, to it A Fish,
for $310.

San Francisco, Dec 20—Shipbrokers here, withexception, are extremely discouraged; over
uuilook for deepwater vessels at this port.
The prospect for obtaining charters are very

out
the

to

Liverpool

Sedative,

and

in

Mandrake Pills

on

PERMANENTLY

Beniittnnrei,

%

CENTS A NUMBER.

Subscription

3 CENTS A NUMBER.

CENTS A NUMBER.

lO

Subscription per Year, >2.00.

Subscription per Year, $4.00.

per Year, $4.00.

The Twenty-first Volume will begin with
the number issed on December 23,1887.

The Ninth Volume began with the Number
issued November 1, 18*7.

IIakpeb’s Bazar unites the choicest literature unci the finest art pictures with the
latest intelligence regarding the fashions, the
It touches on evtrated paper of Auieriea.
most useful household information, and all
ery side the changeful phases of human
the arts that render home attractive. No
a
literary and picto- topic is neglected in its columns that could
progress, and presents
rial record of the notable events and movecontribute to theentertalnmenttand instrucments of our time. The variety and exeeltion of the family circle, and nothing is adlence of its contents, which include serial
mitted that could offend the most fastidious
and short stories by the best and most poptaste. Its weekly illustrations of the latest
ular writers, lit it for the perusal of people
Paris and New York styles, with patterns
of the widest range of tastes and pursuits.
and descriptions of materials, may save many
In Politics, the iuiluonee of Harper's
times tlie cost of subscription by helping
Weekly is directed to the end of securing a
women to lie their own dress-makers, and to
higher standard of public duty and an alder adapt their wardrobes to the fashions of the
and purer administration of public affairs.
dav, while to dressmakers and milliners it is
The fairness of its editorial comments has
indispensable. Its articles on housekeeping,
earned for it the respeets and confidence of
cooking, tlie management of servants, and all
all impartial readers.
matters pertaining to the household, and on
In Literature, Harper’s Weekly for
social etiquette, are from the best sources,
1888 will be liberally supplied with contriand are eminently practical. Much attention
butions from the best and most nopuiar
is paid to art decoration, and exquisite designs
writers. An American serial story of unusand admirable papers are frequently pubual originality and Interest will appear early
lished.
in the coming year, and it will be followed by
The literary merit of Harper’s Bazar is
H. Rider Haggard.
a new novel by Mr.
Its serial stories are by
of the highest order.
and by other short and serial stories from
writers of world-wide fame, such as Thomas
authors of equal note.
II akdky,William Black, Mrs. Lynn LinIn Art, the publishers of the Weekly
ton, F. W. Kobinson, W. E. Norris. Bret
maintain a continuous advance m the qual- Haute. W. Clark Russell, W. Besant,
When- ; James
ity and interest of its illustrations.
Payn, Mrs. Craik. J. S. Winter,
ever the pressure on the space of the main
I). B. Murray, etc. Its short stories are
sheet demands it. Supplements will be given
distinguished lor their brightness. Its editfor tlie adequate delineation of important : orials are
vigorous and sensible, and its
events, and from time to time Supplements poems, essays, and other matter are of the
will be devoted to specially selected literary | best.
productions, to striking features of AmeriThe fine art illustrations of Harper’s Bacan enterprise, or to foreign topics of worldzar, from the leading native and foreign artwide interest.
ists, form a marked feature of the journal.
As a family journal, Harpers Weekly
A host of novelties are in preparation for
will be edited with the same strict regard
tile new volume, which will open with newwhich has been paid in the past to the qualiserial stories of absorbing interest by the
ties that make it a safe and welcome visitor
writers, Mrs. Lynn Linton and
powerful
to every home.
Bret Haute.
Sampie copy sent on veceipt of 3 cents.
tiamjilc copy sent on receipt of 5 cents.

of the best reading for buys and girls. The
serial and short stories found in its pages
are of a high literary quality; and while they
have all ttie dramatic interest that juvenile
lietion can possess, they do not debase the
taste of young readers by exaggerated or
false views of life anil motives of action.
The paper contains valuable article- on scientific subjects and travel, historical and biographical sketches, papers on athletic sports
and games, stirring poems, etc., contributed
by the brightest and most famous writer-.
No subject that may properly enlist the interest of young peoule is foreign to its purpose. In all the department- free use is
made of illustrations in aid of the text, and
ne pictures representing the work of the
oremost artists and engravers lavishly adorn
its pages.
Every line in the paper is subjected to the
most rigid editorial scrutiny in order that
nothing harmful may enter its columns.
The fact that Harper's Yol no People
appears at weekly intervals, sustains the interest felt by its readers, espeeiall in serial
stories and continued articles, while the sixteen pages (exclusive of occasional (Supplements) of which each number consists afford
ample space for the utmost variety of matter.
A novel and Important feature of the volume of Harper’s Youno People for 1*8*.
which will comprise 53 weekly numbers, will
be Supplements of especial interest to Par
ents and Teachers.
The year’s weekly numbers of the paper
contain about one-fourth more readiug than
the twelve numbers of the most popular of
the mon.hly juvenile maga/.ines, and this at
a yearly subscription price considerably less
than theirs.

The Thirty-second Volume will begin
with the Number issued on January 4, 1888.

IIakpeb’s Yolno People is

Harder's Weekly is the leading illus-

Sample copy

Published bv ElAKPEIt &

BROTHERS, Franklin Square, lew

V....,

.........

f,.e

It....41.lt...r

It

Ik

I t'i

Mason, Hamm, (from New

BOSTON-Ar 20tli, sells Judge Tenney .Turner,
Bangor; Marla Theresa. Kellock, Rockland.
Returned, sell N S Pickering.
In Nautasket Roads 20tli, schs A B Perry, from
New York for Saugus; ft F’ Hart, do for Salem.
SALEM—Ar 201b. sell S A Rudolph, Mullen,

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

CIALTY

LINIMENT

leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock ; arriving in
season for connection with earliest trains (oi
points beyond.
Through tickets for Pr«Mrid*wc*, ■ .•well,
W’orc**l*r, N*w York, 4k*.
Reluming, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 5 o’clock,
J. B. COY LB. Manager.
novltf

p

HSTTEP13ST-A-L

TTSE.

ALLAN^LINt.
via

Liverpool!
Halifax. |

I

will laugh with delight if you use
Skin-Success Soap. 25c. at Druggists
this is Worth

$1,000.
MAN,
WOMAN OR CHILD
who is not blessed with
TO ANY

a

fair, healthy Skin,

or

is troubled with humors.
At druggists,‘ Skl^-SucooRs’
£iC. A 75c. Skin-WilOCCM Snap
25c. Palmer Chemical Co.»N.Y.
said about Skin-Success Soap

UNl*ARALLKDI Is
DISCOVERY! | Recommended by physicians.
PaliMer’aMliiu-Wiicrewi positively cures Skin
diseases.
oct!3

Soap and Ointment, cleanse and heal.
codnrmcM

j

Dec. 16.

IIallfax._

nov21_dtf

tiucrd

(iRAKII TRIM RAILWAY OF C‘\AIM.
WIKTI.K

IVH7-N

WI.NTKH AUKANf.E3IE.NT8

—

I VS7-S

■ilVEKPOOL MKKVICK,(via Londonderry!
Muiliug Vale.:

Pu-ri*.
up..
STEAMERS.

From

From Por laml,
Halifax.

|

Liverpool.

|_vi;i

November 24.
November 3d. I Vancouver
IHa'ember 3d.
November 17th. 1 Sarnia
Oregon _1 Doocmboi 24
December l8t.
iuiKTU I. mKHVIKK, (AvoiiiiioiiiIi H.'t k

Froiu~Avonm'lii

SHERIDAN'S CONDITION POWDER

From I’orl

STEAMERS,

December 3d.

Kale, of

I

am

December 23.

: Toronto

iiMiur:

Cabin.$50. $00, $75.. Return $100,$125,ftc0
.Return, do
Intermediate—30,
..Return at lowed rates
Steerage.20,
For freight or passage, apply to
davidtokranck & co„
Foot of India Street.
novddt 1

in absolutely pure and highly concentrated. One ounce
is worth a pound of any other kind. It lw strictly a
medicine to be given with food. Nothinp on earth will
make hens lay like it. It cures chicken cholera and all
diseases of hens. Is worth its weight in Rold. Illustrated book by mall free. Sold everywhere, or sent hy
mail for 25 cents in stamps. 2X-lb. tin cans, $ 1: by
mail, $1.20. Six cans bv express, prepaid, for $5.00.
DR. I. S. JOHNSON A CO., llohton. Maatb

SAVAnnHn

eod&w-nrml y

Freight and Passenger Line,

Fast

\i\s

r:\iiimi'An

miuui

STEAMSHIP CO.
NHaaaM*i“»4TK I I I V” anl •‘Cm
OP n U OV’tnry Till aw I* * V. ul :*

I V »s.\ t •• pip:.I.
P.TI..
|:ai|r.M aircrl, Hosts a.
RICHARDSON & BARNARD. Audits, Savannail Tier. A. I>0 W. SAMPSON. Agent. Central
O. 11. I* K ARSON,
St
fit. It.. 8«l Washlii.-tii
Agent, 8. F. A \V. R'v 11 Washington St.,
OK VIA
Iroin w

medicinal

6CertifyL
tearful
cP,Dred.

to equal the.

WAAIPSON, St. *. Agent.
All Wu.biuglon sired.

A OK

trI/?l>/\sr£R$”

eiuKllll

nov2

Internationa!

!/£>» | ¥,n backside orcf/ni
5c.

-•
C-o.

ftaforwealviess,cold£
mw

L, 1

The-/&re worth tteirWWW
j^'naoldr Ask

yyewYtart^for

your
menu

The best for the

eod&wlvnrmceod

apt

The most

Complexion.
economical, it wears
.

STEAMSIlir 00.,

“A balm for the Skin.9*
to thinness of a wafer.

.

—

EXHAUSTED VITALITY.
A Cirent Medical Work for Young and
Middle-Aged Men.

—

KNOW THYSELF.
More Than One Million

Copies Hold.

upon Nervous and Physical Debility. Prematurv Decline. Errors at Youth, Exhausted Vitality,
Manhood, Impaired Vigor and lmpurities of tne
Blood, and the untold miseries oonsecpi.Mii (hereon.
Contains SOI* pages, substantial embossed Imidipg, full
Warranted the beat popular medical treatise
gilt.
published in the English language. Price only $1 by
Ilmail, postpaid, and concealed in a plain wrapper.
lustrative Mjnple free if you send now.
*» treats

DRAWING SCHOOL
ll'ill eomuienre Dee I. ISM7,nnd CAntioue
P. IV. lt« n-on of Ko-loo,
five mouth-.
laic of l*nriM, France,) Inwtrutfor
anti Critic.

f

llljlHIIED by the PEABODY MEDICAL

HTITUTEjlNo.I HnllincliSi.llosioii.MiiNM.
M. II. PARKER, M l>
Consulting l»bywhom nil orders
Inn,

to

non

"

"

available

immediately

Blanchard, Committee in charge,

uovL7eodtf

R. STANLEY & SON. MAINE STEAMSir;' COMY
IMPORTERS,

For NEW V JRK.

410 Fore Street.
dtf
nov24_.

Steamers leave Franklin Wh of on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 8 p.m. Returning, leave Pier
88, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COY LK,
Saturdays at 4 p. ui.
Honerat A-ron
sept2l-dtf

Clairvoyant CHEW FOREE’S
and Botanic Physician.

Office hours 0
iikOVBIEII Palos. External and Internal,
MEVKN Swellings, contractions of the MusIIE A IjH Bruises.
cles, Stittncss of the Joints.
Scalds, Burns, Cuts, Cracks and Scratches. (Best
CUKES RheumaStable Remedy in the world.)
tism. Neuralgia, Hoarseness, Sore Throat, Croup,
and all kindred affletions.
A l.nrgc lloillc. A Powerful Keuaedy.
Imii 23 cent*
Aloni (•couomirul, a- il »

All Druggists.
feblG

per bollle.
Hi El.HON A

C’O., MONT ON.

TTh&Slst2dor4thpnrm

a. in.

to it p.

BELLE VIEW,
Fl-OlHB t.

Those w ishing a pleasant homo for tiff- w hiter
mouth- in a delightful climate w ill lind If to their
advantage lo consult the proprietor,, pg h.

HMcirr.

Also furnished houses and

keeping.

rooms

fo*

I

Wo know that finer leal aim sweetening,in
used in Foree’s Rainbow does not exist. To
ers in tobacco who do nut sel! Force’s Rainbow,
we will, on application, for. A limited time, sent
tree of charge a Ho-cent ping tor examination.
A. It. Mm it MX & Co., Boston, Mass.
eoddilin
0(. 11|

house

STEAMSHIP

LINE,

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
m.
From Vine Street Wharf,
l( iarCPsnN Philadelphia, at 12 111.
■....i.fc-kiAVr. Insurance one-half the ran of
SKnfejey/■ Igw^shtllng vessel.
Freights for tlie West bv the Fenn. R. K., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com-

are

Notice.
hereby notified

not to sell any

Lv.

p.

mission.

fits mi J Trip 4 IN.
Passage #10.00.
Meals and Room Included.
or
For freight
passage apply to
lfi. H. NAIIfSOt. 4geol.
Sldtf
»« I,sag tVhart. »»<•-■»».

persons
\LLgoods
give any credit to Mrs. Laura Tyler
hills of her conI slml! pay
THIS PA IKK
account,
my
M. H. TYLEK.
this date.
or

on

l»W,22eod2m

koslons Philadelphia
A

lioTEIu SAAITAKBA,
91.111103 CO.

i

in BOSTON story WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
from PHILADELPHIA ever? Tuesday and Friday.

sepldtf

m.

|
|

DIRECT

Dlt.

"

day

For Sale in tlie Original Package by

HEED treats all chronic diseases that llesli
is heir to; alleases that are given upas incurable by the allopathic ami homeopathic physicians, I will lake their esse to treat and cure
them. 1 find that about four-fifths of the cases
given up lo die can he cured. Examinations at a
distance by letter with their full name and place
of residence nad one 2 cent stamp and $2.oo KxConsultation free.
..at Ion at the office, $1.00.

"

The evening class lias been arranged expressly
to aecomodate tluise whose occupation or engageelass.
ments prevents llieir ailcmlance on the
The only difbiences in the classes (excepting Oil
of
hours
In
number
the
Painting of course) is
for work. Those who intend to become
members of either day or evening class, or to furnish srlmlarshlpi for frieims, and who have not
already given notice ol such intention, will confer
a favor if they will notify Miss Inez A. Blanchard,
or leave word at the
(17 Kmerv 81.,
Society Rooms, Keeling Block. For more comto
any member of the
plete information, apply
committee in eliai ge.
.1.
C. Stevens, Inez A.
K.
K. It. Pierce, c.
Davis,

STOUT,

Medical llooms 03 Franklin 8t„ Portland, Me.

members $25
6
10
3

The Steamers ol this Line will leave Railroad Whart. foot of State street, every MONDAY,
and THURSDAY at 6.00 v. >1.. lor KASTPOLI
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Tun- igh tickets issued and baggage eheeked to
destination. gp~ Freight received upto V.'Sie. b.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply a! the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or lor other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COY LB,
of State street,
llen’l Manager.
nov 1 tdtt

—AND—

GUINNESS’

—

Ncolin, Prince Kd*
Dnpr Hrcion.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT 1887-8.

0

DR. E. B. REED,

should be addressed

Tuition Fern 1<> members of P. S. of A. or any
member of their families.

Day Class, iLife and Antique,' $20,
8,
By the month" “
10,
Even'g Class
3,
By the month.

Do your own Dyeing, at home, with Peerless Dyes.
They will dye everything. They are sold every1 hey
where. Price lOr. a package—to colors.
have no equal for Strength, Brightness, Amount
or
non-fad
of
for
Fastness
Color,
or
in packages
her
Ing Qualities. They do not crock or smut,
sale ov I>. W. Heseltlne& Co., Druggists, corner
Congress and Myrtle streets; N. G. Nichols, Druggist, 787 Congress, corner Grove street; E. W.
Stevens, Druggist, corner Congress and Parris
streets; Ered. A. Turner, Druggist, corner Congress and Washington streets; T. J. Looney,
Druggist, corner Mid,tie and Franklin streets ; D.
P. Herr, Druggist, 538 Congress street; William
Free
s. Banks, Druggist, Junction Congress and
Streets; T. B. Pollard, Druggist, 212 Danforth
street; Cook, Everett & Pennell ;.Iohn W. Perkins
S Co.; H. H. Hay & Sou, and A. W. Smith, Drug
W. W
gist, 107 Portland St.. Portland. Maine.
Whipple & Co.. 21 Market Square, and W ood
Jlylleodly
ford's Corner, Deeriug, Me.

AND ALL PARTS OF

HraBNwick,

wnrdn I win ml, nnd

Bass’ English Ale

LADIES !

FOB

—

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N. 8.. HALIFAX N. S
New

PORTLAND SOCIETY OF AltT

from New York.

Ocean Steamship Co.

l f /mLOPHOROS

bicture,tqe^jK.:-r
t^Wf°r Strains, bain

fiTHLOPHOROS

AHItASGE.HE.M'S.

nfter HS.V DAY, ISar. ‘18,
traina will run aa fallawai

nnd

ISSl,

UEPABTiHKk
.30 and 8.48
p, / Aubura and l.rwialau,
a. m. and 12 45 and 5.20 p. m.
Par Carbarn, 8.45 a. in. and 1.30and 5.20p,
and Ckiruga, 8.48
and I 30 p. m.
Ouebas, 1.30 p.m
HurUMrld nnd Cables, 8.46 A m. ul
1.30 p. m.
ABBIYAL8.
From l.rwialau aad Auburn. 8.46 A A
12.15. 3.16, 3 45 and 0.45 p. in.
Pram Corhnn, 8.45a.m., 13.15and 8.46 p. m.
Pram mirage and .Vlauireal, 13.16 and
0.45 p. III.
Prom Ifsrbrr, 12.15 p. m.
Pullman Palace Bleeping cars on night train and
Parlor cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE!

35 Eichaiga St., ind Oeoot Foot of lodia StrooL
Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Jun*
tion and Danville Junction as follows: To Chlcm
go, *21,oi> and 119.00; Detroit, »'d.75 and
828.86; St.
$10OO; Kansas City. $32.50 anil via.
Detroit.
Paul $32.50 and 828.00; St. Louis
825.00and $21.26; St. Louis via. Chicago. $28.60
and
$03.75.
and $24.90; California, $82.60
JOSEPH HICKSON. General Manager.
WM. EDGAR, G. P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.
Nov. 28. 1887.

Portland and Ogdensburg H. h.
PORTLAND and MON HEAL LINE.
Only Hue uiaLing Jircct connection* wltfc
Canadian PaelOe Westbound Train*
leas lug Montreal same Evening.

FALL ARRANCEMENT.
I’Maurariu .7*0*10AV. «*cl. IO, ISJJ,
«*u«i until flirtTier notice, Passenger trains will
leave l*«»rilitud is follows *.J5 a.
for Bridgton, Fryeburg, No. Conilh'‘sizawaj. Fabyan’s, Bethlehem. Lancas-“-ter, Wbitefleld. Littleton. Wells’ RIter, Montpelier, St. Johns bury, Newport. Sherbrooke. St.Johns, Montreal, Burlington, Swanton,
Ogdensburg and West.
3.15 i*. aaa. Local, Portland to Bartlett and In
termed late stations, with Stage connections fer
No. Windham. blandish. I.imingtun. Sebago, Naples. Pursoiisfleld, Kezar Falls. Denmark. Lovell,
and Conway Corner; also for No. Bridgton, liaxrtson and Waterford via Bridgton.
Traian Arrive in Parllsail.
10 55 n. iu. from Bartlett aud way stations.
5..15 p. m. from Montreal, Burlington and West.
J. HAMILTON, SupL
CHAR. H. FOYE. (J. T. A.
Oct. 7. 1887QCt7dtf

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

us

tracting after
Portland, Dec. 21,1887.

»o

dec22dlw*

effect

In

Muaday, Oct. HI. 1**7.

WESTERN DIVISION.

Salting between Liverpool and Portland, via Mo*
villa and Halifax.

angl2

mtrm.

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
V. E. BOfJTHBY.Oen’l Puss.aud Ticket Agt.
Port lam.. Qct.20.1887._oct21dfa

DOMINION LINE.

Delaware Breakwater.

You

via

THURSDAY,

I Polynesian. |_Dec. 2V
Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
f6o, $05 and $75; Intermediate, $30; steerage,
$20.
For passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN. General
Passenger Agents, Mo State St.. Bost u; and C. i’.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St. ; I*. P. Mt dUWAN.
422 Congress St., or .or passage or freight t<> 11.
& A. ALLAN, Agents. No. 1 India St., Portland.
Dec. 8.

I. S. JOHNSON & CO.. BOSTON, MASS.

ton, San Francisco.
Sid fm Oemarara Nov 26, sell Laura, Dow. for

1

Parisian,

Nov. 24.

Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, DysKidney Troubles,
entery, Chronic Diarrhcea,
Spinal Diseases, Sciatica, Lame Back, Lameness
and Soreness in Body or Limbs. Circulars free.

Foreign Ports.

HA! 1IA!
HA! 11A!

|
I

_

barque Charles Fobes,

I,»difs.nveidewaelk< and rouges. Skin
w ill give you healthy and rosy complex-

I From Portland

ctvamki?
^AtA.uiK

THURSDAY,

—

Sid fm Singapore Nov 8, baique Antioch, Hemingway, Boston.
Ar at Liverpool 24th, ship St Charles, Puring-

cess soap
ion.

Mervire.

Liverpool and Portland
From

Wonderful Family Remedy Ever Known.
OS- CURES
Diphtheria. Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis. Neuralgia. Rheumatism, Blooding at the
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influenza. Hacking Cough,

port 26th, sells Webster Bernard, Bangor for
New Bedford; Fred Jackson, New York lor Portland ; Alfred Keen, fin Rockland for New York;
Jordan L Molt, do for do.
PORTSMOUTH—Bolow 26th, sell Ellen Merrtman Low. YVinterport for Boston.
Ar uiiili, sell Florence N Tower, Knowltou, fm

Sue

a. m.

f.iiuilrd Tirkrla. Aral and •••rend rlaaa, fse
nil paints iu Ik.. Freviureaeu sole nl rva

_

1888.

Winter Arrangements.

1887.

The Mont

In

Spoken.
Oct 211, lat 56 S, loll 72 W, ship Willie Kosenfleld, Dickinson, from Liverpool for San Francisco
Nov 14, lat 14 28, Ion 35 37, ship Magellan,
Manson, troin Boston for Valparals.
No date, SWof Bermuda, barque Sontag. Haskell. from Hong Hong for New York.

Ml. Joha.

Thl flRST-CLASS STEAMERS

alternately

Philadelphia.

New York for Dover.
BOOTH BAY—Ar 2 (dli,
Blicknam, Charleston.

(I’uluis), Aroostook Issalf,
Halifax, asd Ibe Proeiaees,
12.56
and til.16 p. m
12.50,
jp-All tralus timed as above from Commercial
Street Station, stop at
<
ST. STATIOS.
eight minutes later where through tickets »n<l
baggage checks may he obtained for principal
points East and West. tTbe night express with
sleeping car attached .runs every night Sundays
Included, through to Bangor but not to Skowbegau on Monday mornings or to Belfast aad
Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follows: The mora.
lug train from Watervllle, Augusta and Batk
S.2& a. m.: Lewiston. 8.50 a. in., day trains
from Bangor at 12.40, 12.45 p.m.
The afternoon train! from Bangor, WatervlUa,
Bath, Augusta and Rockland at 6.40 p. m.,
Lewiston, 6.60p. m. Night Pullman at 1.60
Mlrpheo

WINTER AKHANCIKTIKNTW.

ANODYNE

do tor

do lor-.
Sid 2ntli. soli Wm
Y'ork) for Portland.

York._\

FIRE ONLY $1.00.

}<•!*

kockport; .las Warren, llohoken for Ikir
Harbor; S l. Nightingale, New York tor Kastport;
Trenton, New York for Portsmouth.
Also in port, sell lima, from Portlaud tor Ne is
York; CJ Willard. Baltimore for Newburyport;
MessenEdward C A True, Hoboken lor Boston
Brace Anger, Falker, St Simons for Boston;
drew.. Andrews, Baltimore fordo; Nellie A Irmly. Wilson, Fernandinafor New York.
E!)(i AliTOWN—in port, brig .Jennie Hulbert,
Norton. Philadelphia for Boston; sells Commerce.
Wade, Hoboken tor do; J II Waiuwrlglit.fin Port
Johnson for Salem.
H1 ANN IS—in port 26th, schs Anni Gus,Sawyer, New Y7orK for Eubec; J B Knowies. Nickerson, do for Portland ; Frank Herbert, Herrick,

number

STEAMERS.

II

EXTERNAL

llall^

Far
Far

BOSTON

$

FOR

MBNDAY, Oct 44, HIT,
Truiaa will leave
I*iiMM« ni(«
Fertlaad at* follow*:
For Aulura a ad l.ewiatao, 8.30 a. m.,
via Hraao12.50 4.50 p.
m.; l.ewiatea
wiek, 7 ‘5 a. m., 12.55 111.15 p.m. For Bulk,
7.05 a. in., 2.55 ami 4.56 p. iu., and on 8aturKucklaud and
dj’ya only at 11.16 p. in.
Kuos aud Isiucolu K. K., 7.06 a. ni. and
liardiuer
12.55 p. III., HruuBwick,
well, aud Augusta, 7.06 a. ni., 12.66, 4.66
iind 111.16 p. in. Fwruisjpvo viu Lewie
7.06
ion, 12.50
p. in.; via Hms*wlek, wiu.Houasoutk,
in.
in. ami 12.55 p.
a
(beep. Kei.dllrld, Onklnnd nnd Norik
Att.au, 12.50 p. in., Waleeeille and Mkow
begun. Tin l.rvrislon. 12.50, Tin Angaria,
7.06 a. III., 12.55 and (11.15 p. m.. and Water
Bellas*
Tille Saturdays only 4.66 p. in.
(11.16 p. m.
Dester.
12.60 and
on
tins go:
via l.ew Irion. 12.50 )>.
in.; tU*
Augusta, 7.05 a. m., 12.55 and (11.16 p. ut.
Huugrr A Piscataquis K. K., 7.06 A m.,
and (11.16 p. in. Blletroilh aad Bar
(11.16 and 12.66 p. m. Ml.
Harbor,
Ouuud after

On

receipt of 3 cents.

AND MEXICO.
POSTAGE FREE TO ALL SUBSCRIBERS IN TIIE UNITED STATES, CANADA,
of lo,». When no time i. specified, .ub.cripli.av will begin with the current
chance
avoid
to
or
Order
Urnft,
.bould be made by Poet-aflce Money
between three ami four thousandjvolumes, will be sent by mail on receipt of Ten Cents in Stamps.
fcj ’HARPER'S CATALOGUE, comprising the titles of

~'Kl&w(>mnrni-ce2wM

sepl2

RAISE MITRAL RAILROAD

"Var Oarbau, Vlauirrul

—

V ...I-

on

Bound Volumes of Harper's Yor.NO Peo
ple, for four years ba^k, 4to, ornamental
cloth, 83.50 each.—By mail, postage free.

Bound Volumes of Harper’s Bazar, for
three years back, cloth, §7.00 each.—By mail,
postage free.

Bound Volumes of Harper’s Weekly,
each.—By
years back, clotn, $7.
mail, postage free
three

sent

miscellany

a

with Hosiou A Albany K. K. tor the Went,
Close connection made at W eoibrook J one.
lion with through trains of Mains "antral K.K. and
at (irand Trunk
Portland, with through
trains of (irand Trunk Hallway.
Through Tickets to all poluts West and South
may be had of S. If. 11KI.I.EN,Ticket Agent, Portland A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s,
J. W. PHTKHS SuoL.
octasdtf

Transfer,

SIXTEEN-PAGE
ILLUSTRATED WEEKLY FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.

For Sale by all Druggist*. Price 25 cts. per box;
i boxes for 65 ct*.; or sent by mail, postage free, on
receipt of price. Dr. J. H.&chenck & Sou, riulad’a«

Domestic Ports.
POUT TO'VNSEND—Ar 19tli, ship Carondelet,
Stetson, San Francisco, to load return cargo at
Fort Gamble.
snip Merom, Glover, from San Fernando, will
load return cargo at Seattle.
Char le led—Stops Kosie Welt, from Puget Sound
Belle O’Bilen, same;
to HU Diego, witli lumber,
Fannie Tucker. Seattle to San Francisco, coal.
ASTOK1A. O—Ar 18th, barque NicholasThayer.
Lai sen, San Francisco.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 17th, ship Prussia, Reynolds, Port Blakeley.
Ar lath, ships St David, Pearson, New York.
(July 13); Samaria, Snow, Baltimore (July 20);
P M Wliitmore, Wliitmore, do (Aug 8).
Cld 18th, ship Josephus. Rogers, New Bedford.
Ai 2011, ships St Paul, Panuo, Departure Bay;
Occidental, Taylor. Tacoma.
Ar 20th, slop Win H Macey, Amesliurv, from
Seattle.
sal 2Mli.shlp Rcsic Welt, Welt. Puget Sound.
MOBILE—Ar 2«lh, sell Daisy E Parkhu st,
Ilooper, Baltimore.
Sid 22d, barque SlepliCli G
BRUNSWICK
Hart. Pearson. Providence.
CHARLESTON—Sid 28th, barque Lizzie Carter, Goodman, Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—Ar 26th, sch J L Treat, McClure, New Haven.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 25th,sch Fred C Stinson, Reed. Bath;
hid fm Delaware Breakwater 26tli, sch J E Holden. (from Philadelphia) lor Galveston.
NEW YORK—A r28ib, barque JustlnaH lngersnll, from Port Natal, sens D D Haskell. Haskell,
Rock port; Fannie E YV’olston. Bath; It P King,
Bull River; Belle Blown, and Klla.fni Thomaston;
Selh M Todd, Calais.
Passed the Gale 2Gth, sch Red Jacket, from
New York for Rockland.
STOMNGTON—Ar 26th, sch M C Moseley,
Tin rev. Gonaives for Bostou.
J I TU I IS 1,A N D HARBOR—Sid 20tll, sells F
A Pike, for Narraganset Pier; Daniel YVebeter,
Greenlaw,N KYVFOKT—Ar 25tli, sell J S Beachinan, Giuu,
Rockland for Providence.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 25th, sells Maggie J
Chadwick, Orr, Weeliawken for Portland; Enterprise. Robinson, Calais for Providence■ Eurotas,
Rackett. Portland for New York.
Sid 24tti, sell Nellie Bowers.
In non. sciis Annie R Lewis, and Mary E Amsden, Weekawkeii for Boston; Nellie Eaton, Hoboken for; Salilla. amt Belle Higgins, from Satilla
River for Bath; Cook Borden, Washington for do;
C YV Locke, Amboy fordo; Elvira, Klizabetlipoi I
for Salem; Clara jane, fm Hoboken for do; R I)

Baltimore, Washington, aud the Mouth, and

A

HEADACHE!

Memoranda.

_

(mixed) •«.:( O p. u».
I'.r f'rrr.1 V rune (Oeering) 11* 00 a. ■».,
3:00and 0.30 p. on.
The 1.1*0 p. in. train from Portland co moots at
Ayer JhbcI. with lloosac Tuaael Houle for
the West, and at I'alon Depot, Woltfilrr, fill
New York via Nrrwirh l.ine, and all rail.
Via MpringHeld, also With N. Y. A N. it. It. It
(“Steamer Maryland Houle”) for Philadelphia.

MTKAJILKM.

have

sell Addle K Snow, Hinckley, from New York,
arrived at Wareham 22d inst, with three feet water in the bold. having struck a rock off Seconnet.
SUP will be taken to New Bedford for repairs after
Hie cargo has been discharged.
Nassau, NP, Dec 20—Barque Geo Treat, Steele,
from New Orleans for Almeiia, put in here 19tli
leaky, and is discharging part of cargo.

W»J*

a. m.

CURE

Coal freights from Puget
to 27s Od.
Souud and Nanaimo have dropped 26 cts pr ton
all round, and are how llxed at $2 50 from Seattle
and $2 76 from Nauaimo to San Francisco.

Ship George Stetson. Wood, from San Francisco
for Liverpool, has put into St Thomas leaking badly and w ill discharge for repairs.
Sell Nantasket, Richardson, at Boston from
New York, reports, Dec 22, off Cape Cod, encountered a blinding snow storm, accompanied by a
heavy blow, and lost foresail and spanker. At tno
same time, a seaman named Timothy Gildersleeve
of NewsYork, fell from tile Jlbboom and was

Norway, Switzerland, Algiers,

Bound Volumes of Harper’s Magazine,
Infor three years bark. Cloth, 83.00 each.
dex of Vols. I. to LXX., Cloth, $4.00.—By
mail, postage free.

will

■sji-

dropped

tlvownud.

lustrated,

on

and the West Indies, will be contributed by
Bjornstjerne Bjornson, W. I). Howells, F. A. Bridgman, and Lafcaiiio
In addition to these there will be
Hearn.
papers on Scotland, illustrated by Joseph
Pennell; "A Gypsy Fair in Surrey, by
Anstky Guthrie, illustrated by F. Barnard; “A Ramble in Kent,”by l)r. Benjamin E. Martin, illustrated; “London as a
Literary Centre,” by K. K. Bowker, illustrated by portraits; “Socialism in London,
by M. Rosney, illustrated by F. Barnard;
“St. Andrews,” by Andrew Lang, illustrated; important papers by Theodore
Child, on characteristic phases of 1 ansian
Life and Art, fully illustrated; a brilliant paper by M. Coouelin, on “French' Dramatic
Writers and How to Act Them,” illustrated,
T*tc.; new novels ,by William Black and
W. I). Howells: novelettes, complete in a
single number, by Henry James Lafcadio Hearn, and Amelif. Rives; short stories by Miss Woolson ; and illustrated painterest.
pers of special artistic and literary
Sample copy sent on receipt of‘J5 cents.

,,

Ship Invincibie,

ships

a

Dr. Schencks

Bowers, Philadelphia.
Arat Nassau, NP, Dec 16th, seb Marion Hill,
Armstrong, New York, (and cld 20tli for Bucksville); Win F Green, Crockett, New York.

Tb* rates for iron

Symptoms of a DisorSTOMACH AND LIVER.

are

dered

Arat St Thomas prevto25tli inst, sch Waldemar, Coggins, Bathurst, Af.
Ar at Havana 22d, barque Hannah McLoou,

poor.

=====

HEAD-ACHE.

Cleared.
Julia Ann, Rice, Sedgwick—N Blake.
Fairy Forest, Sweeney, for Bucksport—N
Blake.
Sell Annie F Kimball, Kimball, for Trcvitt—N
KKOM

eod&wlynrm

mh9i

Sell
Sell

Ar at

American and Foreign Industry; descriptive papers, richly il-

Colds & Asthma.

I»

NUMBER.

Harper's Magazine is indispensable to
intelligent readers. The co-operation of the
most eminent American and European writers and artists produces a magazine as beautiful, brilliant, and varied as the literary and
artistic resources of the time render possiThe Editor’s Easy Chair. Editor’s
ble.
.Sholi/, and Editor's Drawer will be conducted respectively by Georbr William CurDean
Howells, and
William
tis,
Charles Dudley Warner.
Amoug the manifold attractions ot the
Magazine for 1888 there will appear important articles, superbly illustrated, on the
Great West; articles

BEST REMEDY FOR CURING

Both

Blake.

CENTS

A

......

10.00

and

HARPER’S YOUNG PEOPLE.

HARPER’S BAZAR.

A JOURNAL OF CIVILIZATION AND A FICTURE

The Seventy-sixth Volume began with
the Number for December, 1887.

OF PORTLAND

ent to the Marine hospital.
Sch Sarah Franklin, Webb, Deer Isle.
Sch Forest Oak, Thurston, Tremout.
Sch W C Pendleton. Webber. Damariscotta.
Sell Marv Elizabeth. Duutoil. Boot!lbay.

(limed)

supplied with reading that is truly choicest, discreclest, best.—PHILADELPHIA LEDGER.

are

ISSUED MONTHLY WITH SUPERB ILH3

NEWS.

Sell Druid, Wilcox, St John, NB, for Boston.
Sell Christine, Dixon, St John, NB, for Boston.
Sell Lillie Belle. Erb, St John, NB. for Boston.
Sch Juuo. Hatlield, St John, NB, for Boston.
Sell Aurora Borealis, .Gayton, St John, NB, for
Boston.
Sch Jeanette S, Golden, St John, NB, for Boston
Sch Mary George, Wilson, St John. NB, for
Boston.
Sch Nell, Perry, St John, NB, for Boston.
Sell Cricket,-, St John, NB, for Boston.
Sch M L St Pierre, Hamilton, St John, NB, for
Boston.
Sch Celtic, French, St John, NB, for Providence.
Sch Carlisle, Delong, St John, NB, for New
York.
Sch Rondo, Somerville, St John, NB, for New
York.
Sch Maggie Willett, Ham, St John, NB, for New
Y'ork.
Sch Holmes, Hunt, St John, NB, for New York.
Sch Plymouth Rock, Ferris, St John, NB, for
Boston.
S' h Albert Jameson, Watts, Rockland for Boston. Put iu to land the captain, who is sick and

every taste and every age

Subscription per Year, $4.00

7 ft 9 in

Poston.

Harper’s Periodicals

HARPER'S WEEKLY.

...

TUESDAY, Dec. 27.
Arrived.
Sell Henry E Willard, Lewis, Orwell, PEI—potatoes to Berry Bros.
Sch Margret S Smith, Howe, Cardigan, PEI—
potatoes to A M Smith.
Sell Elsie Smith, Irom Cape Shore, with GO,000
lbs fish.
Sell Acara. Harpor, St John, NB, for Salem.
Sch E H Foster. Tufts, Salmon River, NS, for

..
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1.00.
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For ifortin.u hi 7.30
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ii.’Jo,
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MINIATURE ALMANAC, .DECEMBER 28.
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Oh and after 1l.nd«f, «<
F ts*«Mi»rnr Trains will Iseove I* rltaaii
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THE BEST PERIODICALS FOR FAMILY READING.

New York.

Palmyra.Boston.Liverpool

Length

Portland & Rochester It. K*

in

Harpers Magazine
Harpers Weekl
Harpers Bazar
Harpers Young Peopled

sensible, economical people, who
from experience have learned that
James Pyle’s Pearline, used as
directed

■

PORTLAND 1 WORCESTER LINE.

SUBSCRIBE.

TO

TIME

ARRANGEMENT OF TRA’NS.

rubbing, twisting,
wrecking way. Join
that large army of

Your Clothes
SAILING DAYS OP STEAMSHIPS.

Bon

New 4s, ..120
*27
New 4s, coup...
New 4%s, reg. ...108%
New 4%s, coup.1<>8%
Central Pacllic lsts.. ....110%
.118%
Denver at K. Or. lsts....
W}*
Erie 2d*.
Kansas Pacific] Consols.101
llc%
Oregon Nav. lsts.
Union Paclli-; 1st..116
00

looo hales.

quotations of Goveru-

xoe louowing are to-aa.
meut securities:
Uulted States bonds, 8s..

WIT AND WISDOM.

By Telegraph.]
LONDON, Dec. 27,1887.—Consols 101 9-16 for
and 1 ol 11-16 for the account.
L.ONDON. Dec. 27, 1887—U. 8. 4s, 128 Vs ;4Vis
noy3.
LIV UP ,()L, Dec. 27,1887.—Cotton market—
firm; light demand; uplands 6 11-Hid: Orleans
5%u; saies 8,000 dales; speculation and export

THE

IS

.."..I

Allow your Clothing,
Paint, or Wood work,
washed in the old

___

money

NOW

ON’T

European Markets.

Boston Stock Market.
[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of slocks

Ktll.iiMtim.

niSCBLLAIVBOVB.

HHCELLANEaVa.

at

has

Snringvale,
began—Bfxliy

and even.”

BONDS.
State of Maine Os, due 1889 ....103
Portland City Os.Munlelp’l varmusioo
Portland City Os, It. R. aid 1907. ..123
Bath Oily Os, Muu. various.102
Bath City Os K. K. aid various....101
Bangor City Os, long K. K. aid —113
Bangor City Os, ongMun— ...123
Belfast City Os, It. It. aid. 104
Aud. & Ken. U. It. Os, various... 104
Portland & Ken. K. It. Os, 1896- 110
Leeds & Fariuing’tn It. It. Os.110
Maine Central It. It. 1st mtg 7s. .121
Maine Central II. It. Consol 7s —133
Maine 11 nival 11. It. 8kg Fund Os.loo
Portland WalerCo. 1st mtg Cs_100
'•
100
2d mtg Os
•
3d mtg Os... .111

**or fluMtoa 7.80, 8.40 a. in., 12.40 3.31. p. m.
liualon for l*ortlaud 7.31), 8.3d. h. ni.. 1.00.
+.)« p. iii. (5.0op. in. arriving No. Hrrni'k tl
3.00 p.m.. connecting with w.35 p. m. train for
f*.««
Poisl,
Parllnnil.i S.ar.ro HrarS.
3,40. lO 26 a. m., 3.80,
Sura. Hillfefwii 7.31
Old
7.30.
Orchard,
*.40,
m
•5.80,6.16 p.
j„.V6a. ».. 12.40,3.30. *6.30,6.16 p. m. *.rih
Nrraidi.Or. nl Full*. Da.ei 7.30. 3.40 a.m.,
time,re, V*«»erhill,
12.40,3.30. *5.30 p. 111.
■.tarract, f.awell. 7.3<>, 8.40 *. m., 12.40,
; 3o p. m.
Ho.hr.ler I'nraiia.lm, Alloa
•In,, 3.40 a. tn.. 12.40, 3.30 p m. Moocheaier
.ml Coar.nl (via Lawrence) s.40a.in., (*1*30.
N*wrn irket Junction) 8.80 p. m.
•Via Eastern Div. to Scarboro Crossing.
SI.yO.4l TMAI8S
fit l*«M6i«*o 1.00, 4.15 p. in. via K. st Div. to bearboro Crossing.

EASTERN DIVISION.

(■or SSoaten alt2.00 a.m.. daily,13.00 a.m.. J 1.00.
If o.iou for l*o. lluud 7.30, U.oo a.
111.110 p. ill.
1.1. 12.30 P.m. (**7.110 p m. daily). *'»|>e tiiizao
a.
m. (5.30 p. in Weal. Div. 1'aaa.)
br-ih. 3.1
•nro 3.00 a.HI., 1.00 p.in. If irldeford 2.00, 3.00
•'orlamoolh. Ifrabarya.111.. I.no. 8.00 p. ID.
p.,.1, a.lrw, l.y an 2.00. 3.00 a. III.. 1.00, 6.M
or,
3.ooa.ni..
118», rt.oop. m.
4
abort
p. in.
tlinuucta with Rail l.lnes(or Nr» V»f*.
tor New York.
blues
bound
{('."• ncc!a witli
aa\\\at Division- North Berwick to Scarbor*

I'ria sing.

Through Ticket* to all point* W«*t and South
for ale at I*oi flood Ofolioo Tirltri O«ro aud
ill I nioo I ,rliri Inner. Il> Kirhaaae wiree**
JAS. T. H IU5KK, Uen'l Man»e-r,
Boston.
D. J. KLANDKK3 f.Mf. P- A T. A
\i i. WII.I.IAMS. lien’l Aeent.

oct2idrf_roru*p«.

Kuuiford Falls Sc Hurkficld Railroad.
-*r

""

A rvnngeiorui la l.lfm Hat.
INN}.

inter

‘JSt

Leave Portland, via <1. T. Railway, 8.45 a. m.;
Lewiston 9.5t>; Mechanic Falls (mixed train' U>.
rot; arriving al W. Minot 11.15; K. Hebron 11,So;
Buckfleld 12.00; E. Summer 12.20; Hartford
12 40; Canton 1.0(1 p. III.
Leave Portland l.So p. m.; I.ewlston 2.00,
Mechanic Palls 3.15: arrlvlug at IV. Minot 8.80;
K Hebron 3.40; BuekfleU 3,oO; E. Sumner 4.08;
Hartford 4.12;Canton 4.27; Ullbertvllle 4.35 p.
Canton 4.30, 9.16 a. m.;
""RETURNING—Leave
8.30
m.. 12.15 p. ro.
arriving at Portland

a.

STK.K C8N88PTI8K8.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.30 p. m. for Hebroa
Academy; Buckfleld 3.60 p. m. for W. Sumner
and Turner: Canton 4.27 p. m.; arrlvlug at Peru
5 30; DtxAeUI «.00; Mexico 7.00 p.m.; also tor

Hreturn's Mills, Livermore.

Returning, leava

Mexico (1.00, Dixfleld 7.00 a. m.; arriving at PortL. L. LINCOLN,Sunt.
land 12.05 p. m.
octddtf
R. C. BRADFORD. G. T. A.

ISLllDS

IPtntHs.

Steamboat
Harpswell
19th 1887.
after
amt
Gordon,

On

(

September
apt. James L. Long,

will

run

Co.
steamer
daily as

Orv's Island for Portland at 8.46 a. ,n.;
Bailey’s Island 7.011; Harpswell, 7.16; East End,
Great C’hebeague, 7 46; .leak's, 8.00; Hope Island 8.0,"; Utile Chebeaguc, 8.20; Long Island
8.40, arriving In Portland at 9.15 a. m.
Reluming w ill leave Portland lor Orr’s Island
and ail intermediate landings at 2.00 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Manager.
seplUdtf
Leave

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPltH
—LUO* FOR—

California, Japan, China, Central
and South America and Mexico.
Prom New York, pier hot of (’anal St.. North
l.ibruu. mt
Nun Fr»nri«-. via The

River, for

CITY OK KARA -mils Saturday. Her. 81. Noon.
Hcu.
Hreat reduction lu rales l** msu Knmh
Krum s m Kraiu-lsco. 1st and Brauuau SW.
Kur JnpnM nn«l t'fciaa.

OK HYDNKY,

C1T\

sails Saturday,

Dec. 81,

2 p. in.
K«»r Freight, Kassage, ur geneiai information
the
Heneral Kastern Agents.
address
aii|ii v to ur
twins A 40.,
fc. A.
«r.
Hr«nd Mt., Ha««aa.
4
Minlr
Mirrrl,
|I8

dtl

elO
am^

a

■

| Hi1 H
J
fl I
W* I I

without the use ul knifa
I Slur ligature, or detention from
IL ^k bUSllM*M. All llhM-aiM-S of til®
cured

os®

111

^

lib)

Dr. r. T.
H"H, ¥
I ilfcl W I'lnioinl S«. tnbton. Hr.
Cure guaranteed. At U.8. Hotel, Portland. Room

I

ReferV> a. m t-» 4 |»- «»•
lor pauipD
given. Coiisultatioii frt*e. H**nd
10 years experience. Hundreds cured.

I8,ev**ry S.iturd.iyfroiu

ences

let.

aepO

«odtl

A Very
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financial.

lying

For Sale-Apothecary
Wanted—The Name, Ac.

Brldgton

Co.
Situation Wanted.
Moore &

Wanted—Agents.
Wanted—2.

between Pleasant street on

“Maine Wesleyan Board of Education” as
provided for in the will.
By the second clause, if a Board of Trustees of a Homeopathic Hospital of this State
shall claim and proceed to occupy the above
named lots as provided for in her husband’s
last will, and shall within eight years of
July 17th, 1883, have erected and completed
a suitable single cottage hospital costing not
less than $2500, upon said land, and shall
have procured and had paid in a permanent
fund of not less than $50,000, the income of

MRS. WINSLOW’S
Advice to Mother*.
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep
by relieving the child from pain, and the little
cherub, awakes as “bright as a button.” It is
very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens tho gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and Is the best known remedy
lor diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or
other causes Twenty-five cents a bottle.
—

FMAWAwly

lanlO

Angosiurn Bitter* were prepared by Dr. J.
G. B. Siegert or Ills prlva'te use. Tbelr reputation is such to-day that they have become generally known as the best appetizing tonic. Beware
of counterfeits. Ask your grocer or druggist for
the genuine article, manufactured by Dr. J. G. B.

applied ojily for hospital pursustaining a homeopathic hosthe premises, then she orders her

pital

on

executors to execute a deed to said

homeo-

pathic hospital trustees, conveying to them
certain lands and the buildings thereonexcepting certain land bargained by her to
the trustees of the Clark Memorial church at
Woodford’s—said premises to be occupied
only as a home for the officers and physicians of said hospital, paying patients and
convalescents, and no part of this property
shall ever be leased, sold or occupied for any
other purpose, and the buildings must be
kept in good repair; should this property

reward. Every testimonial we
pubdsh of Adamson’s Botanic Balsam Is genuine.
We will pay a reward of five thousand dollars for
evidence proving otherwise in a single ease. F.
W. Khismau & Co. Trial bottles 10 cents.
eodAwlw
dec20
_

Engadtne

Bouquet, Atkinson’s new perfume. This superb
distillation sweetly recalls fragrant Swiss flowers.
Bright Jewels, hi a setting of perpetual snow.
WAS
ii'cli30

fail to l.e used for the purposes herein specified and the conditions of the deed be broken
Smart Weed and Belladonna, com- I then the property shall become a part of the
residum of the estate and disposed of as
bined with the other ingredients used in the best
W. A B. Back
hereinafter mentioned.
porous plasters, make Carter’s S.
ache Blasters the best In tlic market. Price 25
By the thirl clause, if she dies before the
dec27dAwlw
cel,ts.
conditions of clause two are fulfilled, then
“Best cure for Cough and Colds is the old Boston
the executors take care of the property and
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam.”
pay the rental to the hospital trustees if they
eodA-w6mo
novtl
accept the provisions of the will.
By the fourth clause, if the hospital trusWhat Am I to Do?
tees do not accept the conditions of the
The symptoms of Biliousness are unhappily but
will, or fail to fulfil its requirements, or the
too well kuown. They differ In different individconditions are broken, then her trustees
a
seldom
man
Is
A
Bilious
extent.
uals to some
take possession and dispose of the property
breakfast eater. Too frequently, alas, he has an
as hereinafter ordered.
of
solids
none
for
but
for
liquids
excellent appetite
She bequeaths the large oil paintings of
a morning. His tongue will hardly bear inspection
herself and husband to Mrs. Rosa U. Ridgeat any time; If it Is not white and furred, it is
The digestive system is wholly out of order and
way of Evanston, 111., for life, and after
Diarrhma or Constipation may be a sympton or
her death to the Maine Wesleyan Seminary
the two may alternate. There are often Hemor
and Female College at Kent’s Hill.
rliotds or even loss of blood. There may he giddi
the
To the Preachers’ Aid Society of
or
fiatulence
and
headache
often
ness and
acidity
Maine Conference she gives $500; $500 in
To
corof
stomach.
the
in
the
and tenderness
pit
trust to the trustees of the Methodist Episrect all this if not effect a cure try Green’s August
copal Church, for the benefit of the Womattest
trifle
and
thousands
but
a
it
costs
flower,
en’s Foreign Missionary Society; to the
novldlycT
Its efficacy.
rr__

The Republicans of tbis city >vlio voted for
Abraham Lincoln In 1860 or 1864, are requested
to meet at the Ward Room of Ward No. 3THURSDAY EVENING, Dec. 20, at 7.30
o'clock, to organize a Veteran Republican Club.
PER ORDER.

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE OOU1.D.

Tuesday.—Martin Coulton, Oley Peterson,
Charles Smith, Michael Cady. Intoxication. Each
fined $2 and costs.
Oley Peterson. Assault. Fined 310 and costs.
James Carey.
Vagabond and idle person.
Three months in county jail at labor.

JOTTINCS.
ol fish were landed at
the

Joseph

primary schools

send all unused tickets to the ward
in Ward 3.
The funeral of the late Hoyt P. Turner
will take place this afternoon at Masonic
Hall at 2.30 o’clock.
Teague & Bennett, the contractors, presented each of their employes with a fat

please

Locke,

Portland,

of

Dr. James Gasaway, surgeon of the Marine Hospital, will depart for the West the

first of the year.
Deputy Collector W. A. Cromwell has recovered from his late severe illness and resumed his duties once more.
The many friends of “Kilby” Knight will
regret to learn that he is lying seriously ill at
his mother’s residence on Franklin street.

elegant easy chair of handsomely carved
cherry, upholstered with green leather.
-Edward C. Reynolds, L. L. M., of Portland, will lecture in the M. E. church, SaccaSubject.
rappa, this evening, Dec. 28th.
“Goliah of Gath.”
A beautiful new memorial window lias
just been placed in St. Luke’s Cathedral in
memory of the late Mrs. Nancy Riggs of
Deering. It was given by her daughter, Miss
Caroline Riggs.
The next regular supper of the Portland
Club will take place at the club house this
evening at (5.30 o’clock. There will be addresses by several prominent members and
the resolutions to Gov. Bodwell reported.
The girl waiters in the dining hall of the
Penobscot Exchange, Bangor, presented Mr.
Herbert Thompson of Portland, head waiter,
on Saturday evening with a very handsome
maroon plush easy chair.
A team belonging to G. M. Stauwood, shipsmith, became frightened by the cars on
Commercial street yesterday and ran away.
The team struck a telegraph pole, breaking
the shafts of the wagon, but no one was in-

Mn

Mls«

dnnghtor

S+orlinjir.

of

Officer

Luther Sterling, was married Monday morning to Mr. Eugene McDonald of Boston. In
the afternoon a brilliant wedding reception
was held at the residence of Mr. Herbert

sister to Mrs. McDonald. A large number were present and a
The wedding presents
fine time enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs.
were beautiful and costly.
McDonald left on the 5 o’clock train for
Boston, their future home.

Rich, whose wife is

a

Children’s Christmas Club.
At the meeting of the Club held yesterday
afternoon Iiis Honor Mayor Chapman, Mrs.

L. M. N. Stevens, Miss Sargent, Mrs. Fallon,
Messrs. Dalton and Mitchell all addressed
the Cluh and spoke highly of its objects and
work.
Fresident Ingraham advised the
members to secuie more gifts of clothing if
possible, as more was greatly needed.
Thanks were extended to Mr. Ira F. Clark
for his generous gifts, and to the Young
Ladies’ Reading Society for a gift of five

jured.
The elegant silk quilt made by Mrs. Annie
Louise Cary Raymond, and sold by subscription for the benefit of the Maine General

dollars.
Those ladies in charge of the dinner are
requested to meet on Thursday morning at
10 o’clock in Reception Hall, and each to

fell to the lot of Messrs. Morrill &
Ross of this city. The amount realizedpn it
was over $400. It has been purchased by
Dr. Weeks, and is now on exhibition in the
fancy work department at Owen, Moore &

Hospital,

towel, knife and fork.
A note from Hon. J. W. Deering, ex-Mayor
of Portland and former president of the
bring

Co.’s.
_

a

board of directors of the Children’s Christmas Club, was brought in after the meeting
adjourned, regretting he couldn't attend the
dinner.
The idea of dispensing with candy this
year had been advanced, but the older girls,
the "foundation stones” of the Club, could
not accept it. Through their energy and the
generosity of Messrs. Goudy & Kent, who
have promised 810 worth of candy, a sufficient quantity has been provided for all the
guests.
In 1882, indexed record books were presented by Messrs. Loring, Short & Harmon.
In these books every guest for five years lias
been registered—their age, residence, and
teacher of day and Sunday school being recorded. It is in this way only that the Club

Temperance Meeting.
The Gospel Mission was well filled las
evening to listen to Captain Le Forest Howe
relate his fearful experience during the
years he was bound by the appetite for
strong drink. Mr. Howe commenced from
his early boyhood days spent in Oxford
county. He spoke of the removal of his
parents to boston, of the inituence of the
wineglass upon the home circle; of the home
broken up, and he, himself, cast out upon
the cold charities of the world; of his enlistment in the army, his promotion for bravery
upon the field, and then yielding to Ills appetite, he told how he fell so low that when he
was brought to himself he stood friendless
and alone. In this condition, fourteen years
ago he signed the pledge in Portland, and by
the grace of God he has been able to keep it
inviolate. Captain Howe held the closest
attention of his hearers for more than an
hour. After which Mr. Pearson made a
strong appeal for all who bad not signed
the pledge of total abstinence to do so,and a
large nvmber of signatures was added to the
pledge. This evening Captain Howe will
speak at the Mission. His subject will be
the “Power of Kind Words.”
All are in-

is able to secure a wise and proper distribution of the clothing. As the books were
full, the publishers have presented new ones.

Among the gifts for the tree are the toys
presented by Mr. W. E. Plummer last year,
which were iiui>

hitch

urn

men,

us a suiucieiii

number for all the guests were not contributed.
All those who have not renewed their
membership must do so before 5 o’clock to-

day. Remember that you

will not be admitted to the hall tomorrow unless you are provided with a membership card. The Secretary
will be found in City Building this morning
and afternoon, prepared to give out tickets

vited.
Ball.

The management have decided that the
tickets shall be all one price, three dollars
for two perstns, which includes supper, and
the privilege of dancing, promenading, cardplaying or sitting in the gallery, if preferred.
Of course, as in former years, this is to be a
full dress party, and no one will be expected
to appear on the floor or In the supper room
unless their tymnets and outside wrappers
are removed.

membership.
The last meeting

of

of the Club, to elect
officers and to hear the various reports, will
te held in Reception Hall on Wednesday,
January 4, 1888.

The Price of Coal Advanced.
Yesterday morning, Randall, McAllister &
Co. advanced the price of all grades of coal
fifty cents per ton, making the present price
of Franklin coal #8.50 per ton, domestic
#7.50, and Cumberland #5.50 to #0. The outlook is gloomy to the people) who have to
buy coal, the prospect at present being that

Alford Dyer.
A despatch received in this city last
night
announced the death of Mr. Alford Dyer in
Boston, and that his remains would be
brought to Portland for burial. Mr. Dyer
was formerly a merchant tailor of this
city
but of late years had been absent from
Portland. A daughter of his married Mr.
Powers, the sculptor, son of the distinguished sculptor of the same name.

per ton will advauce still more.
One dealer said he thought the price per ton
would soon be $8, and another said that be
would not be surprised if the price reached
#y, unless the miners who are now out on a
the

price

strike return to work

Building Association.
There will be a meeting of those interested in the formation of a building loan association at the Common Council room next
Saturday evening, at 7.30 o’clock, for organization. All mechanics and laboring men are
invited to be present. Bank Examiner Kichards, Col. J. W. Spaulding and others will
be there to explain the management and results of such an organization.
Cumberland’s Assembly.
The assembly of the Cumberland’s tonight
at Mechanics’ Hall, will be a repetition of
the former Jolly good time.
They will endeavor to make everybody happy so they
may enjoy to the fullest the coming New
Year.

A.

Eastern

soon.

Forge Company.

Eastern Forge Comrebuild
pany held yesterday it was voted to
at once and to construct modern buildings.
The machine
will be of wood, 35x150
At a meeting of the

shop
feet in size, and the forge will be built of
wood or iron but which has not yet been decided. The buildings are to be constructed
between forty-five and ninety days.
RAILVtAY MATTERS.

]

The survey for the Northern Maine Railroad has been completed as lar as Crystal, a
distance of 29 miles from Iloulton. There
remains about five miles to complete the surto Fatten. The remainder of the survey
will not be begun until spring.

vey

In

Dying

Found

Sprague

a

Loft.

since his wife died has picked up bis meals
and quarters in different ways and places.
He was a waiter at ltuby’s saloon for a
while. Yesterday Mrs. Jones, wife of the
owner of the barn went into the building
and heard Sprague groaning. He said he

She got him

hot tea,
She went
which he declared tasted good.
back to the house for something, and when
she returned she called out to Sprague. Refelt

awfully.

some

ceiving no answer she climbed the ladder to
the little chamber in the loft and found that
Sprague was dead. Coroner Gould was notified. He says in all his experience he never
saw

such a nasty

place,

Sprague’s bed and

or

room

filth

such

presented.

as

He

called ln»Dr. King who decided that Sprague
died of a stoppage, partly caused by exposAn inquest was deemed unnecessary.
ure.
Sprague originally came from Baltimore. He
was an

octaroon.
ELECTIONS.

EASTERN STAR ENCAMPMENT.

officers were elected by this
encampment last evening:
C. P.-C. H. Pike.
H. 1*.—H. C. Jordan.
8. W.—A. W. Thompson, Jr.
J. W.-F. A. Huff.
Trustees—H. W. Hersey, H. F. Cox aud K. Y.
Barbour.
Ageut of Hall—H. C, Jordan.
The

following

BEACON LODGE.

Beacon Lodge, I. O. O. F., elected the following officers last evening:
N. G.—Fred E, Bickford.
V. G.—James H. Hayes.

8.—Charles A. Eaton.
F. M.-Wm. H. Willard.
Treasurer—Wm. H. Ohler.
Trustees—O. B. Wbltten, A. E. Chase, 8. H.
Morse.
Agent of Hall—O. B. Whitten.
R.

LODGE, K. OF P.
These officers have been elected :
F. C.—H. L. Winter.
C. C.—E. A. Scott.
V. C.—W. H. Pearson.
P.—F. J. Wooster.
K. of K. 8.-E. E. Crocker.
M. of F—J. A. Fitts.
M. of E.—F. E. Rogers.
MUNJOY

M. at A.—H. 8. Tbraslier.
Representative to F. H. Association
teen months—A. P. Morris.
Representative Grand Lodge for two
E. Rogers aud A. T. Marsh.

for eigh-

years—F.

TEMPERANCE REFORM CLUB.

Temperance Reform
Club last evening the following officers were
elected for the ensuing six months:
At

a

meeting of

the

President—W. H. Phillips.
Vice Presidents—Chas. H. Skillings, Wm. W.
Crook, Arthur G. Bradley.
Recording Secretary—Clias. J. McCarthy.
Financial Secretary—E. L. Harford.
Treasurer-A. F. Griffin.

Chaplain-George Faeey.

Sergeant at-Arms—Thomas A. Oakes.
Trustees—W. H. Phillips, Geo. H. Lefavor, WT.

8. Merritt.

School Committee.

Monday evening tbe regular monthly meeting was held at 7.50 o’clock.
■ Present: Messrs. Crandall, McGowam
Dunn and McAlpine.
In the absemee of the Mayor, Mr. McGowan was

ord of

chosen chairman pio tern. The recthe preceding was read and ap-

proved.
Pay rolls and bills amounting
were approved.

to

$8402.35

Dr. Crandall, chairman of the esmmittee
on examination of teachers,
reported the
examination of Misses Winnifred Fuller,
Rav May Hodsdon and Nellie Q. Sawyer,
and that all these on their rank were entitled
This report was accepted
to ^certificates.
and it was voted that certificates according
to their rank be granted to the above-named

applicants.
On motion of Mr. McAlpine, it was voted
to adjourn until 4.30 o’clock Tuesday afternoon.

Tuesday afternoon at 4.30 o’clock, the adjourned meeting was held. Mayor Chapman
presiding. Present: Messrs. Crandall, McGowan, Ring, Dunn and McAlpine. The
above record was read and approved.
The supervisors reported favorably on the
various schools.
On motion of Mr. Dunn, a leave of absence for two months was granted Miss Simonton of Carroll street school, and Gertrude Morse was appointed her substitute.
On motion of Dr. Crandall leave of absence for four months from January 9th,
was granted Ilattie E. Browne of the North
School, on account of sickness in her family,
and the matter of providing a substitute was
referred to the Supervisors of the North
School. The necessity of continuing two
teachers in the Kindergarten during the
winter months was referred to the supervisor ef that school and the superintendent
of schools to consider.
On motion of Dr. King it was voted that
Rev. Mr. Dunn be requested to write the
next annual report on the part of this committee ; also, on motion of Mr. McAlpine, it
was voted thaf Mr. E. H. Elwell be requested to furnish his “History of the Portland
Schools” to be included in t.ie appendix to

the annual report.
The matter of allowing “Bands of Mercy’
to be formed in the primary and grammar
schools, and of allowing teachers aue pupils
half an hour once a month for considering
this subject, was discussed at some length.
The Mayor, Dr. Crandall and Mr. McGowan
favored this on the general principle that it
is the duty of teachers to inculcate humanity.
Other members of the board expressed a
doubt as to the propriety of taking school
time for the purpose, and asked to have the
subject laid over. It was voted to defer the
further consideration of this subject until the
next meeting.
Dr. Ring, chairman of the special committee on evening schools, reported that the
subject had been brought to the attention of
the City Council, but owing to the condition
of the appropriations the matter was there
laid upon the table.
It was voted that a committee of three be
raised to consider the matter of the erection
of another school building the next year,
and to take the proper steps for bringing
this before the City Council. Messrs. Dunn,

McAlpine

and

McGowan

were

intelligent Protestant woman
a family.
Apply at

PARK GARDEN.

Prof. Skinner, the magician and mesmerist, will be at this popular theatre bill a few
nights longer, and he should be seen by all
who have not yet improved the opportunity.
bill nye.

Bill Nye will appear tonight at City Hall,
in the Stockbridge course, and good seats
can be secured at Btockbrldge’s store today,
Nye’s very appearance is droll; he does not
He is
assume drollery as Josh Billings did.
not a ready composer of humor; it must pop
into his mind in the course of a conversation
Asked
or be suggested by some incidents.
to sit down and compose a humorous article,
It is the proof of genuine
he can’t do it.
humor in the man.
COMPANY.
Judging by the large houses that nightly
fill Portland Theatre, the Moulton Dramatic
Company has caught on in this city. Last
the effective and popular drama of
MOULTON DRAMATIC

[Correspondence of the Press.] I
North Haven, Me., Dec. 2G.
We regret to learn that the principal industry of our islands, viz., the granite quarrying, which has been so remunerative to
scores of our Island men, has received a sudden, and, we fear, fatal shock by the death
of Gov. Bodwell, who was for many years at
the head of that particular branoh of industry at Carver’s Harbor. The company havfailed to secure an important contract, a
large number of employes have been discharged. This will be productive of much
suffering among the needy ones during the
coming winter months.
The schooner Alice Fox is about to he sold
to < New Orleans parties, to be used in the
fruit trade. Should the sale be effected, she
will be sent to her destination manned by a

Id

vvudiuvivu

UUIIVOw

Dennis P. Walsh, for 14 years teamster for
E. A. Waldron & Son, died very suddenly at
about 1 o’clock 5esterday morning of heart
He was about 35 year old and
disease.
about 10
leaves a wife and five children. At
of feelo’clock Monday night he complained
where he died shortbed
to
went
and
cold
ing
who was in
ly after miduight. His wife,
Rochester, N. H., at the time of his death,
word was
was telegraphed the sad news aud
also sent to his brother of Kentucky.

We

Capt. Frank Tliomas, of the Maud S. is
about giving up the mackerel business, and
intends shortly to remove with his family to
California.
Capt. James Crockett, of the F. H. Smith,
and Lewis McDonald, Jr., are engaged in
the lumber business in Florida, and are doing well.
The winter fishermen for smelts and flounders are doing fairly well, the mild weather
of the past few weeks greatly facilitating
their work, as the bays and harbors are free
from ice* which usually at this season of the
year renders operations futile.
There are still quite a large number of sick
people on the island, principally school children. We are in hopes that the cold weather
may prove beneficial to us in this respect.
Dollar Likely to
Rest.

A

Washington special

TIHE annual meeting of the Bridgton Savings
X Hank will be held at the office of the Bank,
>n WEDNESDAY, Jan. 4.1887, at 3 o’clock p.
MELEEN PEUMMEK, Treasurer.
n.
dec28dtd
Bridgton, Me., l>ec. 20,1887.

28-1

T17ANTE D—The name of the gentleman who
TT
delivered a package at house rear of 700
Congress street, Cortland, Me., about Christmas
time, 1885; intended for Mrs. Mary Hargadon.
Address above named, 124 GREEN STREET,
Cortland, Maine.
_28-1

OPPORTUNITY—Is offered to anyone wishing for a good investment, is a good saleable article, pays very large

ANPIiENDID

arotlts. Call or write to ltOBKuT EVANS, 80
Free street, Portland.28-1
—

WANTED
years of age,
and other

FOR
a

good location in Cortland, Me. Crice
$1200. Apply t i.fOHN J. CKKKY, or DENNIS
A. MEANER, 80 Exchange street.28-1
fixtures in

By a Swedish young man, 20
who understands French, ltal-

an
languages, a situation where he can
make himself useful. Address "E,” this office

a

A

reliable

mail

iu the

grocery
WANTED
store; must have experience in the business;

28*1

—

call at 34 MILK STREET.

WANTED—For canvassing in an
established business. Address giving age
and previous occupation, BOX 12U8, (Portland,

AOENTN

28-1

_

be
dog pup;
WANTED—Newfoundland
good one; address, staling color, age, aud
Me.
28-1
Box
West
must

a

Maine.28-1

price, Lock

Falmouth,

“K,"

FOR THE

LAMSON’S,
177 middle St.
I am going West after Christmas, and previously
am going to give you bargains.

SUCCESSORS TO

COME AND i.iAK£ YOUR SELECTIONS EARLY

E. B. ROBINSON & CO.

I have an elegant line of all classes of

Watches

AGENTS FOR

from

Hardman, Lindeman, Jewett & Prescott

TUNING

REPAIRING!

AND

•

123
■

^ ■ a

m ■ a 4% bp*

a

IHdUliMlf OE
OF

imusui
the matiu
the warra
graving it

ST.

EXCHANCE

My stoi

Watches

LADIES' DOED WATCHES
They are fully warranted by
urers and my successor will see that
< made
good. The beauty of the enu the time-keeping qualities of the
mot be surpassed.

iue.

apiuiii

HuEltUT

PREMISS

Thursday afternoon at

2

o'clock,

74 years 3 months.

In Byron. Dec. 14, Stillman H. Heed, aged 23
years 2 mouths.
Albion K. Knapp, aged 74
In Hanover, Dec.
years.
In Lovell Center, Dec, 15, Chauncy Chandler,
aged 87 years.
In Temple, Dec. 13, Albion P. Kussell, aged
C6 years.
In Clinton, Dec. 18, John Lewis, aged 90 years.
In Weld, Dec. 10, Joseph Kussell, aged 76 years
2 months.
lu Auburn, Dec. 19, Mrs. Margaret E. Shaw,
aged 49 years 10 months.

[Prayers for the late Herbert \V. Eaton will be
held at No. 212 York street on Wednesday forenoon at 11 o’clock.
Burial at North Berwick.
The funeral of the late Hoyt F. Turner will take
this
Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock
place
at Masonic Hall.

Hood’s

One of the best assortments of Finger Rim, to
of
be seen any where, including all the latest stylt
Diamonds and Precious Stones, also Plain, 0 al,
Flat, ami Engraved Bauds, and Gents’ beal Rings,
all at prices to def.v competition.
Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Gold, Queen, Vest and
Entension Chains, neat pattern, tine quality and

Insurance Company,
of

Npriugfifld,

low

Iflamv.

prices.

d&wlynrm

SICK HEMCHEI
tyH
—

I

positively Cured

ft A DTITtHeao Little

unrli *
LSiv
IWI F

£1 *
1 \i

C?

6 V E*?tl
C211 V
I BaBaWa

jfl

Pills,

'1'UeyalB0rellCTOd1stB
tress from Dyspepsia*
Indigestion anti TooH
Hearty Hating. A prr-H

feet remedy Tor DizziJB
ness, Nausea, Drowrl-H
ness, Bad Taste in then

Month, Coated Tongue*
Pain In ttie Hide, «fcc*
They regulate the I) 'W-Ufl
Iris and prevent ConstijH
and easiesttotakr C3
The
smallest
nation and Piles.
Only one pill a dose. 40 In a vial. Purely Veg-H
6
45
cents.
villa
by mail for tl.00*
■table. Price
CO, ^top’ra, Nest York.

^ABTt^jjlEDICINE

J

WHAT IS THE “IN-

DEX,” DO YOU ASK?
WEBSTER

DEFINES

IT AS “THAT WHICH
POINTS OUT.”

IT IS

BEST KNOWN, HOW-

J~i

and Stocks ownedby Co...93,967,590.00
Real Estate owned by the Co.90,353.00
Cash on hand, in banks, and in bands
of agents, in course or transmission..209,079.31
Loans on Mortgage of Real Estate.202,850.00
Loans secured by K. R. and,Bank
Stocks. 26900.00
Acerued fnteest, Rents, andj other
Bonds

..

French and American Clocks*

Surplus

all liabilities.
regards Policy Hold-

flue line of the best Imported makes in fancy,
black and pearl mountings, with gold finished
trimmings. We are making a specialty of these
*-oods, and selling them at prices lower then ever
v wn before.
Now is your time to get a pair for
i t time.
A

670,3*0.92

over

Surplus as

OPERA OLMSBR.

ers.1,670,3*0.02
J. N. DUNHAM. President.
ANDREW J. WRIGHT, Treasurer,
SANFORD J. HALL, Secretary.
CHAS. A. BIRNIE, Ass’t Sec’y.

PRENTISS LORINC,
NO. 31 I J

declO

Exchange

o SILVER and SILVER PLATED WARE, SILVER
THIMBLES, NAPKIN RINGS, FRUIT KNIVES, ETC.

Agent,
Street.

d3w

Ladir*’ and Gentw’ DrrNning Cairn, in
Flush and Leather, useful and beautiful presents
at any time. It will pay you to come down on Middle street to buy. Inquire for 177 Middle Ntreet.

LAMSON’S Jewelry Store.

LY SOAP MADE.
(Iecl4

jti
4tliptf

It is next to the corner of Exchange street, near
Out of town customers can take
the Post Office.
the cars at the depot and be landed at my door.
dectdtw
Open every evening until Christmas.

THIS is the top of the gen“Pearl Top”
uine
Lamp
Chimney, all others similar
are

imitations.

This
exact

u

label

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1876

BAKER'S

the

Breakfast Cocoa.

on

each one of the I
Pearl Top

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excea. of
Oil b«. been removed, ft ha. three
times .the strength of Cocoa mixed
with starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and Is therefore far more economi-

_

Chimeys.
The

dealer

may say and
think he has as
good, but he has not.
Insist upon the exact label

cal, costing less than one cent a
cup. It Is delicious, nourishing,

and top.
GEO. A. MACBETH & CO.

I. BAKER & CO., DorcHester, Mass.

Pittsburgh,

Other

AND

Ticket

40

West!

Discount
IN

on

THE

DEERINC.

that the time allowed
for the payment of Taxes for the present
ear, under a discount of 3 per cent., will expire
1ATUKDAY, December 81st, ami 0 pc; cent
H. B. WEBB,
barged after January 1st.

VOTICE

La

Is

decl3*tjaul

or

hereby given

Collector of Peering.

decl5dlaw3wTh
i

Secretary.

SOc.
SO dozen dents’ pure Cumel’s
Hair Whirl* and Drawer* at $1.00
each; marked down from $I.SO.
SS dozen dents’ Blue Klbbed
Wliirt* aad Drawer* at ti3c; marked down from $1.00.
1 case of Ladies’ Vest*. Lamb’*
Wllk finished, at SOc
Wool and
each; worth 7Sc.
SO dozen Ladies’ Wearlet Pant*
marked down
and Vests at 97c;
from $1.S0.
loo odd Whirt* and Drawer* for
Ladle*, deuls, and Children, at
a9c each; lews than half price, In
order to close the broken lot*.

CHRISTMAS GOODS NOW OPEN.

Wood

COR. CONGRESS AM BROW.\ STS.
dec!2

<nr

UMONOAY ANO TUESDAY
(it weather is lair at the last of the week;
give a few for

Christmas.
We hare thus far been able to keep up with our
work, notwithstanding the large nuautlijr we have
had to do, which still gives those who wish to sit
for presents

A last Chance Befnre It Is
LATE.

TOO

lbst
price *35;
tion. A rare chance to creale a permanent business at home. These safes meet a demand never before supplied by other safe companies, as we
Alpine Safe
are not governed by the Safe Fool.
nov23W&33m
Co., Cincinnati, O.
_

$0 A Day—A Gold Mine
BuaiFor Agents. Grandest Jleuey
A golden harvest for the next
n«*M ever ottered.
Two months. *73 Per fionib and expenses to
active men to sell our goods. N# capital required. No peddllug. Sample case of goods and
valuable information and full particulars FREE
AdNe humbug: we mean Just what we say.
dress at mice. STANDARD SILVERWARE CO.

Photographer,
514 CONGRESS STREET.

Boston, Massoct31eod&w2m

dccl»
_

WANTED.

Your orders for fine custom shirts

WA!NTKD-r
fancy prices asked, but substantial well
such
also
no

men

as
a

27-1

SLEIGHS!
SLEIGHS!

dunO'lu.ulOtir

U,...

Both

leavlne

evening Dec. 24,

brown fur
cuff. The tinder will confer a favor by reoffice
of
tile
AID
It
the
to
PROVIDENT
turning
SOCIETY, No. 85 Exchange street, Portland,
Maine.27-1

LOAT—Saturday

a

women who was seen to take
a pocket book from the hosiery counter at
OWEN, MOORE & CO'S store Saturday evening
will return the same there before Tuesday night;
no questions asked.
_26 1

WANTED—The

to

man

whom I lent

my
old army sword and belt will return It to my
ATTENTION—The
fllce at once. JOHN

C. COBB, 81Vi Exchange
26-1

street, city.

Single

and Double

SLEIGHS

FOUND.

seal-skin muff lined with

brown

Top

SITTINGS

ALL

of

take the

Kinder will be rewarded by
brown silk.
Loat—A
27-1
It at 15!> CONORKSS STREET.

Stand,

Of all

Kinds, Sizes and

Prices.
Call and see them at
Sales Rooms of

Z, THOMPSON, JR.,
UNION STREET.

dtw

dec 22

LOAT—A Scotch terrier; the person sheltering

the dog will confer a great favor by leaving
word where the same can be found at No. 142

STATE

STREET._24-1

D
A dog with collar marked Sidney
FOUN
have
Thurlow, Woodford’s; the
PAT
53 York
—

owner can

by calling on
street, and paying charges.
the

MAULEY.

same

24-1

That Way’s
Compound Syrup
Lungwort Is a sure relief for coughs aud
colds, andean be bought for 26 rents per bottle;
try it, and don’t keep everybody awake all night
23-1
coughing. C. WAY a CO.

FOUND—

Table,
Dining Chairs,
A Shaker Chair,
A Shaker Rocker,
A Mattress,
A Feather Bed,
A Soring,
Blankets,
Comfortables,
Draperies and Poles.

NILE

The sole agency of this world renowned Instru-

HELP

ment.

hand; a man who can run a
mouldiug machine and other wood-working
machinery. E. T. BURROWS A CO., 13 Spring
24-1
St., City.

WANTED—Mill

of

gentleman
good address,
WANTED—A
who can give good references and who has

energy and perseverance; a good salary if suitable; paid weekly. Apply from 8.30 to 0.30 a. in.
and from 12.3" to 2.3" and 6.30 to S p. in., to MR.
JOHN BROWN, 6 Tolman Place.
24-6
TO

LET.

SAMUEL THURSTON,
So. 3 Free Street Block, Pori

If you DO want any of
these articles NOW or later
on, it will pay you to purchase this week, even if you
have to store them, as we
are determined to sell every
one who enters our doors.
Our prices will do it.

rflO I.ET—For the winter, (urutshed house,
JL rooms. Enquire at 776 CONORESS ST.

__23

—

1

LET—House No. 10 Park Place; Sebago
perfect drainage; rent low. S. W
THAXTKR, No. 3 Galt Block.3-4

TO gas,

KOU.HH.

at

reasonably

table
rooms

prices.
23-1

TO

O.rettEnquire
St.

of

U.

E.

THOMPSON, f«4
24-4

I.KT—A very pleasant furnished front
room with bay window on tlrst Moor at 101
Cumberland St. Enquire at the HOUSE.
17 tf

TO

.tllMI'EI.I.A.V EOF.

have removed to Nos. 2CD
RKtIOVIL-We
and 271 Commercial and Nos 2,4. d and S
Cross Sts.

SHAW, HAMMOND & CARNEY.

24-1

EMBROIDERY
We have

of the finest lines of Fan*
had, and would
invite the Ladies of Portland and vlcinU
ty to examine before going out of town
to make their purchases.
One lot of
Creuel and Filloselle selling at 3 cents
per skein.
one

ey Work we have ever

COMPANY,

Corner Pearl and Middle Streets,

M. E. FAIRWEATHER,
i\o. $ Elm Street.

<ltl

—

Crayon

Size

or

Colored Picture
of yourself, your

friends,^or your

octll

L

and examine those

I.KT Store Nos. 117.11:1 Middle St..«M
ot the finest stores In the city; suitable for
wholesale, or retail, or both, with a lovely basement: dry and llithted on three sides: almost
equal to the first story: rent low to the right

Furnishing

I.iffe

THINKING

OF HA VINO A

children, call at

OFFICE

rooms

ATKINSON

ARE

YOU

ten

TO I.ET.—One of the brightest
and pleasantest on Commercial street, No.
180! a Commercial street, over office of (leo. W.
True A Co. Apply to CHASE BROTHERS, 168
17—2
Commercial street.

on

THE

dtl

TUNING TO ORDKK.

Jyl5

TO

26-1

4n«.

IkCHlRIlKTT OKOAN

A. H. -A.k far

IF

LET-Three good tenements of six rooms,
with Sebago water in each, alt in nice order,
situated In rear of 227 Danfo'th street; also three
rents of three rooms each; price $4.00 to $0.00 per
month. Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial

block.

PORTLAND,

NewYorkStore,

our

1.0AT AND

An Extension

dec 26

SHINE’S

agency
WANTED—MAN—To
safes; sizes 28x18x18 Inches; weight
other sizes in proiwrretail
BOO

Din-

NOTIC E
l’OKTLAND, Dec. 13, 1887.
annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Diamond Island Association will be held at
the City Building, Portland, on WEDNESDAY,
Jan. 4,1887, at7.80 p. in., for the purpose of
electing officers of said Association for the ensuing year, and transacting such other liusluess as
may legally come before themeetlng.

dent*’ Canada dray
at 37c pair; worth

»o dozen

Heavy Hose

A.JENTH WANTED.

eoddm

South._decSOdtf

slightly imperfect.

A

A Whatnot,
A Wardrobe,

EVERY WEEK VIA AIL USES.

1

SO dozen Children'* all Wool Anished Hose at SOc and Sir pair.
SO dozen dent*' Camel’. Hair
worth SOc;
Sock* at aSc pair;

man to take an office and represent a manufacturer; $50 per week; siu.ll capital reAddress, with stamp, MANUFACT
quired.
dec22d lwUKER, Box 70, West Acton, Mass,

Portland, Me

For tickets amt information, apply to the Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine 11. At.. Commercial street
Statlou. Lowest rates to all points West and

eod2w‘

Taxes

Hotel,” Norwav, at
a bargain. For particulars,
address GEO. L. BEAL,
dec24d2w
Norway, Me.
“Beal

WANTED.

Rest,
Lounge,

EXCURSIONS TO CALIFORNIA. House

Oilice,

Portland, Me.

Commercial Street,

octlO

10c pair.

we can

FOR SALE.

GORDON HOUSE, 30 Free 8t.

DKPHING, WINSLOW 4k i’O.,
m

aug22eod&wtf

the premises.

or'on

well as tor persons
Sold by Brocers STsrywkere.

quickest possible time.

EXCHANCE STREET,

dec21

AKA tlllHH KAN, Auburn, .Vie

LET—Attic
with first-class
board at *3.75 per week; also pleasant
TO
flrst and second floors
low

LUMBER AND TIMBER.

PKRNONALLY PONDl'CTBB.
rite following dates are announced for the Union
ticket Office Excursions to California and other
Western Points:
.Inn. 1Hb, IfKd, Peb. 14th,
!4th. March lath, IMth.
Duly excursions at
ates named through to Pacific coast In first-class
For price am! further particulars, call or
ars.
end for circular to

Union

homestead of tlie late Captain Thomas
Morse, in Cray, Maine; hduse new and modin
ern; commodious ham anil out buildings, all
good condition; three minutes walk from post office and Maine Central K. It. .Station; the farm
contains about 100 acres, uearly equally divided
all excellent
between wood, pasture and tillage;
would make a splendid
for hay and larm crops;
dairy or stock farm, or country place for a man
doing business in the city.
The many trains each way on the Maine Central
R. R. give rapid and frequent communication with
Lewiston. Auburn and Cortland, and all points
east and west.
For particulars and terms Inquire of

U. .11»,

Sideboard,
or

r*>r

W1TMEK,

(lf(*24illW

CTIVE or MPKCIAL PARTNER with
$35000 to $50000 wanted iu the New York
agency of a New England corporation with
an established and profitable business;
absolute
Address P. O. Box 2806
safety guaranteed.

Set,
Writing Desk,
A Roll Top Desk,

A

$609.

H.

V.T.

strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted tor invalids as

& Memorandums of Lumber furnished at the lowest market prices from our stock on the wharf, or
direct from our Southern Flue Mills, and in the

—

Points

II

A

SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE

CALIFORNIA EXCURSIONS!
—

r

selling

In health.

Pa.

stopping

hurry ;
on, Just
rubber Units for stout, heavy men, with large
W.
J.
lullNr.lt,
on.
to
pull
legs, no stopping
663 Congress corner Oak St._2— 1
MALK —Four ad-band Double Sleighs
in nice order. Price $76.00, at Z. THoMPSON, JK., Union St.22~*
pull

also

ner

A Bed

Insurance
Fund. 1,183,526.18
All other Claims
25,747.50 $2,363,094.:i*
Re

Boots, al-

no
a

WANTICD-All

Stand,

A Clock,
A Tea, Breakfast

A Foot

165,820.e4

ses.

Shavmg

An Umbrella

$3^*44,915.24

Rubber

MALE—Firemen's

1
IVOR
ways open at top, step right into,
the thing to get into in
to

those afflicted with Rheumatism & Neuralgia, to get their friends to
buv them Newell’s Mixture for a Christmas
present; price BO cents. At C. WAY &

Table,

EIABII.IT IE.
Capital Stock all
paid up.$1,000,000.00

DutstandiugLos-

A Mirror,
A Hall Stand,
A FancylChair,

A Marble

Dues....;.91,542.93

EVER, AS THE NAME
OF THE BEST FAMI-

street.__21-1

sbirts at low- prices;
repairing
Kitting large
new
bosoms, cuffs etc.
specialty. 11. 11. HATCH, 15 Temple St.

An Office Desk,
A Chamber Set,

DOLLARS.

0NE_MILLI0N

Sold by all druggists. *1; six for $5, Prepared
by C. 1. HOOD & CO.,Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.
decs

—

made

A

A1TAL STATEMENT, JAILARY 1/87.
CAPITAL,

Range,
Stove,
A Carpet,
A Rug,
An Art Square,
A Mat,
A Parlor Suit,
A Phenix Folding Bed,

Lounge,
Ladies’and Cents’ Rin^s A Reclining Chair,

FIRE and MARINE

Sarsaparilla

100 Doses One Dollar.

—

THE

So must a larger quantity
of goods than ever before
left our store in the same
time.
Our ORDERS to every
Branch Store are to reduce
stock to the lowest possible
point, preparatory to taking stock. The question is

A

Cold Waves
Are predicted with reliable accuracy and people
liable to the pains and aches ot rheumatism dread
every change to damp or stonny weather. Although we do not claim Hood’s Sarsaparilla to be
a positive specific for rheumatism, the remarkable
cures it has effected show that it may be taken for
rheumatism with reasonable certainty of benefit.
Its action in neutralizing the acidity of the blood,
which is the cause of rheumatism, constitutes the
secret of the success of Hood’s Sarsaparilla in curing this complaint. If you suffer from rheuumatism
give Hood's Sarsaparilla a fair trial; we believe it
will do you good.
“I suffered a long time with rheumatism in my
left arm and shoulder, my blood being in a very
low condition. I was udvlsed to use Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and I did so witli great success. Since I
nave been taking it I have not been troubled with
rheumatism, anu my blood is iu better condition.”
Mils. M. Mo put, 303 Nostrand Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

price

A

AHMETS.

rear of No. 37 Fleasant street.
In this city. Dec. 27, Dennis F. Walsh, aged 33
years 8 mouths.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
At Sebago Lake, Standish, Dec. 19, Abner McDonald, aged 79 years 4 months 13 days.
In Kenuebuukport. Dec. 24, John Ferklns, aged

from

L0RL\(i,

SPRINGFIELD

DCAinS.

on

MUST GO!

Hanging Lamp,
A Stand Lamp,

31 1-2 Exchange Street.

Houghton

XI months.

Village,

FO

FARM FOR SALE.

A

—

KftARRIACES.

Inthiscijy, Dec. 27. Florence Emily, only
daughter ol Capt. Charles 11. Speck, aged I year

120 house
R » A I.E, at Saccarrapna
lots Including 9 corner lots, all laid out and
houses with
2
also
dwelling
streets;
on
arranged
sebago water and good drainage; all within seven
$6000; terms
minutes walk from Post Office;
Me.
easy. Apply to E. J. PENNELL, Saccarappa.
23*2

$1,800: one of 60 acre*, small
partieulars address the owuer, E.

A Parlor

ORGANS !

-AJVD-

»

A

Palace, Worcester Organ Co.
and Ft. Wayne

HOSIERY

one

PIANOS !

is

Ward.
In Paris. Dec. 19, L. Ellsworth Thayer and Miss
Jennie B. Dean.
In Edgecon b, Dec. 19, Edward W. Dodge and
Miss Minnie Hulebius.
in Friendship. Dec. 10, Sbeltou Simmons of
Waldoboro and llelle Henderson of Friendship.
In Livermore Centre, Dec. 10, Edgar B. Cram
aud Miss Florence Kyi s.
In Chestcrville. Dee. 14, Win. N. White of Win
tbrop and Miss Hattie E. Poole of Cliesterville.
In Pittsfield, Dec. 17. Lorenzo M.Btarblrdof
Pittsfield aud Miss Annie M.Eldrldgeof Palmyra
In Hartland. Dee. 17, Albert Waldron ol Clinton and Miss Lura A. Wright of Hartland.

_trA—

change st._

ruu-

DO YOU WANT

Sales.

In Lhnington. Dec. 24, by Rev. C. H. Gates.
Edwin Small of Cornlsb aud Miss Nellie F. Brackett of Limtugton.
In Norway. Dee. 21, Henry D. Cole of Greenof Norway.
wood, and aud Jennie M.
ec. 10, Walter Holden aud Emma
In Oxford,

9

MALE—Sleigh hacks and tracers
till tak- IVOR
ners. 117 OXFORD ST._22-l
MALE-Hardware business; satisfactory
ing an inventory. The Hol- IVOR
reason for selling. For particulars addresi
iday trade has made sad A. N. 0GODWIN & (%>., llridgtoii. Me._9-4
MALE—1 second-hand 12 horse power
havoc in many Parlor Suits
14 horse power boiler with
IVOR
eugiue, and
barlings at
and we will sell the remain- heated pump, Inspirator and all IPSTOVE
FOUNgain. Address, BIDDEFOBD
that
at
Biddeford.
DRY,
ligures
Me._"c5tf
ing pieces
will cause consternation in IV THE SHVY 801TH "r
BAKOAINS— A farm of 176 acres, large house,
the ranks. But they
house

which you can choose

Steinway,

—

[Funeral

are now

Ailing
strips. It takes' the place of outside doors and
windows, as It keeps out the cold In winter and
dust In summer. 87 UKOSS ST.
_24-i_

keeping goods

Jewelry !

and

—

SO dozen Ladies’ all Wool Seam*
lea* Hose at ’■tie pair; w orth 38c.
SO dozen Ladies’ Wool Hose at

Tight Weather Strips.

Air

IVOR

than

of

IVOR:*ALE-Stable 30x30, feet posts; must
r be moved. C. P. MATLOCKS. aivi Ex-

—

discounting IVOR

10 Percent.

Sale !

Special

UNDERWEAR

male

FOR

HOLIDAYS

to the Portland Ad-

From 7 to 9 o’clock of the evenings of this
week we shall sell at auction prices, the following named goods: Men’s Underwear,
Hosiery, Gloves, Suspenders, Mufflers, Silk
Chaiii.es Custis & Co.
Handkerchiefs.

prefer

W. AE.E.KN:
dM

C.

_

Blaisdell
Fob
Berry, 67 Cross street,
orders for their patent air tight weather

Vl.tfrr.tarov

vertiser says:

Evening

NAI-E-Apottaecary Store. For sale at
bargain, a druggist's stock of goods and

Have a

"Congressman Bland, the silver dollar
man, was sitting at his desk yesterday when
I called, writing and mailing letters and
keeping himself very busy, just as though
Congress was really aud truly in session.
‘What do you expect to see done on the
silver question!’ I asked.
‘Very little this session, I fear.’ he answered. ‘This tariff aud revenue reduction
matter is going to he the burning question of
this session and there will be little use in attempting anything else.’’
‘Do you look for anything to be done,
even in that line?’
‘Yes, there must he something done. 1
think the tariff will be reduced and the tobacco tax taken of, probably.’

UAII.BV.
marl 4

—

HALE—One yoke 6-year old Hereford
steers; girt 7 feet 8 inches and 7 feet9Inches;
6806
lbs;extra beef. CHAM. POOLE, Yarweight
1
moutb.
also
horse:
work
a
iso K MALE—Cheap, heavy
JT a new milch Jersey cow. Apply to D. F.
W-‘
PALMER. West Falmouth, Me.

St.______231

who wish first-class
Hood
permanent employment at good wages, to
call aud Investigate the business located at No. 73
Union street. Just below office of the International
Express Company. CUMBERLAND M'F'ti CO.

Ions,

The Silver

FOR HALE.

Fine sleigh built by Zenas
MALE
1
Thompson Jr.; used tint little: almost good
as new.
Enquire of B. F. HASKELL, 470 Congress
One large show case, 9 feet
male
long,and 3 small ones, for sale cheap; also 1
JOHN S. FITZ, 18 Washington
new meat block.

men

—

uiishuu-

_

Sudden Death.

Reduce the Surplus

prices.

scholars has been reduced from 42 to about
24.
Mr. John Smith, one of our smart old men,
whose severe illuess was recorded in the
Press a few weeks ago, lias nearly recovered
his health, and, although 83 years of age,
walked to the Thoroughfare village, a distance of nearly two miles, one day last week.
J

Box..

Me,_28

united effort of
the consumer and ourselves
That we are able and willing to make great sacrifices
will be seen by examining
our stock and getting the

North Haven crew throughout.
The free high school closes its session in
about three weeks.
Owing to prevailing
sickness among the pupils, the number of

1GCV/1C1

Center

—

requires

WANTED

Covernor .Bodweli’s Death.

XI10

J.,

FOR

W<> arc preparing lo lake annual account
In llie uicanliiuc
of stock next Monday.
ninny small lots which we think desirable
to close out will be placed on the counters at
very low prices. It will pay to visit our store
this week and look around for bargains.

NEWS.

night

“The Ticket of Leave Man” was produced
in very good shape, being well staged and
well acted. Tonight “Twice Married, dramatized from Miss Braddon’s "Aurora
Floyd,” will be given.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Treasurer—N. K. Martin.
The following officers of Westbrook Lodge
K. of P. were elected Monday night:
F. C.—A. B. Winslow.
C. C.—Albert Meserve.
V. C.—A. E. Greene.
F.—Frank Mayberry.
M. ot E.—C. B. Woodman.
M. of E.—G. F. Murch.
K. of K. & 8.—A. W. Kicker.
M. at A.—George A. l’arson.
Mrs. liavid Harrison, a lady residing on
Scotch Hill, slipped on the ice where the
young people slide, a few days ago and broke
her leg just above the aukle.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Stockbridge’s.

would have been
To
enormous.

V.—Leroy Spiller.
Secretary—Fred GraRam.

of the iUnfortunate Results of

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
V. O.

or

of
trade

loss—of

A

HAVEN

»*•-*»■

F. O. BAILEY & CO.
loetioneers and Commission Morrhants

as

a

our reserve, our

M. 1st.

this committee.

Miss Carle, our favorite contralto, will appear in "Pinafore” with the Maritana Opera
Company. She will be assisted by Mr. J. C.
Bartlett, one of the leading tenors in Boston,
and the tenor of King’s Chapel choir; Miss
Tuttle, who was one of the principals of the
Stetson company last season; Miss Zahm, a
favorite pupil of Charles R. Adams; Mr.
Lon Brine, solo baritone at the Cathedral of
the (Immaculate Conception in Boston; H.
S. Carmell, who ranks high as an oratorio
singer; also Myron Clark, J. K. Berry, and
E. B. Hall, assisted by a select chorus, an orchestra of nine musicians, with Leon Keach
Half fare has been arranged
as conductor.
on the Maine Central railroad to both performances, and half fare to matinee on the
Portland & Rochester railroad from Gorham
Seats on sale at
and intermediate stations.

_

C.H.-Ii. H. B. Hawes.
1*. 8.—Stephen H. 8killtus.
K. A. C.-ltufus 11. IIrant.
M. 3d V.—It. 8. Robinson.
M. 2d V.—A. K Kendrick.

One

on

a

H. F.—C. W. Dennett.
K.- Oliver A. Cobb.
S.—J. Clark Scates.

NORTH

21L-

large for another assault,
to do the housework
for
small family,
Munjoy Hill. Address,
serious WANTED—Domestic,
although many
stating wages and where may l>e seen, t. .Press
2I>~1
breaks have been made, ami office.
situation
a
lady
young
arrival
but for the timely
copy
WANTED—by
stenagrapher. bookkeeper, cashier
Woodfords. Me., Deerfng
1st. Address J. M.

A parlor lamp exploded in A. B. Winslow s
residence Saturday night but was extinguished by the presence of mind of Mrs.
Winslow without damage.
The churches made presentations on Saturday: A fine easy chair, presented to Kev.
M. C. Pendexter by his parish; a gold vest
cliaiu, presented to Kev. Edward E. Bacon
by his parish; a gold watch to Frank Bennett, Saco street; an elegant chamber set to
Mrs. D. Puringtou.
The following officers .of Eagle Chapter
were installed Monday night by A. U. Burroughs :

appointed

ALICE CARLE AND OTHER ARTISTS.

to assist in the care ot
Our stock is sufficiently WANTED—All
124 I'KAKI. STREET.

8 ACC AR API* A.

»

ing

Trustee for three years—F. E. Lovell.

__

PERSONAL.

Christmas turkey.
The boarders at Mrs. Corbett’s boarding
house on Franklin street presented her an

Charity

_

and Caroline
M. Robinson of Deering, executors and
trustees, aud requires no bonds from them
or any inventory.
The will is dated July
8, 1883, and witnessed by E. H. Elwell,
Hiram Hinckley and Nellie Donovan.

room

The

nr_

$200.
If the Hospital trustees decline to accept
the property left them by the conditions of
the will, then the trustees—after taking out
$1,000 to be invested and the income paid to
the minister of the Clark Memorial Church,
or if there be none, it shall be added to the
principal, or if the church building be destroyed and not rebuilt, then the income
shall be paid to the Preachers’ Aid Society—
shall pay the remainder, divided iuto ten
equal parts, viz: one-tenth to George C.
Webber, Nellie E. Thompson, Annie E.
Clark, Rosa N. Ridgway, Caroline M. Robinson, Martha R. Eastman, and Samuel E.
Caldwell, and the other three-tenths to Dennis E. Clark and W. F. Caldwell.
She appoints Briceus M. Eastman and

1860---1864

Over 100,000 pounds
this port yesterday.
Will the teachers of

a_j

HERMIT.

Daniel Sprague, an old man, over TO years
of age, was found dead in the upper loft of a
barn on Lafayetto street, near Melbourne,
yesterday noon, Sprague is a widower, and

poses and for

“6000

BRIEF

Daniel

which shall be

dec2tleod*wlw

tllegerl & Sous.

Tho

Deering,

she authorized her executors to execute any
deed of said lots the said deed to be executed under the limitations and restrictions of
the will, and to contain a condition of forfeiture, and of said lots reverting to the

splendid
Opportunity.
Savings Bank.

Men

in

the north, and South street on the south,
the tenure of which lots was to be held, subject to certain conditions named in that will,

Dog Pup.
Wanted-Newfoundland
More.

W...I

Document.

Interesting

A

OF

Barn

Logan Co., Colo., Warrants for Salt'.
J. li. Brown & Son-Bankers.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

A

DEATH

WILL.

Nancy Clark of Deering, deceased, widow
of the late Dr. Eliphalet Clark, by her last
will and testament, makes the following bequests :
By the first clause, whereas her husband
In his last will gave her certain lots of laud,

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
lUlVl

CLARK’S

NANCY

THE PRESS.

auction

FEMALE HELP.

FIKMTtKI'.

ADVEKTIIEIHENTN.

NEW

SUBURBAN NEWS.

dtf

Opp.

the

on

vl

exhibition.

Hotel.

Falmouth

tep2k__dty

SLEIGHS SLEIGHS
Built l>y illslnr State Prison and
oilier Maine ami Western
Builders.

FROM $20 TO $150 EACH.
Large assortment at very low
prices, don't full to call for
A Sleigh or Kobe at

HORSE k CARRIAGE MART,
PLUM STREET.
dec23

_11,11

To Vessel Owners.
Marine Railway has Ueenthornow 111 rmllncM to
repairs. All work
ake out all vessels
fort

11HKoughly Clyde
rebuilt, and I®
In ueed ol
lispatebed uulck.v

and

■

fort Clyde. Mis.

dee l tbitf

c.
TAYLOR, ol

c.

c.

the Clothing Committee will
Room, Tuesday, Wednesday
ind Thursday torenoons, until 11 o’clock, to K
be clothing; clothing may be sent to the Ward
tooni alter Monday.
Ueu24dtd
PER ORDER.

MRS.

be at the Ward

